Rattlesnakes

Maple Sugar Manufacture.
is at hand lor maple sugar
and the following extracts from a
nssion by a Vermont farmers’ club are
uetv end suggestive. One member is re*
The secret of making
rod a- saying:
«d sugar is having evervthing about the
’ure clean and sweet.
Buckets,
i pans should all be thoroughly
'■ :>i
and with proper eare a flrst-class
\ neighbor wished*
le can be made.
to stir ofl some sugar for him that he
I went to the
g: :
'-am how to do it.
ighbor’s place, but before I got within
is of his sugar-house I had fonnd
tv
1
u d not make good sugar,
nt v j 1
sour, and it was impossiin
mak: good sugar with sap gathered
In putting up my
such backets.
•..m
tun ket- 1 wash them in lime water and
I used to
n~e thorn well in boiling water.
with a three-fourths inch bit, but now
u*r one-half inch ; prefer the latter.
Gen<
rally bore three-fourths inch deep. 1 use
at out one load ot wood to 100 pounds of
Have no heaters, only common
-ugar
Strain syrup through a
sheet-iron pans.
aim ; strainer sugar otf at once if I have
me, if not, as soon as possible; do not
use milk or anything else for cleansing
gir. u-■ tin spouts mostly,
l’wo pounds
u a tre«
is a fair average yield.
Hard
sugar for man and teams.
I tat o v hitik it 1 had no sugar house or tixtres ; iat I should invest ill that direction,
to take pans mi at night; now strain
ist thing at nigl.l till up pans, and let
’’e to boi
wliat they will, which will lie
it hail tie' amount in the pans.
Foru.-r v thou ht this yvould color the sugar,
ut do not think so now.
i.i
\i
ii> urged that everything should
.1111 and
>vri-et about a sugar place,
~f.;d
The oftener you gather the sap
I '.lie sooner it is got into sugar the
tti
Tiie best 1 ever made was sugared
!i
lie same day itAvas boiled.
Use oue.a
inch bit deep boring injures the tree
mo:,
hail shallow. Two to two and a half
Think it pays
pound' are average yields.
well to make sugar.
I think that a heater, as
Another said
1y ,ie called, is a great saving of wood,
.ave made from sou to l.sOo pounds from
The
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tries
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comes
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tanner's income. Save the drops.
ns 'Very farmer to make his sugar and
tiii
vs t ". Hdng possible that lie con,tes
i
us see this year bow much
d
nil.
and how many days’labor
: and we shall tlien know whether
i'Xpi
'i make
os
sugar.
Bought a copper
Better
ii.nrand did not like it.
Pars to a good sugar-maker for
an 1
make poor sugar, as too
I.ike to have the best of dry.
»
Great care
sugaring oil.
i toico. it iust right to stir; done
n mui-i.
it
lr\ and sandy and flavor
not done enough it is damp and
.ire.!
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The wood is an important
Have had three
es
ist I laid myself, which is a
'an r of wood over tiie others.
Inad ■! til ng up the spare under tiie back
ii to six
ir eight indies, let it lie left
I with the front arch, and the entrance
flic ci Itiiney should be some six or
ght inches lower than the bottom of the
The idaze will strike these obstruepan
nts.‘hewing the heat under the chimney,
lakipg tiie
,p of it tiie hottest place in
'iir who], arcli.
Heaters save one-fourth
woo,:
r think sugar-making
at least,
tvI use old lence stuff for wood
wdl.
w irtii little for
is
anything else.
1 tiad on my farm in WaterAt other
a go ,1 rigging for boiling sap.
Heat's l ack of the
pans into which the sap was
put. and kept boiling and running into the
What heat you get under
I 11.' in front.
v mr heaters
is so much dear gain, as it
a, i.
i pass out of the chimney.
They will
av tor themselves in one season.
A spout
mid. part d tin and part of gutta-percha
the best ] have used.
Sugar-making
:s good paving business.
'ac gentleman said
Transplanted mait afford as much sap as natural
; !t'~ no
growth, but it i- sweeter. Sugar-making,
iu\
op nion. is tiie most profitable btisithe (arm.
I.ike tin* mowing ma
it
Old
••,
helps clean up the farm.
:
and rubbish, always accumulating
>on the farm
is the very hest for boiling
-.11
But little remains to tie said, as the
• ■ct
has been fairly and ably handled.
•pect to tin buckets as more likely to
sour 'ban wood.
The first,
Begin early.
is always good, while the last
sugat mad
always poor hardly worth making.
A
tetnark was made by the Secretary
.,t
ne improvement, had not been attendt to. \j/
the building of cisterns under
gr uind. in wliieh to put the sap when gathr.
mstead of the wooden holders in common use
When another gentleman said,
a
I had a cistern built, and
response
wouldn't take the gilt of the best, holders
in town and he obliged to use them.
One
.rge enough to hold uOO pails of sapeanbe
small
at
a
half
the
structed
outlay—not
xp.ense of holders ot that capacity.
Sap
will keep two weeks, sweet and cool, in a
Let it. he placed upon a side hill
stern.
above vonr sugar house, with a pipe runi, tig in.ni tin
bottom of the cistern to your
an
and you hav. a handy apparatus, with
No
lipping of sap and waste thereby.
sugar-maker who has used one would do
without it at any reasonable price.
Vi

r

sugar-making.
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Milk.
As the

process generally practised by
predecessors from time immemorial,
1 say it
be freely made known.
seems to me to possess an
importance
scarcely equalled by any other improvements of the day, and should be brought to
the notice of all, whether the possessor of

ordinary
our

should

about

Potatoes.

1 sec by the market reports that potatoes
suitable for food are in demand, ns another
season of rot lias injured the quality of potatoes for market.
A remedy, if but. in
part, is to tie desired.
My opinion is that
if persons raisin" potatoes for the market
would observe a proper rotation, an improvement in quality would be the result.
Meadow land that is dry and suitable for
rn needs ploughing and
reseeding occa-■ uiallv.
If such meadow Is covered literally with fresh, tank and coarse manure,
spread in tin- fall, winter or spring, and
allowed to remain until near planting time
an.l then turned under, we shall have the
n tit
n desired for a crop of corn,
if -aid corn-ground is ploughed in the
all. and harrowed in the spring
following,
and then ridged, we have the very best condition possible for a good crop of potatoes,
ready for early planting, easy culture and
lean tillage.
Florists think that turf and
manure, well rotted together, is the best
material for potting tender or delicate
plants. What more delicate plant have we
to cultivate than the potato, to be satisfactory 1- For two seasons, I have planted
early potatoes and dug them in August,
stored them in a dark cellar, ploughed the
ground and sowed with winter wheat the
iirst of September, and reseeded to grass
with favorable results.
In 1801 the Rev. C.
F tioodricli was
distributing seedlings. He
res iinmended sward land for
A
potatoes.
sandy sward may do for seed, but for the
i could not agree with him.
tab
I would
as
soon think of planting corn on a cranberry swamp, as potatoes for food on a rich
sward, with rank manure. Some approve
■I
burning coarse vegetable refuse and
-preading the ashes on the land. They are
e.iod. no doubt, but 1 prefer to plough tinder
all ci'arse manure, let it rot in the soil, and
Improve the condition for a good crop of
■

potatoes.
An

flTtlca Herald.

Experiment

in

Feeding Horses.

The b union Omnibus
Company use six
ind horses. To economize in food is
sn important matter, and has led to
several
tests, the result of which is
recorded as
follows
To each of three thousand of their horses
they gave a daily allowance of ground oats
sixteen pounds, ground hay seven and oneha f pounds, and cut straw one and oneeighth pounds—the hay and straw being
cut into pieces about half an inch long, and
well mixed up with oats in a little water,
and so making twenty-six pounds of food
for each horse.
And to each of the other
three thousand horses they gave a daily allowance of t<*hole or nnbruised oats nineteen pounds, and uncut or whole
hay or
■draw thirteen pounds, without
any water
in our old-fashioned way, making
thirtytwo pounds of this food for each horse.
And what was the result?
Why, it was
soon discovered that the horse who was fed
on the
twenty-six pounds of ground oats
remained in as good a condition and could
peril rm just as much work and do it just as
well, too, as the horse did who consumed
thirty-two pounds of food as aforesaid, thus
show ug a saving of six pounds of food per
day in favor of bruised oats and cut hay.
3. It. Holmes of Manchester, Michigan,
has just sold five trees on his laud in Clinton
County for $600. Four of the trees were
black walnut and the other was a cherry.
They were bought for the Detroit market,
and the same man offered $680 for eighteen
walnut trees standing on the same land,
being the price Holmps paid for the eighty

acres.

or

one

thousand.

“Milk, like blood, is

a
living fluid, and
die as soon as it leaves the seat
of vitality, and has just that heat which
most rapidly accelerates a change to damage
it." Hence it becomes a matter of the first
importance that the animal heat should be
expelled as soon as possible after being
drawn from the cow.
The following method, as now practiced
in the main by all our best butter aud other
manufactories of milk, and the best dairymen ol
the country, will lie a matter of
great interest to all w-ho may adopt it.
Nearly every manufacturing establishment
of inilk, which receives milk from different
dairies, has a set of printed rules, which,
though varying slightly in the expression,
yet all agree in the main principles. I will
therefore adopt the substance of what all
agree in, and to a considerable extent, copy
the language verbatim.
1.
The milk shall be drawn from the
cow in the most cleanly manner, and strained through wire-cloth strainers; (afterwards it. is strained by some through fine
linen, and others use flannel strainers.)
2.
The milk must lie thoroughly cooled
alter it Is drawn from the cow, in the can
in which it is contained, in a tub or vat, of
cold water deep enough to come up to the
height of the milk iu the can, containing
three or four times as much water as the
milk to he cooled; the milk to be occasionally stirred until the the animal heat is ex-

begins

to

pelled.
3.
In summer, or in the spring and fall,
the water shall not be over fifty-two degrees
This may he drawn from a
temperature.
well or made coo! by the introduction of
ice, or better still by running water from
a spring where the temperature will be uniform, necessary to reduce the temperature
of the milk within forty-five minutes to lielow fifty-eight degrees; and if night’s milk,
to remain in such bath until the time of
bringing it to the factory, and to be below
fifty-five degrees. The morning’s milk not
to exceed sixty degrees when brought to
the factory.
-I.
In winter, or in freezing weather, the
water should lie kept nearly at freezing
point by the addition of ice or snow, that
the temperature of the milk lie soon reduced below fifty degrees.
5.
In the spring and fall weather a medium course may be pursued, so that night's
milk shall lie cooled within an hour below

fifty degrees.
0.
If in running spring water, it should
be so arranged that tiie water flow over the
The can
top to carry off the warm water.
in which the milk is cooled should be placed
In the water immediately after the milking,
aud remain there until the process of cooling is finished.
7. The night’s and morning’s milk should
be separately cooled before mixing.
s.
Cows should not be fed on turnips or
any food tiiat will impart an unpleasant
odor to the milk.
In the manufacture of butter, the milk
wheu cooled is set in tin cans about twenty
inches in height and six inches diameter,
and in a vat of cold water as near forty-five
degrees ns convenient; if higher, the water
should lie cooled with ice. The cream will
in this wav separate entirely from the milk
in a few hours, but is usually allowed to
stand twentv-four hours for convenience,
when with a tunnel shaped dipper it is removed and placed where it becomes slightly
sour, when it is churned with n dash chum,
being kept in a cool place.
Oil

■

Suggestions

product

one

one cow

Meal

for

Calves.

A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer relates his experience in feeding oil-meal to
calves, which he found highly beneficial.
The calves were taken lrom the cows when
three days old and taught at first to drink
sweet milk, on which they kept until the
stomach became strong, when milk that had
stood over one milking was fed twice a day.
At fids 1 irne ire commenced feeding oil-meal,
stirring it into boiling water and afterward
mixing with the milk. The quantity which
he could hold in one hand was used at first,
and, as the calves became accustomed to it,
this quantity was increased.
When too
much was given, scours were produced,
which was readily controlled by reducing
the quantity of the meal.
This feed was continued until pumpkins
were ripe, whim they were substituted for
milk and meal.
Afterward good hay was
given until February, when bruised oats
were added until the pastures were ready,
when the grain was dropped ami (lie calves
were turned to grass, and on October nth
they weighed 2210 pounds (the pair on
which the experiment was made). This
showing is a good one surely. The stock
to which the calves belonged is not given.

Agricultural

Items.

Farmers who have no other returns than
from the growth of a single year, are always
poor, and generally in debt.
Tile Amherst College weather record
shows that seventeen inches of snow and
21.74 inches of water fell during February.
The three winter months have been four
degrees colder than the mean temperature.
The State Legislature of Vermont pro
vidcs that freight wagons carrying more
than three tons in weight, and less than
four, shall have the rims of their wheels at
least four inches wide, and if carrying more
than four tons, five Inches.
The first mule ever taken into the Hoosac
tunnel was brought up recently after a three
years’ residence in the bowels of the earth.
He began to kick vigorously as soon as he
reached the surface—a thing lie was never
known to do before.
There were marketed last year in Chicago
3,690,000 hogs and over 47,000,000 bushels
of corn, at prices which the trade circulars
says, in their perculiar manner,were “hardly satisfactory to the producers, although
as good as could be expected.”
The California Farmer says the sugar
beet crop belonging to the Sacramento
•Sugar Company looks splendidly, and the
profit will be very large per acre. They
have 1000 acres in beets in the bottom lands
of the American river, in the lower end of
Brighton township,and are cultivating them

closely.

Some horses In Hartford have been attacked by paralysis of one side, sometimes
involving merely the hind leg and sometimes both. Cases have occurred where a
livery horse was taken out and had to be
left in the country on account of a seizure
by this disorder, it is feared that a number
will perish.
A series of experiments, instituted to
test the average loss in
weight by drying,
shows that corn losses
and wheat

one-tifth,

one-fourteenth by the process. From this
the statement is made that farmers will
make more by selling unshelled corn in the
fall at 75 cents than the following summer
at one dollar a bushel; and that wheat at
$1.32 in December is equal to $1.50 for the
same wheat iu the .Tune following.
This
estimate is made on the basis of interest, at
seven per cent., and takes no account of
loss from the depredation of vermin. These
facts are worthy of consideration.
editor received the following note lrom a subscriber, asking that a
lalse notice of his death might be corrected : “Sir, i not is a few errors in (he
obituary ot myself which appeared in your
paper of last wensday, i was born in
greenup co., not caldwell, and my retirement from bisnis in 1889 was not owin to
ill helth, but tu a little iruble i had in connection with a horse, and the eors of my
death was not small pox. please make
correctsons for which i enclose 50 cents.”
A

Kentucky

(lid not suite, but hoped in the future his
wishes would he gratified.
So far I had succeeded in deceiving my
uncle, but the worst I feared was, that
when Mrs. Kingsley returned, she might
object to my claiming ownership in her
child. Besides, to carry out my deception
I must find a wife as well as an infant,
and Mrs. Kingsley was the only one I
Sleep where the thunders fly
could conveniently claim. The only diffiAcross the tossing billow;
culty was to get her consent to the deThy canopy the sky,
And the lonely deck thy pillow;
ception, and this might he done if I could
And dream, while the chill sea-foam
only secure a private conversation with
In mockery dashes o'er thee,
her before I introduced her to my uncle,
Of the cheerful hearth, and the quiet home,
then it would he all right.
And the kiss of her that br.re thee.
T watched my opportunity, and gained
an interview with her before she entered
"Watch in the deepest cell
Of the foeman’s dungeon tower,
the room. I told her, in a few brief and
Till hope's most cherished spell
hurried words, the extent of my difficulty,
Has lost its cheering power;
and how I had taken the liberty of acting
And <ing, while tlie galling chain
as papa for tier little one.
T then told her
Oil every stifl’ limb freezes,
« M the huntsman
I must find a wife somewhere, and begged
hurrying o’er the plain,
«>f the breath of the mountain breezes.
her to allow me to introduce her in that
capacity. She laughed very heartily at
Talk of the minstrel's lute.
the suggestion, said she could compreThe warrior's high endeavor,
When the honeyed lips are mute,
hend my difficulty, and consented to my
A ml the strong arm crushed forever:
proposal, and very roguishly warned me
Look back to the summer -un
not to presume upon the occurrence.
From the mist of dark December;
We then entered the parlor and I introThen say to the broken-hearted one,
duced her as my better half. My uncle
'Tis pleasant to remember 1”
was very much pleased with her, and
complimented me upon my good choice
in the selection of a wife.
Mrs. KingsA Hurried Courtship.
ley, of course, colored most charmingly
T was a young man possessed of suffi- at this
compliment, and I could plainly
cient means to enable me to live at my see tha' she could scarcely refrain from
ease. and refrain from labor of any kind,
laughing.
when suddenly there came a blow that
“You have a tine bey here,” said my
scattered my prosperity to the winds, and uncle to Mrs. Kingsley, pointing to the
forced me to employ my labor and wits cradle.
in the general struggle ot gaining a liv“Excuse n>e sir.” said she, coloring up
ing The blow came in the shape of the again, “its a girl.”
failure of a large firm in which my capital
I was dumbfounded. 1 was exposed
was invested.
in my iniquity. Would my uncle believe
After securing a clerkship in the house me after this? He looked from me to my
ot a creditor of our late firm, my first care
pretty landlady with a puzzled eountowas to look up a less expensive boardingnance.
house than the fashionable one in which I
“Your husband told me it was a boy,
was livin
I inserted an advertisement in he said, and rather
suspiciously, too. !
several widely circulated city paper, askthought.
tor
in
a
reasonable board
ing
strictly private
“Well, I always took it for a boy,”
family, and of course received a multitude was my reply, putting on a hold face,
of answers by next post.
Out of this “but I suppose my wife knows best."
Here Mrs. Kingsley fairly screamed
motley installment of epistles, there was
but one which pleased me, and that one with
laughter, and my uncle’s stern face
T decided to answer in person immediate- assumed an ironical smile.
“You are a nice father, ain’t you?” he
ly.
Grace Kingsley was the name ot the said,
touching me with the point of his
favored landlady writing to me, and the umbrella, “not to know the sex of your
letter stated that her house was entirely own child. Why, I knew it was a
girl
private having no boarders whatever. 1 the moment 1 looked at it."
was much pleased with the fair, delicate
“But, Charley he said again addressing
handwriting anil an idea took possession me, “what did you do with the goblet anil
of me that Grace was a young and fascinatpap-spoon I sent to the little one ?”
ing widow. I was not disappointed when
"Oh, they are perfectly safe, I assure
I reached the house, and my ringing at
you,” I replied. “1 have taken good care
the the door-hell was answered by the of them.”
lady herself. She invited me into the
“Yes, hut where in the deuce are they ?
parlor in a manner so courteous, and yet I would like very much to take another
so modest, that I had fallen
desperately look at them.”
in love with her before I could cross the
“Well, 1 have deposited them in a bank
threshold.
tor safe keeping, but I can readily pro1 enjoyed a very pleasant chat with Mrs. duce them—that is—in the course of a
Kingsley. During the conversation she week’s time.”
informed me that her late husband had
He told me to do so, as he wanted to
been in a fair way of business, and at his see them, and then 1
got out of the room,
death, which occurred a year previous, for fear that he
might ask me some, more
had left her in pretty comfortable circumperplexing questions.
stances.
They bail but one child; and
A short time afterward, Mrs. Kingsley
this item of mortality I was most gracious- came to me, when 1 was
alone, in an :i-lto
look
as
it
ly permitted
upon,
lay peace- joining room and 1 saw immediately that
in
its
cradle.
I
also something very humorous must have
fully slumbering
learned that the lady was living in the
happened, for the corners ot her lips were
house 1111 iti‘ alone and desired a male
breaking into smiles.
boarder more as a means of protection
“Do yon know, sir, into what an awkthan us a source of revenue. In con- ward
predicament you have got me?”
clusion. the landlady looked so pretty she
as she took a seat on the
inquired,
(she was quite young, not more than two lounge by my side.
or three and twenty) and the hoard so
“Explain yourself,” I said.
moderate, her companionship so inviting,
“Why, your uncle came to me a short
and she seemed to trust in me, and look time
ago, and asked to set* my marriage
me
so
that
I
would
have
upon
favorably,
certificate, and he said he had some money
been a heathen, dead to all charms and to settle
upon us immediately, lint wanted
inducements of the sex, if I had not en- to tie sure that
everything was riL'lit first.”
quired board on the, spot.
“Did you expose me?” i inquired an\
The next day I had my trunk removed
iousl v.
to inv new boarding-place, and perma“No, sir, I did not, for I never enter
nently established myself there. Before into a deception, or anything else, by
leaving my former hoarding-house,a letter halves.”
was handed me by the postman, but I did
f was so elated that I could not. withnot find time to examine it until I was stand the
temptation of embracing her.
eomlortably ensconced in the parlor of This did not make her angry, for she
Mrs. Kingsley’sjeosy house.
nestled her head cosily on my shoulder
Opening the letter, I discovered it to be and smiled serenely.
from a wealthy uncle ol mine, residing
“What answer did you make him ?” 1
in Vermont, who regularly sent me a letasked.
ter once a year; but whom I had never
She hesitated for a moment, and then
seen.
Ills epistles were always short and said :
to the point, generally consisting of an ae“I promised to produce the marriage
eount of the weather in his locality, and
certificate.”
some good advice to me to take care of
“But we haven’t got any.” I then remy money, as ] might lie burdened with marked.
some ot it before I was much older.
I
She indulged in a quiet little laugh to
was always very glad to get this advise
herself, but said nothing.
from him as T regarded it as an intimation
“Mrs. Kingsley—nay, my dear madam
that 1 was to inherit his wealth on his
—no, I will call you darling- we are both
decease.
in a scrape, and there is but one way for
One day, however, about a year preus to get out of it.
We must go and get
vious, I received
letter from him which married immediately. Will
you be my
contained another topic besides those I wife P"
have mentioned. My uncle made some
“I shall be delighted,” she answered,
pressing inquiries respecting my matri- frankly, and seizing both mv hands, said
monial prospects, and stated that if I was
that she was ready for a frolic of any
not already married. I should immediately
kind.
enter into the wedded state, and let him
We lost no time I assure you. 1 don’t
know of it, or he would never more be an think
Mrs. Kingsley ever goL into her
uncle of mine.
Sunday clothes in such a hurry in her life
Now, as my uncle lived in Vermont and
before, while I spoiled two pairs of sus1 in Philadelphia, and I never anticipated
in my frantic endeavors to be on
tlie old gentleman would pay me a yisit penders
time.
We quite astonished the parson
and discover the falsehood, I wrote and
our haste, and at the conclusion ot the
informed him that 1 was not only married by
i would have forgotten to give
ceremony,
but the father of a bouncing baby.
This him the usual
“fee,” if he had not. reintelligence so pleased my uncle that he minded me of it.
sent a gold goblet and a silver
pap-spoon,
We had secured the coveted marriage
to he presented to my child.
I at first sat
and sealed, and wore
down and wrote a very romantic letter to certificate, signed
now safely out of our difficulties, as we
my uncle, thanking ban for the presents,
thought. We had omitted one precaution,
and then visited the nearest jewelry store
as we presented the. certificate to uncle.
and turned both the goblet and spoon into It
was all right with the exception of the
which
1
cash,
pocketed.
modern date.
1 had received no further letters from
“Why, how is tins?” said my uncle,
mv uncle until the one which I read in
at the document through his specs;
gazing
Mrs. Kingsley’s parlor. The postscript “I
you were married over a year
thought
to this not only astonished, hut absolutely
ago.”
frightened me. 1 read as follows :
“So we were, uncle,” I answered very
1‘.

Memory.

of the dairy in this counof the most universal—scarcely
a family in the land but has a cow—and
furnishes one of the largest sources of the
wealth of the United States, it seems proper that any and all knowledge derived from
the experience of those who have had the
greatest practical advantages, both by
scientific research and untiring, persevering and practical demonstrations, which
have resulted in great advantages over the

try is

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1873.
Stand

funeral mound.
Far, far from al! that love thee:
With a barren heath around,
And a cypress bower above thee:
And think, while the sad wind frets.
And the night in cold gloom closes,
Of spring, and spring’s sweet violets,
Of summer, and summer’s roses.
on a

*•

S.—I have never visited Philadelphia, so I
have decided to do so at once, and yet a look at
you and your wife and child.
You may expect, mo about the 10th of the month.
‘•(rood gracious!
My uncle is coming
visit me,” 1 exclaimed; “and its
past
tlie luth of the month now ! I don’t know
at what moment he may pop in.
What
am 1 to do for a wife and child ?”
At that moment there came a terrible
pull at the door bell as if the man who
pulled it imagined that he owned the
(o

house and could make as much noise as
lie pleased. A sickening sensation took
possession ot me, for 1 had a misgiving
that it was my uncle. Now as good fortune would have it, Mrs. Kingsley had
gone out to a neighboring store tor a lew
moments, and had requested me to have
an eye on her child while she was
gone,
so it wouldn’t tall out of the cradle and
hurt itself. As I glanced at the cradle,
and thought of my uncle at the door, a
bright idea entered my mind. I determined, in ease the visitor was mv uncle,
to claim the youthly occupant as my own.
The visitor proved to be my uncle. I
knew him by the pictures of him I had
seen, and lie likewise knew me by my
photograph. After a mutual recognition
and hand-shaking, I ushered my honored
relative into the parlor and introduced
him to my newly claimed offspring.
“There, uncle,” said I, “is the first
pledge of our married life. I assure you
J take pleasure in
presenting to you my
“It is

fat little youngster,” said my
uncle, gazing at it admiringly. “By the
way, what is it, boy or girl ?”
That was a knotty story for me to answer, for be was just as much acquainted
with its gender as I was. But it would
not do to show
ignorance on the subject,
so I answered at
hap-hazard that it was a
a

solemnly.

“How comes it, then, that the certificate
is dated to-day?” he asked in a voice of
thunder.
We were struck speechless, both my
wife and I.
“Come,” said my uncle, “1 see there
has been some trickery here. Own up to
it, or I will never forgive you.”
I did own up to it, and told him the
whole story. I expected it would make
him angry, but it didn’t; for he laughed
heartily, and said 1 was a clever rascal,
and he was proud ot me.
“But how about the gold goblet and
pap-spoon? You haven’t been drawing
the wool over my eyes about them, too,
have

you—eh

?”

I told the truth about the goblet and
pap-spoon.
“Why, you are a regular trickster,”
said my uncle. I believe you would deceive Satan himself.
But I won’t get
angry with you, tor I used to play the
same games when T was
young.”'
In a word, we became
thoroughly reconciled, and my uncle settled upon me a
sufficient income to enable me to quit my
irksome duties as a clerk. He has
gone
back to Vermont, and I can but
say in
that
when he pays us another
conclusion,
visit, I can show several “little people”
that I call my own, and without telling a
falsehood.
A conductor on

the New Haven and

Northampton road while taking fares the
other day was asked by an old gentleman,

“What do you do with all this ere money
you get of passengers as don’t have
tickets?” “Put it in my pocket,” answered
the good-natured conductor. “Just what
I thought,” said the inquisitive
gentleman,
returning to his newspaper.

boy.

“I am sorry it is a hoy,” said
my uncle;
“there are too many
boys in the family.
Now, if you had only produced a little
blue eyed girl, it would have been more
sensible.”
I assured him I was sorry the
gender

A

woman at Omalig. dreamed that a
would come along and sell her some
pills which would cure her dyspepsia.
Sure enough he came and she
bought the
pills, took two, and was cold as a hammer
when her husband came home.
man

their

Habits.

the rattlesnake is extremely
unless molested there is little to fear from it during the greater portion of the year. Just before and just alter its winter
sleep, however, ii is more
active, and often assumes the offensive
in order to strike, it must lie in a close
coil, with its head and neck erect. In this
position it throws itselt forward about
three-fourths its length, supp- ting i’s
weight ntirelv upon the remaini. fourth.
When molested or alarmed, or wh n about
to attack, the rattle is violently shaken ;
The Eastern Railroad.
but practically this serves little purpose as
Bridges.
Hanging in Old Times.
a warning, since when excited the erenA correspondent of the Boston Traveller
The Chinese lay claim to having been
It is really surprising to those ot the
truc strikes at the intruder withthe quickthe (ivst bridge builders, and as the word preseut
century to learn tor what com- gives the following summary oi the great ness of lightning, anti almost simultanebridge dors not occur in the Bible, we are paratively light and trivial offences capi- improvements which have been adopted ously with the sound of the rattle. The
led to believe that the ancient Jews and tal punishment in the olden lime was in- by this road to secure the safety of the
statement that the noise ot the rattle is
Egyptians were unacquainted with this tlicted. A correspondent gives the fol- travelling public:
peculiar, and once heart! will never aftermethod of crossing streams to any con- lowing incidents:
In
the
first
the
of
the
While John Hancock
place
employes
ward be mistaken, is emphat ieally denie I,
siderable extent. Giant trees which had was Governor ot the Commonwealth, road have uniforms and badges indicating
the writer averring that he lias known the
s'ood on the borders of water courses had Rachel Whall was
the
a
positions they occupy, enabling
hung in Boston tor
of those who had frequently
been blown down by the wind, or had highway robbery. Her offence consisted stranger to obtain all necessary informa- opinions
heart! the sound “divided as to whether a
their roots undermined and lay extended in
twitching from the hands of another tion as to baggage, starting of trains, etc
certain ominous clicking arose from the
from bank to bank, are supposed to have female a bonnet worth
perhaps, seventy- etc. Passengers are not allowed, except grasshoppers, which were there in great
first suggested the use of bridges.
five cents, and running off with it. 1 at (heir own risk, to jump on the cars numbers, or a rattlesnake.”
Contrary t"
Chain bridges were familiar to the peo- mention this not to the
disparagement of when they have started from the Boston the common belief, tbe reptile also often
ple of China more than eighteen centuries the Governor. He, doubtless, acted upon depot, the gate to the entrance being leaves its hole and moves about after sunbefore they were made in Europe. Some a sense of duty,
thinking it best for the closed as soon as the signal is given for down, not seldom crawling into tents, ami
of the bridges in that country are of excommunity that the laws of the land how- the tram to start thus saving the lives of even into beds, during the night. The
ceeding magnificence. There is one near ever frightfully severe—while they were belated travelers who thoughtlessly rush notion that venomous snakes do not bite
Pekin, built wholly of white marble, with laws, should be executed. A lad eighteen for cars when in motion. Each car has a twice in immediate succession is also
proelaborate ornamentation, executed in the years of age was hung in Salem for arson, placard plainly indicating the place to nounced
erroneous, the writi r mentioning
art.
ot
Eastern
Others
which
it
which
style
the
answers
highest
runs,
yet during the administration of Governor
question a ease where he saw the rattlesnake strike
more beautilnl and imposing
span the Strong, similar appeals in his favor being in a majority of minds, “Does this car go three times with electric quick) ess, each
a
canals, having
grand triumphal arch at considered and overruled. Yet the in- to such or such a place ?"
time leaving the marks of its fangs on the
either end. Some are flat, without arches, telligence and the
The moans adopted to secure safety on trousers of the
humanity, alike of the
person attacked.
marble flagging of great length being Executive and of the Council, notwith- the road, are worthy of special commenl.'.t with all its quickness and mutabililaid on piers so narrow that the structure standing the result arrived at in both those dation. The air brake, whieli enables the
ty. the snake frequently refuses to bite,
seems almost
suspended in the air without instances, were unquestionable. Within engineer lo stop the train almost instan- even when crowded to the closest quarsupport of any description. These bridges the same period, a gentleman saw a girl taneously in case of danger, is a great ters. It is related that often when trod
do not require to he made
very strong, for seventeen years of age hung in London, acquisition. The telegraph and automatic on il fails to retaliate; and one remark
only foot 'passengers cross them, and this ior .stealing a sheer cream pitcher. Ed- signal indicating the position of the dif- able instance is
given where a gentleman
accounts for their elegant and fanciful ward Vail Brown was
hung in Boston for ferent trains on the road, nsurc, as far on coining out of the river Platte after a
construction.
The more massive struc- burglary, committed in the house of
as human agency can, againnt collision 01
hath, and entirely naked, sat down upon
Captures have immense arches, the centre one tain Osias
Goodwin, Charter street, and disaster. The silent working of the latter a rattlesnake, and discovering his mistake
of
being usually about forty feet wide and stealing therefrom sundry articles.
each
mile
travel, tolling at
chronicling
suddenly resumed his legs, without sutler
a train is
once ownea a set ot tne um
sufficiently high for junks to pass without
approaching ing any harm beyond a severe fright.
ijauey every depot when
their
The ascent to the Trials (178.1 to
masts.
striking
18'25] embraced in a series and indicating when it is a mi'e away, is The peculiar orlor of the rattlesnake is
bridge on each side is by stone steps, and of, perhaps, tifty-eight ipiarto volumes. truly a wonder.
v
itched for and we are told that when
in this respect they vosembh tin1 Rialto The earliest ol the volumes contained the
The outlay for these improvements, one is irritated and made to bite the rake
and other bridges ot Venice.
details ot the trial of the unfortunate Dr. added to the cost of new cars which have or hoe with which it is intended to kill
rlie ancient Peruvians, under the
reign Dodd, for lorgery, whose touching ap- been provided must1 be very great. The him, the implement will retain the same
of the Incas, displayed groat skill in the peals for mercy here recorded were fruit- luxury of the Pullman ears, ol which there
unpleasant smell for months. (Inee known,
construction of hoth roads and bridges. lessly enforced
by the splendid eloquence are a number we have not alluded to, hut the odor is always recognizable.
The latter were made of a sort ot native | ol Johnson. In a later volume,
in
in
this
direction
expenditure
The bite of the rattlesnake, according
long after liberality
osier, which possessed extreme tenacity. the commencement of the present century, is sure in the end, to ho a good investment. to this observer’s
experience, is neither so
These osiers^vere braided into cables the
The
I!
>ston
accommodations
in
are
depot
eight separate capital convictions are rerapidly fatal nor -o incurable as most peothickness of a man’s body, then stretched worded asone
too
tor
insmall
and
the
cramped
rapidly
day’s job of asinglc tribunal,
ple suppose. Of tliiitv person* bitten by
across the water, the ends run
through the culprits being all boys and girls be- creasing business, but we leant every- the rattlesnake, he states that *11 recoverholes left for that purpose in immense tween the age of ten and fifteen, and their ting possible is being done to secure more ed but one, and lie lived twelve
days after
walls of solid masonry on each hank and offences
the accident. Of the whole thirty, till
petty thefts. One case I remem- room and better accommodations.
secured to the natural rock or pieces of ber of peculiar
A new depot is nearly or ipiite finished
was the only case which received surgical
judicial atrocity. A young
heavy timber. The road bed was gener- girl in her eighteenth year was indicted at Somerville, and it is hoped tho stations advice: but whether it was tin* bite or flu
ally twenty feet wide and sometimes ex- for stealing a roll of ribbon worth three I on the road (many of them sadly need it) advice that killed the patient we are not
ceeded two hundred feet in length, with shillings. The prosecutor’s evidence was will early in the spring bn supplied with informed.
railing ot osier on hoth sides. Planks to tiiis effect: “The prisoner came inti new and commodious buildings. The
Whiskey the writer regards a- a sneeitie
wore laid transversely across the cables
L travel on this road is enormous, and we arc for the bite of the rattlesnake, and relates
my shop and purchased some ribbons.
for the flooring, and notwithstanding the personally knew her and was on the most, glad to find the management of it is in- numerous instances which illustrate the
structure
rested several hundred feet friendly terms with her. When site left, I clined to meet the reasonable wants of the wonderlul
power of tlii- agent when adabove ail abyss, and was very fragile in accompanied her and offered her niv arm, [ patrons ot it.
Ii is
ministered in sullicient quantity.
The Eastern road is supplying their road well known to
appearance, it afforded a safe means of which sho ooo.jptn<]_ Wo conversed to !
physician* that persons -utcommunication for men and heavy bur- gether. As we reached the corner of a with steel rails as fast as the old ones are
tering Irotn disease attended with severe
den
The oscillation of these bridges street leading to the Bow street office, I used tip. Some twenty-five miles ot tins
will often to er.tte much larger doses
pain
was frightful and the cause of
frequent turned toward it. She said she was going rail were laid last year, and ultimately of opium or other narcotic than could
alarm besides, there was an unpleasant in another direction, anil bade me
good the entire track will he thus furnished. otherwise be borne. Persons poisoned bv
inclination toward the centre that made morning. No!
you are coming with me ! These rails are twenty-eight feet and the bite of a rattlesnake lnaniiest a similar
the passage more or less difficult.
I saw you steal a piece of ribbon. She four inches in length, and weigh (iftrt tolerance for immense *h -a s of whisky
The first bridge of which we have au- immediately
implored me for God’s sake pounds each. They will wear fourtinn s quantities sufficient to make a well person
thentic record was erected by Queen to overlook it, and restored to me the as long as lhe ordinary rail and cause less
stupidly drunk, or even to destroy life,
Niootris over the Euphrates at Babylon, article. I said to her that I had lost
and motion to the cars.
The saving often
many jar
producing no visible ell'eet upon ill*
B.
'-’201
It was a drawbridge (ICO teet
things in this way, and was resolved to by them upon the rocky portions of the sufferer from snakebite. Vet, to be ot
in length and :’0 feet in width,
resting on make an example—1 was determined to road bed over the old, is very marked.
any service to the patient, it is asserted
stone piers, without arches, and connect- hage her life.”
And he got it.
that lie must be made thoroughly drunk
ed with each other by a framework of
I can never forget how my blood boiled
before it is safe to suspend the administraAn Indian Grave.
plank, which was drawn at night to pre- as I read the evidence of this cold-hearted
A quart or more of
tion of the remedy.
vent. the inhabitants on
Our second day’s march brought us to raw whisky is frequently required to
In view of the judgment of a
opposite sides of wretch.
the stream from passing and committing merciful God, far rather, it seemed tome, the Saline river, where we encamped t'»■ r hi
ing alunit this condition ; but when once
on each
other. The piers would I have been in place of that poor, the night.
From our camp ground we it is attained, no further danger ... be
j depredations
were
made
while
the
tied
of
the river was frail, erring girl, on the scaffold, than in could sec on a knoll sonic two miles dis- apprehended.
j
While tin* rattlesnake is found spread
j tree from water;, the course of the stream the place of her heartless accuser. 1 rose tant a platform or scaffold erected, which
I having been diverted into a large lake, from the perusal of these volumes horror- resembled in somewhat one of our war over a large portion of North America, it
; lull subsequently restored to its original
Curious to discover its is much more abundant in some localities
struck with the continuous record of in- signal stations.
i channel when the work was
than in others.
Texas probably bolds an
completed. conceivable cruelties. It appears to me purpose, 1 determined to visit it.
The stones of the bridge were fastened to- that the seventy thousand
Taking with me Comstock and a lew infinitely larger pis qiort ion of these reptiles
hangings in the
gether by iron clamps, soldered with lead. reign of Henry VIII. were matched hv soldiers, I soon reached the point, and dis- than any other State in the I'nioii. file
Xerxes, If. (\ Is |, constructed a suspen- an equally long listot persons condemned covered that the object of my curiosity and district lying between the Kioltrande and
sion bridge over the Hellespont, the Moor- to be hanged in the reign of
George III. surprise was an Indian grave The hndv, the Nueces, two sir, ams which flow in tining of which rested upon enormous cables Since that time much has been done bv instead of lieingconsigned tomother earth, sane dir* e'ion ttid --imc *i\ v or seventy
made id Max and papyrus twisted loHomily, Brougham, Macintosh, and Sin was placed on top of the platform. The miles apart, is t desert legion, literally
getlicr, and then stretched taut by means ney Smith, and as much, perhaps more, latter was consti noted ot saplings.mid was swarming with poi-mcm- serpents. "In
of windlasses.
-one cannot go
Bridges ot boats have by kindred philanthropists, on this side of about twenty feet in height. From Coni- suinnic .” say- our willstock 1 learned that with some ofthe tribe- liltv yards ill tills
trequently been resorted to, both in an- tlie Atlantic. ["Concord, N. !!.. Patriot.
;!ify Ui'b ut seeing
1 eient and modern times. Darius, under
tliis is the usual mode of disposing of the a rattlesnake.
1 >1 ot I.■ ; y irt of the State
An Eloquent Tribute.
pressure of military necessity, threw
body alter death. The prevailing belief the iin iceysi ,n is *|
j the
pr-\ aleiil snake;
a
i
of the Indian is that when done with this while
iiriilge of boats over the Thracian
-i-ap n-. Itntiiinlis,
centipede-,
In
an
brilliant
o(
exceedingly
piece
\ lieisphorus, I!. ('. 521.
world the spirit ot the deceased is Iran*
and alligyi--r- iill.■-!
m- I -entities, and
I ne Romans were tlm first
writing in the London Daily (erred to the “happy hunting-grom'd,” are each a I ri iI>1
-i.
."
people in Hu- descriptive from
a
the
of
Mr.
pen
(Jeorge where he is permitted to engage in the
ro|M' to apply tin* arch to bridge building. Telegraph
All writers liiy** hit Ini'
concurred in
the
manner
Saht,
of
relating
Julius ('lesnr constructed a wooden bridge Augustus
same pleasures and pursuits which hoprethat rattlesnakes are ever me!
saying
tin'
of
the
late
acrn.-s the Rhine at
Emperor Napo- ierred while on earth.
To this end it i- with al 'in * 'ey at ion "I m-.ie tlein ij.ooo
Cologne, in the short leonobsequies
the following occurs.
After dwell- j deemed essential
that after death the de- feet above the sea lev* I.
space of ten days. It was the first, strucI'lie surveying
;
tin1
ing upon
appearance of the chapel, ! parted must lie supplied with the same
ture of this kind built in Northern
Europe, ami
party ol Mr Morh-y killed numbers ol
the numerous graud personages, male
and was ('reeled H C. oil.
and
ornaments
considered nee- them last year at an elevation "I about
ami female who were present at the Mort- equipment
Army equipments, both in ancient times
! essarv while in the flesh. In accordance *,Oi.l teet ; ii is added, lioyy ever, that they
and in our day, have included small boats, uary Mass, the writer proceeds to sav :
with thist belief a complete Indian outfit, were never found so
high before. I’lie
Hut the Shadow of Death envelopes
or casks, and sometimes both; the latter
depending in extent upon the rank and im- mountain snakes po-s.-ss more vivid colors
in
adumbration
this
of
gloomiest
bevy
being used to support the rafts for the
portance ofthe deceased, is prepared.and than thoi" ivretliren of tin* prairie*, and ol
(/ramies dames dr pour lc monelt, whose
passage of both infantry and artillery.
tiie tyvo are iiioh* dreaded on account ol
consigned witli the body to the final n
names awaken so many reminiscences of
Venice, the city ot canals and bridges,
their supposed ferocity.
ing-plaee.
|S ienlitie Mis
ot
brilliance
and
fascination,
splendor.
lias no less than three hundred and thirtyThe body found on this occasion must eellany from
< ialaw
April
Motionless
as
ami
but
tor
ocstatues,
an
r.ine of the latter, mostly of small sp in.
I have been that of a sou ot some important
The London bridge was erected A. D. casional sob, wholly silent, they sit con- chief; it was not full grown, hut accomtheir
missals or counting their beads.
991.
ft was first made ot wood; was de- ning
Petty Annoyances.
panied with all the arms and adornments
Only once during the weary hour or mure usually owned by a warrior. There was
stroyed and rebuilt several times, the of
their
is
there
some stir among
waiting
structure
the
sixth which
the how and quiver full of steel-pointed alA pair of boots that pinch a cot
present
are
being
has stood on or near the same site. It them. This is on the arrival of two Sis- lows, the tomahawk and scalping-knife, great, a misery, for the time being, aters of Mercy in their
and
was erected at a eost of
snowy
wimples
and a red elav pipe with a small bag Mill yon had rheumatism, -r ;ont, or bilimtupward of $2,000,These are of tobacco.
000.
When the original bridge was heavy black robes and veils.
[n order that the departed colic. This reman: is made to iatrodiice
the.
two
since
the
Sisters,
who,
budded the bed of the river was made
Emperor’s spirit should not be wholly dependent the snlijeet of
petty annoy tin e
have been praying beside the pallet
death,
dry by diverting the water through a on
upon friends after his arrival at the happvPeople are very fond of reading you
his corpse was laid.
which
These
are
channel, commencing at Battersea and
hunting-ground, lie had been supplied lectures on the tolly >-t being cut up. or
two recruits sent from the Mother House
with provisions.eonsisting ot small parcel- cut down, by little thingThe doetrin.
terminating at Rutherhithe. Houses and in the Ilue du
Bae,Paris, from that noblest
shops stood upon the first bridge until
coffee, sugar, and la-cad. is all well enough in the ip i. el way ii
containing
of
army
martyrs in the cause of humanity Weapons of modern structure had also which men are instrin :* 1 i this utid*a
17•"><>, when they were demolished.
The advancement made in the science of which the foundation is due to the fer- ! been furnished him, a revolver and rifle, taught and
mistanght world.
of engineering has produced results in vent, vet practical piety and charity of I with powder and ball ammunition for
But what would be III night of one
St.
Vincent
do
Paul.
Where
are
these
I each, and a saddle, bridle, and lariat for who was laughed at for '■ ei.ig atraid **■;
comparison with which the efforts of
blessed women not to be found ?
ancient skill are entirely dwarfed.
By his pony.
Added to these was a sup- such a very little thing as a wasp's -;ing
One
what
in
what
or
deathbed,
hospital, goal,
of the most celebrated bridges of our
ply of wearing apparel, embracing every ft is the nervous condition up n wliieli an
convict
hulk,
what
fever-stricken
time is the Britlania bridge, 1,100 feet
village, article known in an Indian’s toilet, not annoyance falls tliat d* t.’rmi a.*- : toree
and what plague-smitten hovel, what red
n* 1*-1
and
long, reaching over Menui Strait, and
excepting the various colored paints to Who cares for da- and
not
have
battlefield,
sat
and
watched
they
lie u s-d in decorating himself tor war. A snioke, when in robust In lIiIi. and off tor
connecting Carnarvon with Anglesea. It
the
and
good fight, binding up handsome buckskin scalping-pocket, pro- a vacation, lie is borne bv Hi* train, with
fought
is a tubular structure, resting on piers.
An island ol solid rock stands midway of wounds, cooling parched lips, closing fusely ornamented with beads, completed
trout the dismal
Now they are kneeling by the outfit. But tor fear that white women’s headlong speed, away
the Strait, and upon this firm foundation weary eyes?
anil onward into the free and joyous
city,
the ends of the tubes rest. The Niagara the couch of a dead Emperor; now they scalps might not be readily obtainable, country! But let one have the hay fever
Falls railroad suspension bridge is 900 are biding in a town in China, steadily and desiring no doubt to be received at in the same conditions, and let the snioke
feel in length, and the Cincinnati bridge striving to wean Chinese mothers from once as a warrior, who in his own country and sharp cinder-dust wake up a win le
of the same construction, is 1,100 feet. the commission of infanticide ; now tliev at least was not without renown, a white gust of sneezes, and a rain ol tears, grow
Each structure consists ot a single span. are in the midst of rapine and carnage, woman's scalp was also considered a ing every hour worse, and a petty annoyThe East River, or Brooklyn bridge, now working—all feeble woman as they are- necessary accompaniment, a letter ot in- ance becomes something worthy of rein course of construction, will be 5,862 like giants, to mitigate the horrors of war. troduction to the dusky warriors and chief- gard.
No wonder that, as these two admirable tains who had
leet in length and 80 feet broad.
I have iny pet annoyanceme is (.■
The
gone before. As the Indian
cables arc to be 15 inches in diameter, women pass to their seats—and seats of of the Plains is himself only when on sit at the table with people who eat with
honor
have
been
Apportioned to them— horseback, provision must be made for loud acclaim, smacking their lips, and
each having 19 strands, containing 270
bands are stretched out to meet theirs
parallel steel wires one sixth of an inch in
mounting him properly in the Indian sounding torth the crushing and crunchwith kindly pressure, at. I more than one heaven. To
diameter. Each strand is soaked in boiled
accomplish this, the favorite ing that is going on. One may be
linseed oil and wound closely with wire low murmur is heard it "/es bonnes war pony is led beneath tho platform on ashamed to he annoyed by such bail
one-tenth of an inch in diameter and then sceurs /”
which the body of the warrior is placed mouth manners; but what is to be done
covered with several coats of paint. The
at rest, and there strangled to death.
about it ? 1 am annoyed.
Here is a true dog story: A family
ends of the cables are to be fastened to
Then, too, 1 am greatly annoyed by the
[“My Life on the Plains,” by Gen. G. A,
down
town having a false grate, in one of
anchor walls on opposite side ot the river.
rank perfumes which people use, for the
Custer, in June Galaxy.
the
rooms of the house placed some red
The estimated eost was originally placed
express purpose of making eyerv one
to give the effect of tire.
at $7,000,000, but it is now thought it will paper behind it
uncomfortable about them.
Yon go to
One of the coldest days this winter the
Dihnitv
Here
is
what
The
ok Labor.
church, or to a concert. In comes a riehl v
greatly exceed that sum.
to
the
household
came
in
said
on
this
Beecher
Ward
subject: dressed
dog belonging
Henry
parly, who sit down next in front
from out of doors, and seeing the paper
“Every man should earn his own living. of you, redolent of musk. Every time
Death a Lifting Up. I love to think in
the grate deliberately walked up to it 1 do not say it is a misfortune to lie born
stir the pnrfume stinks; and they
that what seems to be the mystery of the
and laid down before it, curled up in the rich, but I do say that of one hundred they
stir ail the time.
silence ot death, which envelopes so many
best way to receive the glowing heat as it men born with money, and one hundred
lint even tiiis is better than to sit by a
that we loved on earth, is not really a
came from the tire. He remained motionmen born without it, the chances to find
lady who has eaten onions for dinner, and,
mystery. Our friends are separated from less for a few
minutes; feeling no warmth virtue and happiness are better in the last
us because they are
higher than our facul- he raised his head and looked over his hundred. He who is born in life to rise quite unconscious ot the result, turns to
ties can go. Our child dies. It is the last
continually with confidential convershoulder at the grate ; still feeling no heat early, to work, to earn his living, is the you
sation.
You have to lace the matter.
we see of him or her.
He is lifted so far he arose and
his nose to happy man A man who works is healthier
carefully
applied
Good manners are imperative. You lose
above us that we cannot follow him.
the grate and smelt of it. It was cold as and happier than he who does not, and he
the pleasure of the whole evening.
He was our child.
He was cradled ice. With a, look of the most
supreme is, moreover, debarred Irom those temptaWhat shall he said of a man who, if not
in our arms but instantly, in the twinkhis
tail
curled
down
which
from
the
of
between
his
tions
possession
disgust,
spring
ling ot an eye, God took him up in legs, every hair on his body saying “I’m wealth, and those pitfalls which have a gentleman, is in the place of a gentlehis own sphere.
man, and is expected he lie gentlemanly,
And we see him not.
the dog trotted out of the room, not ruined so many young men. It is not only
and who yet will suffer himself to be
But it is because we are not yet developed sold,”
even deigning to cast a look at the party
necessary to earn our own livelihood, but
enoug h. We can see no spiritual things in the room who had watched his actions we must rise with the sun in summer and saturated with tobacco !’ Ilis hair is pestiwith carnal eyes.
ferously fragrant, his coat smells, his very
But they who have and
laughed so heartily at his misfortunes. before it in winter, and work with our hoots smell, and his -kin, his mouth, his
walked with us here, who have gone beThat dog had reason as well as instinct. hands. There is no degradation in labor.
reek tobacco, and yet be hovers
yond us, and whom wo cannot see, are
Times.
It exalts the man. It was not disesteemed very eyes
about among men and women without a
still ours. They are more ours than they [Troy
in earlier days. Only in Greece and Rome
of consciousness.
ever were before.
We cannot commune
An exhibition of birds was recently it was despised because the Greeks and particle
Now, one loves the smell of ynnii towith them as we once could, because
they held in the Crystal Palace, in London, at Romans owned slaves. That nation to bacco.
I confess that a fragrant cigar, at
are infinitely lifted above those conditions
which over half a million canaries were which wo owe so much, and from which
a little distance, smoked by a
in which we are able to commune.
proper perWe exhibited. A
been
offered
Jewish
we
have
the
learned
so
much
prize having
son, in a proper place, and in a proper
remain here, and are subject to the laws for the most
colored bird, nation—-always honored labor. The Jews
eccentrically
is
not
manner,
of this realm.
disagreeable. But in the
They are gone where they there were the drollest arrangements in
their children some little craft, and cabin of a
in a parlor, in a
steamboat,
speak higher language and live in a high- dyes, having every variation of color in taughtwere not
is
a
they
drudges. A jdrudge
ear. the first whiff of tobacco
er sphere. Butthissilence is not the silence
railway
The
at
which
has
each fancier man who labors with his hands and
price
smoke sets me into a combative mood.
of vacuity, and the mystery is not the plumage.
held his birds was appended in the cata- no mind to control him, no conscience beGreat evils are apt to excite great powof
darkness
anil
death.
Theirs
mystery
logue, one being valued at a thousand hind it, no manhood."
ers of endurance, but small
is the glory; ours the waiting for it.
annoyaijees
and several at prices ranging
pounds,
fall upon us in our undefended moods, and
Theirs is the realization ; ours is the im- Irom one to live hundred
pounds. There
have us at advantage.
A Cincinnati lover has been discarded
maturity striving to be ripe. And when were two birds who gained tavor by their
We can repel armed robbers, but who
the day comes that we shall disappear enthusiastic
by his affianced million-heiress for treadone—a green parrot
loyalty,
can fight a mosquito?
We can arm
from these earthly scenes, we shall bo
on her pel cat’s tail. He vowed it was
ing
to
whistle
“God
save
the
—loving
Queen,” an
accident, but she insisted it was done against bears and lions, but against gnats
joined by them again; not as we are—• and the other—a beautiful green
paroquet, on
and fleas who can make head ? [Henry
for we shall not be then as we were, but with an
poor puss.
owlishly profound expression—
Ward Beecher.
as they are with God.
We shall be like
“Three
cheers
for
the.
Queen! Hip,
crying
them and him.
[Henry Ward Beecher. hip, hip, hurrah!” The loyal parrots
A Macon woman was sent to prison for
were repeatedly asked their
Serenading is carried to such an extent
opinion on six months, for daring her husband to
A Cincinnati lecturer is dilating on the the Central Asia question, and one being commit suicide. The judge held her of- in Bloomington, Til., that the old people
injurious effects of corporal punishment, asked its sentiments concerning the Prince fense a very grave one. People who dare never think of going to bed without taking
and especially “spanking,” and small boys of Wales, excited great mirth by replying, each other to skate over thin ice, or eat a loaded shot gun with them and stuffing
their ears full of cotton.
eagerly take their parents to listen to him. I “Pretty green pet—pot of beer!”
| lobster, are in the same condemnation.

Ordinarily,
sluggish, and

»■

and
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St. Augustine, March 3.
left the steamer at Tocoi anil came
hither on an express train over the St.
I

•

din's railroad.

train I

mean

When I say an express
train made up expressly

a

foi the nine passengers who came on shore
from the Florence at 10 A.

M., and

were

inclined to wait six hours for the
regular train. Our train consisted of a
platform ear, with two extemporised

not

benches on it. one

boy for engineer and

conductor,

and one horse for locomotive.
The distance fro.-a Tocoi to this place is
fifteen miles; onr train ran it in three
hours.
On the passage we discovered an
obstruction on the rail in the shape ot a

piece

old Wall here and there define the i
limits of the walled portion of the city-.
The first thought that passed through my

an

Corrtfspcndenct*of tlie .Journal.

mind when I looked at these partially decayed pillars, standing solitary and alone
in the waste that surrounds them was—
Tadmor in the Desert! There they stand,
their

post
forsaken, lighting
fully against time, the never tiring foe ot
all man’s handiwork, scarred and battered,
still holding their ground, monumental
mementos of an age long since
gone by,
i>l a power and glory long sinee
departed.
It it were not an idle wish, one eould wish
that they might stand as and where they
never

lor ages to come.

are

shall hear

plank;

more

In my next you

of St. Augustine.
w. {}. c.

engineer, with “wonderful presence of mind,” stopped his
ot

man-

our

Execution of Foster.

otT and kicked it out of the
way. Of all the railroads 1 have yet seen,
tiie St. John's- -the rails for two miles being iron, for the other thirteen wood—is
the cheapest in every sense of the word;
horse,

New Yoke, March 21, 1873.
The final act in the “Carhook tragedy”
is closed.
William Foster, who murdered Averv D. Putnam two years ago,
has at last suffered tne extreme penalty of
the law.
lie was hanged in the prison
of the Tombs at precisely 9 :15 o’clock
yard
but it is the road over which
visitpersons
this forenoon, in the presence of about
ing St. Augustine have to pass.
three hundred witnesses. There was an
St Augustine is. probably, the oldest immense crowd of
people in the streets
settlement in the United States: dating around the gloomy walls of the Tombs,
all anxious to hear the first tidings from
back as it does to 1506. when a
colony of within, and when it was announced
that
But little is Foster had met his
Spaniards located here.
fate, a murmur of reaccurately known ot its early history ; that lief ran through the assembled thousands.
Within the Tombs walls, previous to
httle tills a dark and
bloody page in the
the execution, the scene was exceedingly
volume of the past
It was burned by Sit
solemn and impressive. The men who
Fraucis Drake in 1586; sacked and robhad been commissioned as special deputy
bed by an English pirate, Davis, in 1665; sheriffs to witness the
hanging stood with
a
portion ot it burned and its plantations uncovered heads waiting the appearance
of the sad little procession, composed of
ravaged by the allied forces of the Engthe prisoner, the officers in charge, and
ish and Creek Indians under Gov. Moore
the faithful spiritual adviser.
Overhead
of St. Carolina in 1702: attacked
by the was a hir e canvas awning, stretching
from the south wall of the prison to the
same combined force under Col. Palmer,
main prison,
hiding the scafof the same Slate, in 1725. the
growing fold from thecompletely
view of the people who
crops on its plantations destroyed, the
thronged the roofs of the adjacent buildbuildings in its vicinity burned and its in- ing-;. A brisk March breeze lifted this
habitants driven to seek refuge in the huge canvass in undulating waves and
astle
In 1710 it was beseiged and bom- threatened to break it loose from its festero-led tor some twenty days from Anas- ings.
The gallows was the same which has
tasia Island by Gov. Oglethope, founder done
duty in eleven previous executions.
d the colony of Georgia.
The marks of The last time ii was used before to-day
his cannon balls are still to be seen on was on the occasion of the execution of
of the negro Thomas, in 1871.
the eastern wall of Fort Marion, liien
The police arrangements for preservcalied the Castle ot San Marco. In 1862 ing order in and around the Tombs were
it was taken possession ot by the Union admirable. Two hundred policemen, detailed from the various precincts, were on
*
in <■- without
any opposition, and the fort
hau l, under the immediate command of
from
New
garrisoned by troops
Hamp- Superintendent Kelso.
shire.
Although Foster was in a terribly nervIt is built on a peninsula lying between ous and weak condition last night, he met
the St. Sebastian and Matanzas rivers. Its his death to-day with a great deal more
fortitude than was expected. He was alresident population is about two thousand ; most
calm, and seemed resigned.
about the same it was in 1740, the
Previous to the execution, Rev. Dr.
garrison
included
Between it and the Atlantic Tyng, Foster’s spiritual adviser, made a
During the prayer
iies Anastasia Island, a narrow tract of very lengthy prayer.
foster showed considerable uneasiness.
land about eighteen miles long. There is Then the death warrant was read amid
a bar at the entrance to the harbor, the
breathless stillness.
foster lay down on his bed about two
■lepth ot water on it rarely exceeding live
o’clock this morning.
At six lie arose
lia-r
The buildings are principally o!
from his bed and with remarkable self•'oquina, a eogloniorate or concretion of posession prepared to make his last toilet.
minute sea shells, the principal locality Break last was provided tor him by the
he refused to eat.
u which is cm the island.
It is quarried matron, but
•Soon alter the Rev. Messrs,
l'yng and
•"* blocks ot about the same dimensions
as
Schoomakcr arrived, and administered
the stones used in the construction of
spiritual consolation to the unfortunate
granite buildings with us
The streets, man during his last two hours in this
with tlie exception oi a ievv oi modern world.
At the appointed hour, eight o’clock
gin. are narrow, varying from twelve
lids morning, tin- Deputy Sheriffs met at
to twenty teet in width: few of them are,
the Sheriff’s otliee, and
having received
'Vide enough to admit of
carriages pass- their black staves of otliee, marched in
solemn procession to the Tombs.
ng each other.
Treasury street, so
TilF. I'KlSONHIs BEHAVIOR.
leaves
Main
’"‘lied,
street with a width ot
Foster, after the departure of his relaseven feet, and gains one foot
the
time
by
tives last night, relumed to his accustomed
t la ache- Charlotte street.
On the front seal in the corridor near the
stove, and
Mt malic ol the older houses there
are
engaged al intervals in conversation with
nnlconies lrom till* second s(ory, extend- his keepers. Deputy Sheriffs Hanlmry and
Seebaeher. He said hut little, however,
ing one-third of the way across and over
and seemed to he engaged in
deep medithe -treet : here and there in the widest
tation.
His cell door was opened near
streets you fuel a sidewalk on one side, him. bul he maifeslcd no desire to
sleep.
Hours passed in this way.
two and very rarely three feet wide
A! Ik o’clock,
; single
the
of
the
on
which
verge
hie D the rule of locomotion here.
day
Manx midnight,
lie was to die. Warden Johnston visited
a
tin* old coquina houses are abandoned
the
and
to the doomed man.
cot

■

aid

gradually going

There

to ruin

prison

are

beautiful houses of modern date
come here to
reside for the greater
part of the year.
Take it for all in all, it is a
queer old
place; there is nothing like it in the United
lew

built

by Northerners who

States: it
cur

is

old

an

ol ;he Old

fragment

World, drifted

ot an old
across

the

Atlantic and stranded on the coast ol
Florida
It must he beautiful by moonught: but as the moon is absent on a \'i«it
iust
1

and I cannot wait for her return,
lose the sight; but there will be
soon—for the lunatics I leave behind

new

must

more
uie.

Near the

centre

ot the city is the

Plaza,

w.-> should call it.
It is
form, inclosed with a fence,
ntains a large number of ornamented
trees, water oak, red cedar, pride ot India
Chiaaberrv. &c., is three hundred and
ten teet in
length and one hundred and
thirty in width. In the centre of it is a

or

common, as

'hlong

in

monument ot

coquina, square at its base,
eighteen teet in height; inscribed
in it are the
words, “Plaza de la C'onsti1 tion,
and another
inscription in Spanish
netting forth, in substance, that it was
nit

■

erected
■

in 181'J
in commemoration ot the
institutional form of Government then

recently adopted
Opposite the

in

Spain.

eastern end of the Plaza,

the north, stands the St.
an

the

root ol which

on

Augustine Hotel,
the best view of

asked the Warden.

go to bed?”
"Well, about 10 or

11 o’clock generally,”replied Foster : “that
is, when I get sleepy, but 1 am not sleepy
to-night.” No wonder he was not sleepy.
Twenty lect from him the gaunt scaffold
reared its outlines dimly in the inky black-

eitv

can

be had.

Opposite

WILLIAM
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of

means

giving

a

profitably
warning spec-

lowed to make of himself a
tacle as the intoxicated slaves of the old
Greeks. Hence we cheerfully afford the
space

required.

A few comments may be in older.
It
will be noticed that our photograph is pre-

Hut

true.

submit that it is no fault of

we

—

excellent men have
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the i our own.
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
vet
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance, I labored under the same
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to
achieved tolerable success in
and
When
that date.
a new payment is made, the date
will be chanced to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS
some even
in
It is
ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
hut we shall have to endure the
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to fc rward the sums due.
as best we can.
But should we not, if

Many
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history.
hard,
reproach

places
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Sensible

Liquor

POST OF-

picture

picture,

The law tor the regulation of the liquor
traffic, which we believe originated in

Illinois, is becoming very popular

our

is to he

select the artist?

Law.

in the

western and middle states.

Connecticut
is the only New England state that has
yet adopted it. The idea which distinguishes this law from prohibition, is that
of making the licensed seller responsible
to the community and to individuals who

Correspondence

Letter trom

Boston.

of the

Correspondence

.louriml,

Boston, Meh.

24.

There has seldom, if ever, been a week
devoted to the leminincs ol busy Boston, as the past; and have’nt we bad a

gave general satisfaction.
The malpractice case still holds on and has
lost none of Its interest. It will prohahly con-

all there was
Somehow the atmosphere

to be seen ?

to

see

arid

is

taken,

lie allowed to

photograph is a sun
always truthful; but there
A

may he a difference between a
the sun and the son of a

The allusion to a
endeavors to make

portrait by

which Barnabus
one that
any other man would be ashamed of. U’e
are sorry to find ourself
wrong in the supposition that we had a controversy with a
man, and a white one.
The Indians ot
the west, when retreating from stealing

lady,

so

pointed, is

Sunday

stuff out of town. Oh I of course.
We have a new City Marshal, Mr. Joseph T.
Young, who outstripped all his competitors for
the nttice. He entered upon his duties Iasi

masculine wailing, and wiping his nose over “all that is left of her.”
Jordan, Marsh & Co. have much of the

been many

a

Saturday. lie was foisted in by influence of
the “temperance ring,” with the understanding

commotion to answer for.
Well they
knew when they inserted that advertisement about the three days openings that
there would be no end to the victims who
would tumble into the gap. Other invitations from equally popular establishments,

of

have Mowed freely, and spite of the many
blowings up we had from saucy March,
for the much being out, we’ve kept harnessed the whole week, ready to trot at
moment’s notice.

perance party now have the support of everything to make their hobby a success. The I.aide is not always to the strong, and too much ot
a good tiling sometimes disgusts.
Another of these big storm visited us lad
week, and deranged everything, blocking up
the highways, and obstructing the rails. The

a

Well! what we saw, with squeezing,
and being squeezed, regardless of the
"latest edition” which sat so jauntily when

got through, however, but were some
hours late.
Mr. Lyude, having settled with the insurance
companies, is now busily engaged in removin':
the debris, and preparing to again open Idtrains

started, we will deal out to the persuasion down east, what we saw at Jordan
Marsh’s without keeping them, as Mrs.
we

Partington

says, "any

longer

in suspend-

house for the accommodation of the uminei
travel.
Business is pieknig lip. and everytiiiiiu- i.> <!.
fair for a good season ol business. The Mantis
will employ larger numbers of men this season,

ers.”
The first

thrilling item,

in the new era

of the

his liquor, and on refusal to do so
there shall be added to tiis punishment
imprisonment of one to ten days, ft also

Pereie.
There

having his salary raised $270.00, making il

S1000 per annum; the extra pay to be made up
by tile ring should the city fathers, refuse, the
condition of the contract being that he should
make it warm for the peddlers of the article
that “liiteth like a serpent,” ,te. How well hr
will succeed, time will determine. The tem-

the
complicated paraphernalia,
death of overskirts. Each successive season, for several years, has tried a death
blow to the favorite piece of dress tip,
without effect, but seventy-three, with its
is

and our lime business will lie mo. h grrntri
than last year. Hurricane Granite fn. have the
contract for the new Post Office at a. I.or.is.

expeditions, endeavor to carry off a woman
may suffer from illegal sales. It touches to
interpose between themselves and the many miracles, will auswer for the deed.
him in that tenderest of sprits the pocket.
shots of pursuers. Probably there is no Polonaise are still left as a
remembrance,
The legislature of Indiana has just passed
man in Maine who possesses so thoroughly
and are much like the style of last year in
this law and Gov. Hendricks has approved
the low cunning and treachery of the shape. There seems to have been a
grand
it.
We have already given a synopsis of
Comanche as does Roberts* Accordingly ignoring ol the rainbow in colors, for the
this statute, but will again state its prowe are not surprised to find him
interpos- numerous new shades have as yet never
visions. In the first place it absolutely
this lady as a shield, in retreating from been seen in the beautiful sash which ening
prohibits sales or gilts of liquor to minors,
his raid on Beltast. And the protection circles the waist of blue sky. Even three
intoxicated persons or habitual drunkards,
is effectual.
We have too much respect and four shades are seen on one dress,
as well as all sales on Sundays, election
for even the imputed statement of a lady, and Yak lace is indispensible to the whole.
days, holidays and earlier than 0 a. m., or
in such matters, to publicly question it. One prevailing and ludicrous fashion is a
later than 9 p. m., on week days; affirms
Deference to the sex allows anything of sleeveless jacket ot cloth or velvet, to he
the liability of the seller to pay a reasonthat nature to pass unchallenged at any worn over any dress; the effect can well
able compensation to those who may take
and all times. A woman’s privilege is to be imagined. Just fancy a sleeve, which
of
care
and
for
charge
any person who
talk: a man’s duty is to be silent, what- has oft dipped its oar in the
gravy boat,
becomes intoxicated with liquor obtained
ever the tacts of the case.
But the col- sticking through a glossy coat with shinfrom such seller: prescribes that “any
lector wili make a much better figure in ing buttons
In many eases the sleeve is
person becoming intoxicated shall, on
luture if be light openly like a man, and of a different color from the
waist, invariconviction, be fined five dollars and be
seek no refuge behind the petticoats of ably when the dress is of two shades.
required on his trial to tell where he procured

Generalities.

Journal.
Rockland, March 24.
Miss .Tosie Boofli with a theatrical company
opened Monday 17th, to a full house. They
performed here four nights to good houses, and

so

jolly time, trying

Rockland.
of' the

Mo.

The building will cost about ¥t,uOU,nonGov. B, Gratz Brown has the contract for the
sub-basement, which is to be of red Missouri j

granite.
The crowded state of our hotels still continues

People

are obliged to accept what they can get,
and deem themselves fortunate to obtain lodging in a chair. There is need of another go-.d
hotel hare.
The Lime Itoek Bank has increased its
t,, t:a I

stock to $105,001), and gone in

as

a

National

Bank.

Saturday forenoon. 22d. the body ot Alev older Philhrook was discovered on the flats, m
rear of the Thorndike Hotel, and m close
proximity to a small pink-sterned hornier of which
he was the owner. He was seen the day pi.vious, and the conjecture is that lie fell overhoard while endeavoring to secure his craft
which broke from her moorings Friday night.
He was about forty years of age, and is
nonresident.

Millinery made much of the entertainment,
and the continued applause
gladdened
the heart of Charles, who has revelled in
the heaps ot laces and dowers for many a

Vim.

Portrait

ot

Barnabas.

\\V don’t

nothing else in that weak and
like to be behindhand in courtesy, Inil
incoherent production that calls for serious
we can’t just vet reciprocate the kindness
notice. The bridge question is entirely
of Barnabas in furnishing our portrait to
provides that any husband, wife, parent,
and replaced by the drivel of a week
It is almost impossible to describe
ignored,
the Age. Our engraver is a work on a
guardian, employee, or other person who madhouse. In a former article we
argued the entangled mass; hut hats turned up full length picture ol tiic collector, which
shall be injured in any way by any intoxithe impropriety of the collector of Belfast and lists turned down, and hats with no
cated person, or in consequence of the
everyone will recognize at a glance, and
the stand he had, and quoted in- turn it all, are all fashionable.
out ot which more fun can be extracted
intoxication of any person, shall have a taking
stances in the management of the office
Feathers, birds, and dowers, with ribbon,
than from anything that has been given t,,
right of action against the persons who
showing that he openly disregarded the which two years ago we should have the
public here lor a long time. !i will j
gave or sold the liquor which caused the
laws, by engaging in trade himself and thought old Sol had smiled rather sickly
be no painting in words, but a genuine I
and
that
also
the
owner or
intoxication,
other officials to do the same. upon, make the head gear which is t»
lessee of the premises shall be equally permitting
product ot the gravin'.
We should be glad to have any one point perch on the rats and mice which have to
liable for damages with the seller of the
out any reply to this in the article we ropy. work themselves to the very topmost
The Bay and River railroad enterpiie duel
liquor, though execution must first be
gill,
Tln> fact is that there is room for the pinnacle ol onr feeble brain. A notieahlo not seem in lie making much prngie-o.
levied upon the property of the vender.
the exception of Camden, none of the town- on
feature
is
the
in
of
to
the
manbuckles of jet, the line exhibit much interest in ii. In Lineolnprevalence
regard
Under the terms ot the act a married gravest conjectures
villc an article was inserted in the wan aid to
agement ot the affairs of this custom- brass and steel, which in one respect will see wind rho towns would d>> as to -u 1
woman has the same right to
and
liliiuy
bring
cause
us
to fulfill the scriptures by "buck- to tile stork, hut iiie town voted to pa- (in*
Mi Roberts, the collector, i- a
house
control a suit as a single woman. The
of the towns seem to he\e dom
arliele.
None
< >f course the March
on our armor
even as milch as that and tile enterprise looks
Ailawlul sale of liquors works a forfeit- dealer in articles that himself has charge ling
ot levving and collecting duties upon. openings ih> not give one a perfect idea of decidedly discouraging. [Prog. Ago.
ure of the lessee ot the premises, and all
If the above had originated in (his pa
His business partner lias already had ex- the styles later in the season, hut with this
suits may be brought in any competent
interviews with government de- slight peep we are convinced tlioie are per, we should probably be aeou-id ui
pensive
court, and judgments recovered without
ol sewing over to lie done on those still deadlier hostility t< Si,„j.i..n, uni j
relict'. When no husbard, wife, child or tectives. His chief assistant is an importer heaps
ot foreign goods tor stores in two cities. costume.-; which are hanging up stairs in
possibly charged is ill, liai mg beoii tvlu -ed ;
guardian appears to prosecute, the townMr. Tucker, an official, is also deputy the In st bedroom closet,
by hro ladies of that town.
ship trustees or other officer may proseI he most diligent specimens ol
sheriff' is defiance of executive rules.
spring
cute and pay over the amount recovered
The English and American detei tiv
These are the sore points, and account workers are seen in the sparrows who are
at New York, have arrested Warren, the
for the benefit of the poor.
for the wrath when they are touched. untiring in their efforts to get repairs upon
leading spirit in the Bank of England
Revival of an Old Time Project.
The fear ot losing the double teats is very their summer residences. Strav hits of
forgeries, and have secured most of ihe
The Directors ot the Maine Central great.
string and cotton are jealously watched, funds.
A word in regard to Stockton, and we and the sauev little fellows almost nip
Railroad have recently been waited upon
l ne majority tor Beil, one ot the Demoare
done for the present.
We are falsely from our very wardrobes their necessary
from
interested
in
Quebec
by gentlemen
cratic Congressmen in New Hampshire,
j
building a railroad from that city to a con- accused of a hostility to the town, when building material.
It is very close,
The ceaseless toil suggests the trying is ligured down to four
nection with the Maine Central, upon the in fact we regard Stockton as containing
and probably only the otticial count can j
upper waters ot the Kennebec. The ob- some of the worthiest people, the most en- season of house cleaning which soon comes
ject is to reach tide water on the Atlantic terprising men, and the smartest ship to all of us. That sorry time for the poor determine it. The radical-: claim a nut i
coast, and thus furnish a winter outlet for masters of any place in our knowledge. male, when the fond wile of his bosom, majority for Straw tor Coventor.
the lower St. Lawrence, as Montreal now The trouble is that, it permit Roberts and drives him from the house with the dustBarnabas is the most illoifieu! ,.|
has for the upper waters of that river in Hichborn to be its mouthpieces, and they pan and broom, perchance lo the house of
writers. He says we arc hut tour led j
the (irand Trunk to Portland.
These render it ridiculous by their windy ways. somebody’s else wife, who has finished
high, and that we couldn't get spliced'|
gentlemen lay before the public a pam- If they are alluded to, they erv -"Oh, you cleaning, alas! often to the peril of both An
argument on such unequal leg. ,i
hostile
!’’
are
to
Stockton
the
When
town
households
phlet printed in Quebec the present year,
course hobbles.
Again, we arc clian.-vd
which cmtains the facts connected with is out from under their leadership and in
Maggie Mitchell closes the coming week with
“ot
being
the
ridicule
will
cease.
The
case
corpprosity rotund" that j
the proposed enterprise, accompanied by fluenee,
one of her most successful
engagements is, we have
qol
got pursy, and we've
is like that ot the English lawyer who in Boston.
a map. The Levis and Kennebec Railway
Pereie!
was incorporated by the legislature of the
angrily inquired of a smiling looker on
The first new granite block erected on
—The Belfast Branch
far ironi heinc
province in 1869, with a capital slock of “Do you see anything ridiculous in my the burnt district is occupied, and minus
three millions, and a subsidy of the inter- wig?” “Notiiing but the head,” was the the Mansard roof, displays a good amount alone in its troubles from snow. Tin
Maine Central train from Bangor w
est on $5000 per mile for twenly years.
reply. And there is nothing in Stockton of Yankee enterprise.
four
hours late at Watervillc and the
The distance from Quebec, or Levis, on specially laughable except its self-assumed
The funeral ot MeElhaney who was exthe opposite side ot the river, to the point head.
ecuted on Friday, was largely attended Piscataquis road was four days in getting
over its track.
of crossing the frontier, at or near the
in
Cambridge. His virtues were loudly
Nursery Rhymes.
head oi the Chaudiere River, is ninety
—Senator Caldwell, of Kansas, tin,ling
proclaimed, without an allusion to the
We observe.as the reader will, that Barnabus
his expulsion from the i
miles. The map accompanying the reS. .Senate, probcause of his untimely death
quotes at us some of Mother Goose’s Melodics,
The Jubilee Singers gave their last able, on a charge ot briherv. scaped that
port, makes a connection of this road with which seem to he favorite
reading with our
late by resigning.
the Maine railroads at Solon, the termina- learned
antagonist. It is painful to sec such a concert the coming week, before leaving
is

L is
-ms

reported that
to

■

marry

provided for—a gap that cannot remain long without being filled, when the
very great advantages to the railroad system of Maine are considered.
A director
of the Maine Central recently said to us
that he considered this the most important
railroad project now in agitation upon the
soil of Maine, and altogether the most
be

a

to bo carried out. The

project made
very favorable impression upon the

likely

hoard generally, and the Canadian committee received much encouragement from
the interview.
When this roan shall be completed, two
points of winter connection with the ocean

present themselves—Portland and Belfast.
From Quebec to Portland by this route
the distance is 256 miles; from Quebec to
Belfast, 233—a difference in lavor of Belfast of 23 miles.

The Maine Central will

seek to place more business upthe Belfast Branch, by encouraging

probably
on

here

connecting point with tide water
for the provincial business, when this connection shall be made.
Those who remember the Belfast and
a

•

field that
poverty of intellect working in
might yield so much. Nursery rhymes are frequently turned to good account, bet us show
him an example
A is an ass, and hing Barney his name:
H is his

bray, when be utters the

probably see a train arrive at Belfast
direct from Quebec. This was one of the
possibilities of the future which was had
in view at the leasing of the Belfast road
by the Maine Central.
We are not only in favor of hanging
the proven perpetrators of deliberate
murder, but of punishing with severity
the thieves that are from time to time detected in robbing the mails. It is the
meanest crime that can be committed
any person

bolding a public

trust.

by

Such

Europe.

“Prob” is

squall

out a

slight snow
post this docu-

a

ment.
"A las

I for die rarity
Of die old fellow’s charity
Under the sun.'1

Cl is tile Custom

House, where lie don't belong
devil, that helps him along;
E is an cel, not so slimy as he;
V is for fool, which lie knows how to be
Ci is the gridiron, on which he’s to fry
H is for Hichborn, all ready to
cry,
M is for ignorance in Barney’s disputes
•¥ is the jackass that stands in his
boots,
1£. is the knave, in euchre cling to him
¥. is a looking-glass. Barney can view him
JI is molasses, for sale by the quart;
]¥ is the nation, with laws that are naught
O is ourself, in a pitiful plight,
■» is for Percie, and love at first sight
<¥ is a custom house quack, if you please

dealing

1 am about to

as

same

in

service is being

civil

re-

¥T is your uncle, perhaps Uncle Sam;
V is veracity, with Barney a sham:
W’s for

fesses that lie is

rat, in

X is
X is

a
a

a

whats-his-name, ready for trade
greenback, dishonestly made,
yawl-boat, in which you may row

5E is lor zero, and

Barney’s

—Barnabas thinks

;

our

lace

wears

a

—Barnabas calls our nose a stub. We
are thankful that it is,
II Beltast is to be
infested by him, the less nose each inhabitant has, the less annoyance.
—Rev. Mr.

pastorate

at

Shorey

has

Camden, and

resigned

his

is to become

connected with the Maverick church
East Boston, the Herald says.

was a

at

out
a

When

Barney assumes the style of a
probably thinks of the line ot the

wouldn’t keep
us

suggest

an

a

kingdom

tor his

is.”

man we were
same

change

that

we are not the
terrible load the
would relieve him of.

What

a

—L. B. Brown, Esq., whose pen has
contributed much to the versatility and
vigor of the Augusta Standard, has retired
trom that paper, which will be conducted
in tuture by E. E. Pillsbury, Esq.

majesty

organ grinders to play for more
minutes in trout of any block.

sop.

Bangor

have de-

future ol Maine.

j

on

Friday night,was about the roughest which that
boat ever experienced.

A lkmburv -port wears a ten cent silver piece
11is shirt bosom, and calls it a dime and
pin,
which it certainly is.

Brigadier Island is being rapidly stripped of
its wood,
flic ghastly whiteness of the ground
shows over a considerable portion whica l:t-i
year was covered by a heav y growth.

on

The American says that Asa Jenkins of
Waltham was so seriously injured by the falling
of a dead tree lad Saturday, that Ids life L
despaired of.

Don’t forget the last evening of the Lyceum
Wednesday next. It w ill he the most attractive exhibition rer seen hen
See advertisement

on

t'lara Tracy of Eden lost her ear ring on the
road in a snow storm and dipt.
Thompson's
horse picked it up, it being found in a snow
ball knocked from his loot.

<

The Belfast Foilmlrv i- about

build

10

a

brass

The North Star say- a little girl, daughter of
.Mr. Daigle. just across the river from Fort
Kent, had her right arm lorn oil the other day
in a 1 hi eshing machine.

furnace, and put in iralv .nizing apparatus.
They are also making models for new patterns
o! ship pumps and ■•apstan

The New York Senate on Thursday adopit d
resolution denouncing the increase of salaries
calling upon Representaurge the repeal of the law.
The Whig reports tint an animated 'shore
Line R. R. nrn ting was hold in Bangor, Thursday evening, and that the committee appo nlnl
!<» iip.
i.gatet tv matter reported in favor of eitv
aid to the extol t of $150.0UO.

B. M. Roberts, <»ur .■(db-.-P.i <>i i'uy.toms, committed < literary ) suicide "ii the liOth inst. The
corpse will !*.-• disserted m-vt Thu ««lav l*v S\
II. ^impson otthi >iiy. fB»-i«ist Advertise!.

•

:d Washington, and
tives in Congress to

Among the outside attraction- at !■■- e Booth's
woman in the
Theatre, Tuediv night, w a
audience with an inlaid. viii< ii kept Up m incessant howling, t
h< innovama* of h >tli performers and 1 e-tom r-.
>

•••

It is stated that J. F. Shepherd, Treasurer of
Selnivler county. New York.has absconded, heing a defaulter to the extent of some $20,000.
When In ab-conded
woman not his wife aeeoinp mil d him.

Monday. -John Briar-md Augustus Dodge
before the Police t out l. charged bv A. M.
Johannesen with assault and battery and inOn

were

1‘ir.S \\ <
'■ni post-office
arrested on the

distributing elerk in Bo—
since November list, lias been
«• barge o|
robbing and destroy.nr money letter
He acknowledges hav ing
I:ik« II d'd'o though it i> believed his stealings
will amount to •nii'-h more.

mb biin.
disch

tent to
ents

After

w ere

iring. the

In

a

r

ind-

-p

.-rd

«i

Gov. < ro-!.y writes that he shall leave Florida
for hone about the firs* of April, ml be *
mouth on the w.a, \ hiring Savannah. Atlanta.
* hatt iiiooga. Mammoth < i\c, < ineinnali. Ac
Mr. Davis who ha- been with him in hi*

A laige
-tory house on the tjwls Head
two^
..
Road, in
Thoma.-ton, owned by Mr. u. H.
I'ci rv. and kiio vn as the •'Cooper'” place, was
totally le-i roved by tire, with iie-irly .ill its content-, at about 1 oVIoek Sunday, while the family was absent. The house and contents were
in- iired for s J4f»o.

Florida evploi atoms, ha-

Havana

to

erne

Ii. Thumbs. < hid I.iigme--i. t .-•Minuends
to the consideration of the < itv government the
C.

i lit body o| Alexander Philbrook, aged about
40 year-, w i- l«*11 n.I on the llat near a wharf at
low water, in Rod;land Saturday, near a vessel
which be owned, it i- supposed he fell over-

subje

the purchase

of

-t

"Tin-

company NTo.

<•:

w

i,

engine

:m

pany U certainly
\,
deserving on-, md there m
|oubt that
improvements mil., ■icp-u
i,i
n-e.i.-j.

hoard Friday night, while endeavoring to sehi- raft which hud broken from her moorings.

.a,in

,,

cure

The subject of Ml. CUeiA I-Ante foi n*v
Sunday evening
••Forgiveness oi <ins md
God's Plan of .Salvation."
Thi
lecture eon
< hides the com stiipon doctrinal -uh|e. t-. rii°
lectures ha .* berm vv.di atP-nd.-d.
Tin- sub),of Mr Utter’s morning -nirtii will he < hrist
our Savior.

Two i* -1w*. table tamdies have resided in a
house on Charter, hetvveen vlerri and Commerced ireet-, for ome year-- past. Within
t\v » weeiv pad there have been two deaths,
tv.
marriages. and two pairs of twins born
upon the premi-c< on the same duy and at the
sarn
tin e, by the hour glass.
| Boston Herald.
A correspondent star.-s that Mrs. llontvet, the
-urvivor »t tin- recent Isle of ~hoals iragedy,
ha> nearly ."'covered from tin clicet a of me teiiiM. s,.-!i m.
through which she passed on the
ni' lit id' Mai. tin
It is -.nd tli .» great 'tlo ts
will he lode to Icar Wagner, but the uvumstantial evidence i< too -trong and the chain too
perfect to he broken.

One of

th

-lit

in

uni.:,

n

the chimney
New Kngluud

l-,

the building msf n,,.th
House took tire and
?.
therein the -im-l.md rii

ot

Me

crevio

..•mim'om

dangerous

made

?
the min-, but w « luckilv discovHad tin r-• 111 tm
ii.. nio
m *vt< n-ivc
i,
contiavratlull w ..old
i.

enframe

ered.

illie Hiv,

AA

lad of about, eleven Year- ot
W. Mix, .Ir.. ot Rockland while
with
simo
playing
companions in a barn
A\ ednesd iv forenoon, fell or jumped from a'hay
n* *v and
truck ui»on a pitchfork, one of the
times .if which entered his breast, and it is suppo-.-d pen. (rated bis heart, causing death almost instantly

1

c

of T

-on

Am.'iie.
premiums
fioni ilii-

look

u-

We should
boro were pi

cm

u

il

-.

u

.1

Dies

sumuei

as w** noticed a lug.
hiunici
thei
vessels in D. \V Dver a
m
!
ior repair-.
These gentleman arc bun"
large bU'iuess in
the repairing bne cmpl ivm
large number u

with pride upon the many
merit awarded exibitors

European Interiratiomd
Especially arc \\ liter Baker &

-m

ho

campaign,

1 l.ev

men.

ding
e.nuitrv

n

„•

paring

n

poi

r

g.

..

|

l.mcn

.v,»i

rv

at

c v hit.n
Ol Hill ill t base
u h- -for.-* *1
Exhibitions.
'•
I
tin- inscrip<o.. ni
Bo-ton, to be commanded tin meriting! massive violin hcarmg m :
tion.A
ni
on
i■
ill'trad*
l
r Miioiin**.
"id '•••'•"l ing lii' tir-r premium at ttie Paris Kv176.o’’
Ad
C|
ti-el
I
position t-ri the tim-st preparation ot Chocolate ;
uud ( o ot. although coming m
Those
who
m
t<
view
this instrun.ay tep
competition
with the whole world v- well .s the most .-chment, w ill probably disc.
r
that th«-v uv
brared !• r. neh manufacturer-. Baker’s do-'seekers after a -igu."
kites may be procured of ail dealer-

j

1

I'Yoiu tin*

Brogrc-ssiv•

William

Billy Simpson.

Bachelor-button. D,»rpoi o-it v !
i«*t11n«J appim liing pomposity. Height, rive |
lei I and 7 -1»» inehe-, e: it/tin a foot.
Fve-biownot arched
Kye- -kv Mm-, or gray : tak v an J
choice.
Dheek-, 'h.e,eky' "Dolor, a-heI,,.,." \Y.-e, -tub.
r pup.
Optional. Mouth,'
expi-e-siou
perufinrit ha- a pucker, and ;
R -t d>-ciibcd :ethen i! hasn'i
imekei
th ’ii
had u-i !." ii t'dinnn eold porridge !
*■

With

•

MM

M-.an
rri-l
tea
It* .1 u |)» ridg.- tv-!d
P-if h int BiiU hil-tor i|te»tin r i»oetry.
tie
\ if <c|t—at t-licd with
ppb. it
•'• it'd
puzzled look. No! quite ,-sured
!■••
tie:
i^ a W it or !>|:te kg a J*(P
1

Ii
:u.

V\

ii

I

.1.

Mi

lit 11)

(tee

IM

hi ill-1'It

U

(Jod

or pea

W

!,•

•’

m.

So

'.ifh In the u il."
.'lying tie proud

to
.used t

-i

|, tr

—.

I

.o

the

'tailHearing voic. s m
vigorous push, brought the do..i

he

A

»pei.

gave

a

curving

the lock with it
I pon n aiming tie -lute o'
things. In apotogi md. ccii!' I l.oii it it stuck
a I title !” and departed.
A temperance -Am
u a- d-i, y-i v.t at.
Hayford Hall, on Sunday idglit.
Mr-, '-null \
Ib-v.W i.. Brown preSheppard, of I llinoi'id<-d, md Kcv Mi
I '.i-i mad
u-polling
t he mat* nal t r the
hue \v i- good,
hut the lady need- -mu-- le-s.m, m elocution.
H«-r voice w t- oadlv managed, and she d- liv.
cd her discourse as though u wa
a
urtaiu
lecture to a hn- hand who led .one home
se;

tiful

up."

Stockton,
plain .!,
ight !iat'a il. Sight tormenting !”
Mira! i- ihe nhuie!, Billy?
Why are vou so
iineomi'iidaide about StoektouV Whv eau’l a
"i
do
leave
undone
a
body
single thing to suit
you? If tile town pl'o-pe| it gives vou a eold
"W.",1.
|r ...me <d' ii- bn-ine-s men are unfortunate. «mi -hi: them.
If Dhieago or Boston
burn-.
ui ri<lif/i\ because .Stockton bolds insu ra m
doe!,.
Sioekfou nttempis to pioneer a
'• erv
oep.d ! uiI railroad ; vou siie.-r at its bonds.
■I1
fVr in
,,li-- house?)
You will even
tjde a if (I e, m i 11fl'OIll Stork toil I What
tia- tn «11«11•. Bi11 \ ?
Ii i' rumored—and
tied b\ hang- a tale,” that a fair lady -unfortormer resident ot Steel;*;.u. and
tunately
one,- a eoi respondent
id the Journal, didn’t
untie appreciate the irre-i-fible genius who
preside- mi M t'linloek’s block, up two flight-■
11 i n i* lmr contribution-, she did not
That in
Ulellld- he;- I p. eioll
Self. ill H Word a It'd;
of
mittnt'j
was the result.
And thereuppair
d thi- wasn’t -a». lie
on.
in deny the
-oft
iie., a*'te Ii men ti the doughty editor took his
be 1. md has not been li e man he was, since,
riots adding another to the long list of witne-that
tru. lo\e never d I run smooth.”
lieu
hi- not over lo\> of 'Morkton tto blame)
that blighted hi- It >pes. Her *e the hitting right
and left. friend
and lo---alike, of that illI town.
I- it a fact. Mr Smiti-on, that
-t in
vou ,0opo-e t.. move to Bonland, to get as far
awr. a- po-sibl
from this hated town
.,i a

'Afii

VV bile the director-ot the tving- Bank w.-rsession at llieir haul.in/-i mini with
lose )
doors, recently, a i,iN..i[it*r iium me ot the
rural town-., who weigh- about '»no, came up

prayer,

Dili# (long bell

<

■

in

Age,

Bhotograpbie

-I,'

aiis

Mi'. Fred

\

■

l im-

v\

plements at. Willterp of.
Pruning I <»ol. one a
thing- ot the kind e\er otter.

nsr

t

Fugle

i
h. ape*odener- and

-t
i

the

■

orehurdist.*. It ha* poW.-r .-icuy h I• • tak. oil
limb> nearly an im-h through at
dip. while
the long handle*, acting
lev.-rs, call he
reached im*

ing

he

a

long distant-, into

a

tree.

Noth-

convenient tor those having
trees and -hruhherv to
keep m ,,rd. r li almost
heal- the famou- M adou lum- .\i,,wer
The
tv#r thnv an | four dollars,
pruning too! is
in two -i, .--,
can

more

lie- Bo-tun li rue- Ea- tie '• 11, e.v in.- relalA
the condition of
» triton
,,,0
\V
tpi
tenner 1 \
-I tin- Pv
-Many ..t our reader- w 1 I i.-- t pitied to learn
thar Capt. lohll W. Caribei ot Newtouvillr.
wlm w-f. last
11111 m a- pLi.. d
Ml
th
In- pie
A-ylum at Worcester. 1- much n> i- ,• 11.• t -m l
comfortable than when In* nti red riia' i.a-ditut ion, and there i* a « I tie
it least for hi* reA tew v- 11- in., while in Calcutta.
covery.
<
Carlton
received
a
im-trok,
apt.
which was
so severe as to can-.temporary pai al\ as of fin
Brain and. though In* rteov.i.d from it-, immediate (‘fleets, it is h' ie
1 to have h-. 11 flic
cause of hi*
present condition.
apt. Carlton
has been one of the aid -t f Ann n an
shipmaster*- hud tine hu*itie
talents, tnd display
ed great energy and capacity in dl the enterprise- which he pursued.

■*

■

to

1

s

'•

1

■

Hickory t'ickery dock,
flic mouse ran up the clock.

i! .plot ition- are r.ml.-tgiou-.
in looking
o\ er tfie candid, courteous edi'ori'il
in reply to
•”
the
Bridg
issue, I -elect a’ random, one of
it- many glittering gems.
But he (Roberts)
ALuNi. mi- WlfUI\h>
fh,
hasuo! been
in t\ I-- i-aired tha* there an- those who thoroughly appreciate ihe slippery ground on which the usual amount »f busine-.- in t m* department
lie -bind- and that the contemplated railroad t -i the pits! Week, and th
lupin, m* have been
him a veritable Bridge of
bridge iniv prionlight. Some of the hav dealer- have disposed
How l- I lo pal a graph In b>- llllfi p«v»_*!
ot a tew car joe*.
Wm. I’in-her a Son have
• *i
W ‘on shall on I out IVom the palpably
cm/-, hi- uncouth way?
I- thi-. a- it were,
loaded bi 1
II. II
M i. • \. 1
tor ;sv ann ih.
the loving admoniiiou of a parent, or is it a <Ja.1
M \\ Grew tor II.sou\ iile. Flu..
ho vou propose to fa
tiireaf
charge of'the
an,l
B I*. >1. Boimii tor cn v. C- Harbor
I
no do
Du-tom Hoii-e vourseli. Biliy':
you
'"•van A- Sibley have loaded -,-h.
mean to hold under the Johnson hen? hid you,
Kiugleader for
or did vou not writi
letter asking IV. -Mont Boston. Wood-, Mathew A
Baker hav load
John-on for a post "othee" claiming "Ah Sin!”
ed seh. f. A. Elliot lor Boston
Paniel l.tueis
tint vou had supported him oln’- administration up to the Emancipation proclamation-' Or,
\\.-l Harford
loading seh. Came for Bnt «u
! mu intend to take po--e--i,m ot the Dustom
has load, d *eh. Natl. m
rb o i with -laves foi
llmi-e bv virtue of a trade with the late Fred
\ -u \
rl
Mi M
1
Bike.
■<<>■<). the di-ppnser general of New
a Boston, Sell. Fannie
Kngiand patronage, that was tube? Answer, Willi tins wiih potato
e-itegnriiallv. and upon your h >une(\) Mr. and l-.ditli troili Baltimore 1 di*eh"i 1 1 tig a Lairg1
Simp i>n. and at one,-. We ire anxiou- about of tj.buO bushel* I com tor
Bitch. 1
Gorham.
it
/•/.
Oni' mo;.- gem from the casket, exceedingly interesting and verv instructive. and sell. 'I. W. PHr d <-. 1. on .,m»- plac.-. t,
Your learned criticisms on certain pa-sage- of
discharged a cargo oi f aioo hu-hei- of torn 1
Si-i ijituia
H>**\ naiur dlv vou -lip on Herod’s W. ’.
Mai *hall
be
in imitation <.f the
old clothes ! This e.urt
a-- donning the lion*-kin. Though Herod
Tin snow storm -f I'f•.».
l.lgllt W.S terwas a live lion.
Simp-on is a /('//(or wa- be- rific
The llwV.
T
1
lit
|,
I,,. ,j;„ hy j),..
fore the brain softening) nd is not anas-! Oh,
comfieive wind, hiorkin.- rh
uiv kingdom” for
for
w*v- and raiieompari-o»i.
'”
It won*!
A -hirt on a bean pole
parison!
road-Tie train
n
th
1It
Br inch. that
do; this i- ">! >.-mn pros.* It mu-rhea p-- Heal ! l‘‘lt "ii Friday on
rtiliii*
lid uni return until
it
in
a
\
-trange
it
at
la-1.
simile
l have
j
William, and Sunday night. With two .•h^.iii
\ little mon pi e tie.
md
.now
g::rr.d.”
out Herod. Herod
(n
you will be able to
plow they reached the siiinniit bovoud Brooks
to
coneiusjon, thi- i- my urval mandate
i’-

eh,

»

s

>

•*

.-

■

«

1

There are many men that never come
to God until forced by trouble; men try
everything else, and when all fails then
they come to Christ. It puts me in mind

of a man fleeing from the Sheriff, he runs
until he is out of breath, the officer gaining
all the while, until at last he says panting
“1 yield.’’ So God pursues us, and when
than ten we are
fairly run down we yield, but not
,until then.
[Beecher.

that

HiUiain /iilii/ H. ximpson
1-st.

hung

—Hon. C. R. Kimball is delivering, in
the western part ol the State, bis excellent lecture upon the past, present and

j

«

The city government of Newburyport
is deserving of the thanks of the civilized
world for its example.
It has forbidden

betrayer by giving him

—Nine bachelors of

Kugeue

census.

the

lighted the girls with a recent hop, at
which everybody was happy. The Commercial tells us how ibey all looked, and
what they wore.

Here lies that Barney, called the king,
Whose word no one relies on;
Ho always says the foolish thing.
And never does a wise one.

Hale for a volume containing the population tables and social statistics ot the ninth

as

session of the Council.

Barnabas says tie don’t like to have
—Eight news articles which cost us
pains and expense to procure, arc put curs bark when lie is making talk. That’s
forth as original in the Bangor
Whig of right. One at a time.
Saturday last.
—We are indebted to Hon.
Barnabas says

Judas

The passage of the Katuhdin from Boston,

Journal is happy that the snow
wj
drill
on Maine -tree!
have been reduced bv
e<
M
h uc ;!h t : > s 1-2 feet in depth.
ion

*•

—No appointment of Judge or Railroad
Commissioner will be made until the May

income ot that realm
tlea from starving. Let

epitaph

sorry fellow.

—Barnabas says lie’s not going to be
tied to his post herein Belfast. He would
be if the whipping post hadn’t gone out ol
fashion.

success.

whole

will

—-It Barnabas was to change his name
for another Scriptural one, what should it
be ? Go-liar, of course.

—Barnabas alleges that we have tried
witty and failed. He seems to haye
tried to be stupid, and achieved a
great

to me a

harp.

-Barnabas desires to know il we expect to be given the Custom House. Not
at all.
There is one excellent reason
Our Lord point'd
why it should be his.

to hi!

king, he
hymn, “My mind

us to tune our

—It is not astonishing that Barnabas
He always
professes to be sorry for us

suicide.

But the

Hogue

By carefully reading this jiaper he
see that we are stringing up the lyre

a
grocer.
—Barnabas says he has brickbats
handy
for yelping curs. IJis friends had better
take them away, or he may commit

below.

sistible

—Barnaoas advises

The partner of Barnabas made a
terrible blunder about the location of the
The name of the firm
proposed bridge.
ought to be changed to Barnabas & Blunderbus.

government cheese;
ft is for solemn, and that’s how we feci;
T is a tariff, that’s lowest on steal
a

irre-

an

bad eggs.
Probably he had seen the
occupant of the proud bird’s custom house
in this city.

formed !

—Barnabas acknowledges that though
an officer of the customs, he deals in tea,
Thus while accussugar, molasses, &c.
ing us of being a gross sinner, he con-

11 is

him jiass without
impulse to whistle the

we never see

—Fred Douglas said the other night
that the American Eagle sometimes lays

—Think ol the Belfast. Custom House
the possession of b«nub«, a „b,rli. and

imagine that

—Barnabas reproaches u- with having
mouth that puckers.
That's he .ui.se

March.

*» is the

puzzled expression. How could it have
any other, after reading his remarkable
literary performances? The first white
man that saw a gorilla
howling in his naQuebec Railroad excitement of thirtytive wilds, was also puzzled.
seven years ago, will see that almost one
halt of the route then surveyed has been
built, and that the present generation will

for

Not much e.oiintry trade m this i-:tv of late
to the h art'll) <-oudition ol tin roads.

owing

Gloucester, Mass.

seminary.
f’he l.<

Nil'll

new

The fishermen sire commencing to leave town.
Fifteen went on the. Kalah tin, Tuesday, for

of Brigham Voting is
newly-established female

a s-m

a

a

iii> door.

A communication fioniJ*a\,r <• ived too hit*
for its usual place in our I’imnns, will appear
next week.

Grand Rapid-, Midi., lately paid
axe which
he dole twenty years ago.
conscience was low bill sure.

an

■

■

1

at

man

City.

and

Ksquin* Boyle shines out with
over

When you get ready to paint, hunt up the
add of Burgess. Fobes & f'o., in our columns,
and read it.
A
lor
!!i<

County

Hews of the

Hon. Joshua A. Lowell of East. Machias, died
a( liis residence at that place last Thursday,
week.

correct idea of

sented, and that we are reproached with
not being good looking.
This is probably
Boston, j

robberies often take the funds of persons
whose little all is entrusted to the integrity of the mail service; it throws sused by a globe, on which in olden
times,
picion upon iunocent persons, and every
«'»' Capt. ,fumes
of
Lyman
when it was a fortified city, the
'HewHu»V?
honest man, in the department and out of
while in a restaurant in New York
city gates Portland,
swung; a deep ditch and the remains of rwImfn'-L a'?ulU1“J hy, a “rough,” whom the it, is interested in detecting and punishing
took
in
Captain
hand, and thoroughly whipped. such dangerous scamps.

PoTh6

;

From

clude this week. Both parties are confident of
lias been constantly filled
with Hying
success, hut somebody has to be disappointed.
the caliber of the man, and of accounting chips lrom the hatchet of Dame
(lossip,
The large number of persons summoned be
to those abroad for the universal
st
hurled
at
Die
little
weaknesses fore the Grand Jury Ibis term, on the rum
disgn
relentlessly
which he excites in his official position in our composition. I tremble to think of
question, all failed to convince that honorable
here. A man worsted in a ontiict of wit the result, it the good Lord had not made body that there was a single place in Ibis city
which lie has invited, and drunk with rage fbe universe in six days and appointed where liquor is sold. The persous that are seen
the streets prohahly all get their
in consequence, may be as
to rest.
Alas ! there must have reeling through
al-

possible

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the .Journal will please so state to the Court.

«-S. M. Pkttkngill & Co., 6 State St., Boston
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
Agents lor procuring subscriptions and forwarding

Letter

of this idea we copy the second effusion
of the collector of this port as the best

PROPRIETOR,

RELATIONS.

His uncle, Mr. Kemp, the
druggist ot
William street, has lett no stone unturned
building, a quaint, old time- lo stive his unfortunate
nephew. He would
-taiued edifice, whieh was formerly occu- have spent his whole fortune, it is
said, to
1.
ive spared him the
pied as a dwelling hy the Spanish Goverignominy ot the seaftold. Foster’s luother-in-law and sister,
nors. but is now
occupied as a Custom | and his other
relatives, visited him conHouse, l nited States Court room, &c. stantly
during the last days of his conBetween the Plaza and the river, ot the finement in the tombs.
His'faithtul, noble
e i-t. is
wile, clung to him to the last, with undythe Market House, about
sixty by
twenty-four teet: its foundation iscoquhia, ing love, and wlum the last trying moment
ol larewell came, her heart was almost
lew feet high, floored with brick, and on broken.
it are fourteen pillars, or columns, seven
AN OLD PLAYMATE HIS KEEPER.
on each
side, built of the same material,
Deputy Sheriff Baird, who watched the
and over it is thrown a wooden
roof; the prisoner Wednesday night, the last night
but one for him of life, was
ends and sides are all
years ago a
open. I have never
ot the doomed man, and has
playmate
seen
any sign of life or business h> or
known him for twenty-eight years. What
atound it; ail the meats
exposed for sale strange feelings l he fact must'have aroused
ate
required to tie disposed of, in some in both !
mode nr other, at a very
AN EASY DEATH.
early hour in the
Foster died very easily. There were a
morning.
few convulsive movements of the
limbs,
Opposite the Plaza, westerly from the and ail was over. The
body was lelt
Hotel, is the Roman Catholic Cathedral; hanging thirty minutes, when
it was cut
a venerable
editice in its exterior, dark down and placed in charge of a coroner
for inquest.
and gloomy in its interior; its ceiling is
painted, its floor made of concrete. The
Terrible Tragedy.
•.vails arc adorned with
paintings; none
Louisville,
Ky., Mar. 24. A terrible
<>t them of any particular artistic merit.
tragedy occurred near Bordentown last
As I stood, hat in hand, under its vaulted
Saturday. G. W. Holtshonsen, one of the
roof, its gloom rendered more intense
citizens, was sitting in his office
by oldest
with his son, D. W.
the taint light of the
Holtshonsen, when
lamp that has hung Ins married
son, ,T. Holtshonsen, entered
suspended from its ceiling and lias never and, without
speaking, pulled out a navy
been extinguished since the church
was
revolver and shot his brother.
I
The wounded young man rose from the
■‘instructed, felt as if I loo could kneel
with the solitary
penitent I found there chair and as he did so received another
shot near the shoulder, when he fell for*nd with her confess
my sins, and pray to ward
receiving a third shot on the crown
tie forgiven ; hut I
didn’t, because I came of the head, the bail
lodging under the
here not to confess
my sins but to “do” right eye.
The fratricide immediately left the
St. Augustine.
In its queer, old Moorish
premises and has not been heard front
belfry there are four bells from which is since.
The cause ot the murder is suppounded tbrice-daily the angelurs; on one posed to lie a feud of
several months’
of them is the
inscription, “Sancte Joseph, standing. All the parties heretofore were
held in the highest esteem, and
ora pro nobis. A. D. 1682.”
great exciteinent is caused by the affair. The
At the north end ot the
is
the
lather
and mother of the
city
City
young man are
Gate; or, rather, the two square pillars, nearly 75 years of age. and the grief of
the
venerable people is
built of coquina, of course, each surmountheartrending.
:nn

—

of the night, and would be invisible
were it not for the gleaming of the
lamps
on the walls in the
prison yard. Atone
o’clock this morning lie still sal in his
chair silent save at rare intervals, but
with no signs ol fear about him, and
m thing whatever ol bravado—a
quiet and
resolute man. lie finally retired to rest
a little after
o’clock, and slept soundly
till awakened this morning bv the sheriff
W arden Johnson remained in the prison |
all night prepared tor any emergency, and
ready tor the sad work of to-day.
poster’s personal appearance.
When Foster first appeared in the
( oroncr’s office, two
years ago, tie was
a
decidedly repulsive looking man: his
face was red and swollen from excessive
drinking, and tic looked thoroughly dissipated. Long imprisonment had somewhat refined his skin and features, and in
his last days tic was a tine
specimen of
humanity, almost handsome. He was a
little taller than the medium
bight, round
shouldered, smalt, closely drawn mouth,
thin lips, and had a well
shaped aquiline
nose
Altogether his countenance was j
strongly and intelligently marked, and !
once seen not easily
forgotten. He dressed I
through his confinement with unusual
neatness, and was most cleanly in hU
habits and appearance.
Even during hi^ tion of the road now under construction
last days lie was most exact in his toilet
from West Waterville to that point. This
and dress.
would leave a gap ol about fifty miles to
Ills
ness

end is the

"

spoke

"About what time do you

EVERY

Fool.

of a

There is scriptural authority for the
declaration that “the lips of a fool will
swallow himself.” The proverb ismoderni/.ed in the saying “give a fool rope
enough
and he will hang himsell.” In pursuance
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oi»i

that vow chi-H
upon lit. '.ilimv-

tuno

up

am!

slug

?riw

“Then is

»s

gor.J fi-h in he

sea n-» ever was

nighi.where

is:.

i.,.

.m.„torii(

and drift- ten ten in height. .,,,| w i«obliged
to remain during the night,
l ie. cut were mi
full, and tie rest'd iln„-v\a\ t<> Burnham, whieh
| tic
were two days m
compli-iuu was one

lung)

burp,
that comfortin'

your

caught

■A.
I hat \ on don’t intrench your-ell behind the
column? of your paper, and bark d ttic fu els ot
e\ory passer by.
The yelping cur does passengers annoy,
when brick bats are so plenty, and easily to be pick
ed up.
i- m you lies.-’
".d. That you vvill hr is decent
Not very
4th. And, tinullv, that you mind your own business.
1

tiiven at tinUalacethis lath day ot March one
thousand eighteen hundred and seventy-three.
Under my Royal Seal,
King Barney.”

1 presume the editor of tlie Republican .Ionrn:il, whe after some flourish of trumpets. 'Mil!
more generosity hits invited a seeotid article on
the
Bridge” question, will publish the foregoing entire, as he did the first. Thus fttt nishing
his
truth"—a
intelligent readers" with the
B. M. Roberts.
great rarity to them.
•'

.-—-—

>

|

continual battle with drift-. About (• <rlv passengers were waiting it Bnrnhi.n
Pwn ,»f
them

eame

as

far

beyond wtiieh the

as

Thorndil

road

...

with

a

-■

ijh.

iujpa--ubl.\ and

from tlienee the train brought lie m in. instead
of finding fault with fho-• in
barge ,.| thi?
train, we are disposed to commend them lor

doing

so

well.

Uncle Nat. Greer, who li\es^bevond
the
corner** in Belmont is a veteran that it don’t
answer to tool with
\ gang m vouin- men
from another town, not long sim-..
>m mil ted
his premises -ome dcpicdation- oiubining
iusuli and damage about equally. He came at
on.a
to Mr. Fogler. in thisrilv, and
handing
him a round bill amt a li-t o! names, said—
on

«

Rico fTinancipation.
"Squire, you write to them to come to your
The bill passed by j ottice in a week from today, uud
M viiriii, Mar. '.’4.
pay that lull.”
the Assembly on Saturday abolishing j "But,’ sh\s the lawyer, "if
they dont come,
.slavery in the Island ol Porto Kico, pro- j what am 1 to do ?' "Olr. they’ll come, the.y’ll
vides that the abolition slitill follow imuie- i conn
was the
reply. The letter was sent, and
diately upon tlm promulgatioe. of its pas- sua* enough, on the
day set, the party ame m
sage.'
and asked for the demand,
dust as they were
The emancipated slaves will, however,
be obliged to serve for three years with counting out the greenbacks, Uncle Nat. eame
When the
masters or other residents in and took a seat in the corner.
their
Porto

present

the Island, and will enjoy the political
lights of Spanish citizens alter live years
have elapsed.
The indemnity to be paid lo the slaveowners is to lie charged exclusively to the
account of the 1‘orto Uico Budget.

nn

business was all i.nished, one of the party addressed himself to the plaintiff in the ease. "Mr.
Greer, now that the busim-s is all -ettled up. i
wish you would tell u how you knew we did
if."

K liew ?” ciys tin. It- Nai.. why I didn’t;
but l guessed might// ur<try didn't I.*"

Mr. c. i\ Carter,Street Comthe eity district for the past niu!
g:\e- the hhlowing .statement of
d«-»,<
u.
id distri- t during the year,
: -• I-"!- »»: the lower bridge built anew,

to > »

.%

'■

x

tor

bridge ke| t in repair through the yearmmii
large culverts taken up and rebuilt’
! »rge portion of tiie sewer from Custom
•-oiiare i«> Front sireel rebuilt.
Two and

td tinX
\
b

repaired with five inches
tli and four inches ol gravel.
Street to
-feuiiboat wharf rebuilt and thoroughly
v

■

-tree!

large sunken drains built

as

steamboat lull, o^e on Wilson's
11. 11. .Johnson's, ChuI eh street,
1 gravelled 100 rods of sidewalk.

mu* on

and
•cI'

..i

three

I-

ox-

one at

d no

m

ft. -idewalk from High street to
mi: wharf.
Twenty rods new sidewalk on
-tjeel
All the sidewalks iii the district
\ 12

new

oil

1

<

Sept in repair.
Am«»mif Committed

Commissioner in
Less 20 percent, for
-72‘j.
Amount expended 20SS.OO.
Baiun \pended, Mai. lb, 1*72, 7:fii,83.
Also
i>
and oil band 7.000 feet of good hemlock
iuk lor sidewalk.
or

to

|s72.

or

SEA HSPOUT.
i- raising
a girl whose growth ithing iv.uarkahle. she is i:*. years and 0
•nth- old. weighs 220 pounds. f> feet «> inches

I in- town
.in

the in east, 42 inches:
urn! ih< w aist 42 inches; around the lower
-!• 4> in. he-; around the arm above the
’Hiw
hi inches.
She is in good health, and
it

:

around

measures

w!-

being drowned. The night
ext much
old and they suffered severely,
i In- -mall p \ ha- entirely disappeared from
n
Mr Thoma-. the man that first brought

tii

eaiiie \

ery

near

•'

iue. died w ith it.
Hi-, w ife and child had
disease, and got over it. His father and
cliei algo had it
l fie ice i- all out oi the different harbors, and
men
and ve-sels are leaving for various
orts

Mysterious

discovery

I I.'
r

Itlvti

Death.

ot a terrible

N

tragedy in
Friday morning, has

V
excitement both from its
Wet nos elmr-ii ier and from the promit ( n'iiion nl the victim and lii.s friends,
ce.irds ol crime can hardly show a
••■led

gicat

deliberately calculated and

tnurder.

tnercen-

ii is in many of its circum-

eounterpart of tlie Nathan mura New York nearly three
years ago.
seti\
have already obtained several
which appear to be important, and
discovered evidence sufficient to dis■

c-

the theory of suicide, which the
had evidently taken great pains
The scene of the tragedy is
irivey
■ut a mile southwest of the city hall in
uiartei nl the city rapidlv
tilling up
itl tir-l-cias-i residences und good oitienMr. \\ \Y Goodrich, a brother ol
murdered man. who first discovered
rime is
prominent lawyer of New
ik
and has recently laken an active
n politic-, having been the only Reu an member of the assembly
from
e

rer

e

•okivn,

two

wars

ago, and last tall

a

candidate tor Congress.
Charles
Irieh had been for five years a prosu
lumber merchant of New York,
d "-as just completing in
Brooklyn a
el. nl si\ brown stone houses, in one
which he was lound Friday morning
iiudcred
lie lived alone in the house,
.liei alien his brother called Thursday
in
iruing w i- not to lie seen This mornlinding the house --till closed, Mr. W
A Gondrii h entered the house next ad■
ning and came down through the roof
m
basement of bis brother’s house in
Iron! mom ot which he lound the dead
dv
A pistol ball had penetrated the
:
temple, and there were other marks
violence evidently made with ablunt
.Mr. Goodrich’s seven-barreled
ijjnn
ilver. with three of its chambers empty,
> near, but on the opposite side troni
.i nn which the
pistol wound had been
The watch and poeketbook of
dieted
i.e
victim were missing, hut Ids other
itects were on his person,
.ee.ev

i ins ease iias excited great

interest in

round New

York. Various theories
ai e been
started, one that the deceased
had wronged a woman who threatened his
b atb
But the police believe that it is a
ease ol suicide.
:

■

McElhaney'9
B<

Execution.

Alan li 21. James McElhaney,
Ini murdered Ills wile some six months
’**- expiated lii-s crime on the scaffold
■it the Suffolk Jail in this city this forenoon.
Hi- was hung at twelve minutes past
u-ven, and in twenty minutes lile was
.announced extinct
There were about
ton spectators
present, and all preserved
a
respectful silence ami decorum that was
ilmost painlul during the execution of the
ivv
The condemned made no remarks
upon the scaffold, but before leaving his
ell he indulged in lelitrions devotions in
•mpany with Rev. Mr. Upham, his spiritual adviser, and Father Cook, the chaplain
a the jail.
He took his last leave of his
lather and mother last night, and signed a
•rill bequeathing all his property, about
tiuo, to his only child. He walked firmly
to the scaffold and behaved with extraoriinary fortitude.
The body of McElhaney was delivered
to nis parents this afternoon, who removed
to East Cambridge, where funeral serices will be solemnized to-morrow at 2
o'clock, lroin Mr. Ray’s church. It is
-luted on authority of McEluaney’s spiritctl advisers, that the members of his
wile’s tamily refused to allow him to see
..is little child named Nellie Emma, who
.s
only two years old. A letter seconding
in olt
expressed wish on the part of the
■ondemned man to see his child was sent
v SheiitT Clark to the family, but without
effect.
is tun,

■

Shocking Outrage.
Georgetown, Del March 24. At 11
.''■lock this morning, while the daughter
of John Lank, a respectable gentleman

Rehobott station r, miles
front here, was returning from the house
ol an imcle,|she was accosted by a negro
named Joe Breen, or Berton, who tore off'
her clothes and violated her person. After
the assault the negro tied, and the girl
vho is only 15 years old, managed to
teach her father’s residence, where she
made known the facts.
Burton, was surrounded in the woods
old captured about two miles from the
place where he committed the outrage.
1 lie capture was effected at noon and the
prisoner, in the custody of officers,reached

residing

near

thi-.

tiiis

place
evening, and was lodged
,n jail to await trial in April.
He is a
Hardened criminal and makes light of his

offence.

Female

Suffrage.

The Woman's Journal says: "It is a
noteworthy fact that most of the State
Legislatures this year have had the sub|eet of Woman Suffrage under consideration, and that in all of them there has been
a nearer
approach to triumph ol those who
favor that reform than on any previous
occasion.”
The AsAlbany, N. Y., Mar. 24.
semby instructed the Judiciary Committee
to report an amendment to the Constitution allowing tax-paying female citizens
to

vote.

New

Woman

A

Marshall.

BELFAST

farmer.

story

reading.

naught of,
A.;
locality

! simply

leading

seminary.”

died, leaving
bly mortgaged,
permit
profitably; whereupon

j

energetic

leading

practically

seminary,
eighty

rich,

!

fencing

recently

position
seminary
horse;
another;
helped
by
implements.
vided,
accomplished
Wearing gymnastic
gloves
plowed;
stumps
trees;
drilling
helped
reported
beautifully.
eight
orchard;
twenty-

failed.to

weighing sixty-two pounds

ISI.F.-BORO.

and Martin Gray, engaged in picking
timber that hud broken away from theii
it Bruoksvilh*. had a narrow escape from
wiling on Friday night la-t. In attempt;•> reach a light which they -aw in a house,
l ewis In oka through the ice and went entirely
tidei water. His brother reached down and
.light him by the hair, and hauled him out; ;
doing he broke through himself, and !
La

of Mayor

Ckntlkmkn of this City Cofnt ii
For tlu*
The
of a young woman in Illinois
third time I come before you to lake the oath of
The name ot the damoffice, ami address you upon matters pertaining to is worth
the city. I ace in this convention nearly all my old
sel we know
its
save that
associates in tin? city government tor tin* past two
i initial letter is
we are
of nor
years, and 1 congratulate myself upon having you to
informed that she lives and labors
share with me the care and management ol the allairs ot the city for the coming year.
This maiden was a student
I in Illinois.
FINANCES.
in “a
young ladies’
The financial condition of the city has not dungHer father
a farm consideraThe situation
ed materially during the past year.
and a widow whose health
i'he
to-dav is substantially as it was a year ago.
railroad debt remains the same, and the interest
did not
her to manage the esthereon will be henceforward tor each year the sam
late
our
in amount as last year, to be provided for by an an- |
But it is expected that before long the
nual tax.
young woman bid farewell to the
city railroad stock will provide some income to help
and became
bucolic.
pay that tax. A decision in the railroad suits pendacres to manage, half ot
ing in the Supreme Court has nor yet been remit red. She had
It is hoped a decision will be given soon, and in fait well broken in, and halt ot land
vor of the railr ad.
If such hope shall be i« abzed,
but liable to overflow.
The barn had
the linancial condition will be much improved; dividends can be looked for lrom tin* preferred stock, i been
burned, and all the
and the railroad taxes thus materially lightened.
was in bad order.
Such was the
Municipal notes to the amount of $7,500.00 be- when the
and
come due this year, (or which you must provide
young left the
means of payment.
These notes were given by the turned farmer.
She had 011c
she
in
lH69.to
raise
to
city
money
pay railroad coupons
borrowed
and a friend
then falling due and unprovided for by tax. The
the loan of
Thus proburden, properly belonging to that year, is therefore her
partly borne by this.
she has
somewhat.
The total amount expended the past year, for city
a
suit, with a broadThe expenses for
purposes solely, was $20,2.'10 5?,.
the coming year cannot probably,be less. The taxes
brimmed hat,
and boots made to
therefore lor the present year will be about the same
she directed tho reorder, she
as those of last year. That our taxes are large there
moval of the
of
she assisted
can be no question: but that they are larger than
those ol other cities ot this State, or elsewhere, we
m
the wheat; sho even
to
And yet an impression
cannot with truth affirm.
fell trees, and is
to use an axe
prevails, to our discouragement it seems to me
She has
acres in grass
that we are taxed more greviously than all other :
similar communities. Taxes in Belfast, prior lo tin
and twelve in
she raised
last two years, have been comparatively light,.md
tin ee acres of winter wheat iu I87g. and
much less for the last quarter ot a centurv than they
were
would have had from three to five acres
generally in other towns of similar si/..
lienee It is not surprising that the weight ot tlu
more, but for the failure of a horrid inpresent burden seems great. But another can-*, in
efficient mail who
cut it in time.
my opinion, for this belief that we are taxed m m
than other cities, is the fact that the percentage of
In all, she got lot) bushels of
taxation is greatej here than elscwln re. This, howto the bushel.
ever, is owing to the low standard of our eitv \:iiu
ation.
Our valuation is lower tliau that of other
Most of the home farm is cultivated in
cities, and, of course, the percentage ot tax must be
there are
acres ot grass
corn,
greater than theirs to realize the same amount ot
and twelve of orchard. Our
Pomona
our State valuation is about one-lourth
money,
more than our own.
Would it be of any advantage
in 187:1 sold loti barrels of
and
to raise our valuation to that standard, or higher,
had lot) barrels in the cellar.
and thus reduce the percentage V if to do so would
Poor young woman! All has not been
shift the burdens of taxes—so that one class ot
property would be taxed more, and another less
with her.
She has had her little
than now, l certai nly, with the beliet 1 have that
she
sorrows, like the rest ot
the
distribution and apportionment i* an
present
But, if has been called to mourn over one horse
equal one—could not advise such action.
the valuation could be raised pro-rata upon each tax
drowned and another stolen ; she lias been
payer, so that each person's tax would be tlie same
bereaved ot a colt, and her
as at present, I think it would be well to do so.
I
were a
1
acam not well enough
confess, however, that
failure.
quainted with th< details ot the tax books to term h
lint upon the
the Providenee
satisfactory opinion as to its practicability
Last year 1 recommended the trial ot a new oswhich
over
has smiled
tein of collecting taxes. 1 advised the allowance of
oil'the
upon her. She is
a discount to all persons paying taxes before the lf.th
to
her sire.
ot August—that being the day when the coupons on
the city bonds to the amount of $20,wo fall due on
She has
acres of wheat sown tor the
each year—and suggested as one reason that the < ’ol
She has taken excellent
year.
lector did not receive his tax book a till July, and it
care
her widowed
was exceedingly difficult to collect the amount neher fathercessary in season for payment. The plan, however,
less little brother, aud ot a smaller sister.
was not tr ed.
Objection was made that the allowWe wish that we knew her name.
ance of a discount would favor the rich tax payer it
1 certainly do not so
the expense >1 the poor one.
all our
rules, we should be
understand it, or I should not advocate it. 1 think
to
it in
It is
an inspection of the Collector’s book, will show
to be forced to
that poor men pay their taxes as soon and as promptof her
ns
rich
and
that
who
are
those
in
men,
ly
dilatory
rts Miss A.
The
paying their taxes, are generally able to pa> at mi/
is a
at the head of
time, but delay payment merely to save interest upon the money.
In short, I believe the present asthe
and it is
of A
tern encourages dilatoriness and neglect in paying
N<>. l. The tender interest which she has
taxes by holding out the inducement ot saving inexcited in our own heart is
terest
And
upon the money for each day of delay
hence the taxes are not collected within the year a«
indicated
the fact that we have before
they should be but xun along into the folio wing
mentioned her,
all too
as
yearswe were not then in full
SCHOOLS*
ot all
Our schools are upon the whole tu good condi: i.,r,
tacts.
V. Tribune.
Perhaps it would bo sale to say that they were never
better. Vet some changes are necesssrv in order to
render them as efficient as they should be., som.
PiM s, Potions and
schools are crowded with pupil', and the teach,
over-burdened with numbers, while others are comThen*
w.i
a heroic
and
•«-hooltna’am in Greene
teachers
have
not
the
paratively empty,
uongh
scholars to make their labors efficient. But 1 w mid
iHintv, low a. who, when the boys pul n skunk
call
attention
to
of
in
the necessity
is»• r desk went and fixed a clothes-pin on her
particularly
your
a free high school.
The legislature of last winter
n>» e. and kept school all dav.
Somehow the
passed an act in aid of tree high schools, which proboys wen* not entirely satisfied with the sucvides that the state shall pay to every town that
cess ot their joke.
maintains such a school a sum equal to that appropriated by the town, not exceeding «.v)0.0 •. Tin
t tn huge, drastic, gripping, sickening pills,
should
receive
the
benefit
of
this
city
appropriation
>n-tnu trd oi crude, coarse and bulky ingrediinasmuch as it will piy it* proportionate share oi
ent-. are
t being superceded bv Dr. Pierce’s
the state tax.
To do so, however, the city must
t‘I<*:i-.i:11 Purgative Pellets, or Sugar-Coated,
make an appropriation for the support and rnain( <»n *••ntrated Hoot and
tainance of a free high school, to be expended by
Herbal Juice, Antithe persons required by the law.
And 1 would
Piliou- Granules—the ‘‘Little G ant” Cathartic
recommend an appropriation for that purpose oi
>r multum in parvo Physic.
Modern Chemical
$50u.uu. This sum with an equal amount roe. i- c-i
'v.ieina* enables l>r. Pierce to extract from the
from the state, can be paid over to the central disoi the nio-l valuable roots and herbs their
and the district use the same
with

wheat,

growing.

till

Address

KKhi>.

uN-lomi

Enterprise;.

The Steam Mill,
Hampden, advertised in these
property
columns by T. R. Wasgatt, Jr., has been
disposed of. The upper portion is to be
occupied by Mr. Wasgatt and Bostou
parties who will engage in the manufacture of type cases, racks, stands, cabinets, and printer’s furniture. Eventually
they will also manufacture wood type,
It we
and the popular “parquet floors.”
cannot have such a factory in Bangor, we
are glad to have if so near us as Hampden.
That the enterprise will prove a success
we have no doubt.
[Bangor Commercial.
in

though

eight
pretty
apples,

recently

bright

womankind;
pigs

whole,
pre=ides
agriculture
gradually paying
her by
mortgage bequeathed
iorty
coining
oi
mother,of

Against
typographical
tempted
print
large capitals.
aggravating
speak
letter, however,
simply
good letter, standing
alphabet,
suggestive

though

tin-,pleasant

briefly,
possession

[N.

Pungencies.

«

trict,

juiye-

together

its

:“-tive medicinal principles, which, when work'* 1
into little Pellets or Granules—scarcely
l ir er than mustard seed, renders each little
Pellet as active and powerful as a large pill,
while they an* much more palatable and pleasant in effect. 2d cents a vial, by Druggists. 072.

own appropriations to maintain a
tree high
school, which shall be open to eligible persons rewithin
the
limits
of
the
siding
city.
The amount to be received for schools the prt-.-nt

year from

the state, through the bank lax, will be
considerably larger than lor the past year, which
was $2200.00.
As the deposits or the Saving Banks
increase the school fund is enlarged but even now
the aid derived from that source is very important.

arrival ol the train, an old lady affectionately greeted a stylish young lady as tol1 *w-: “why, iiowM ’do, Mariar! why how
Itmiiv ye look! didn't hardly know ye:
got your
t b-i
teeth in. ain’t ye?”
Maria changed the

KIRK DEPARTMENT.

t he Fire Department has done good service tinpast year. Whenever an alarm ha- sounded by d o,
or night the Engine Companies responded promptly
and brought out their machines ready lor action.
six tires, which occurred at night, they h or worked
hard lor many hours, and saved, undoubtedly.
large amount of property. Complaint i made as pthe power of one o! the engines; but ilu-.uginc
light and easily handled as occasion requires, gaining generally the honor of throwing First w'uiei
And it Is frequently of more importance to put
ter upon ft fire quickly than to throw it to :i groat
distance or in heavy {.volume. But I submit t:
needs of tin Department to your careful attention.
Recent conflagrations have awakened greater inter
e.-t in ail matters pertaining to protection irom fit.than ever before, and we must see to il that tin re
hall be no neglect on our part in pr
idiug r« -1*011
able security. And it seems to me th mean !••• no
doubt that the water supply for tir. purposes b
tirely inadequate for the wants of the city, uui
reservoirs are not only small and few in number,
but they are so constructed, generally, that there is
little water In them during the -heat and drouth o!
summer when there is the greatest danger ot tie
spread ot fires. They should be so built an to hold
water at all times, and so placed a- to be readily till
ed from the drainage of surface water, if no other
The atH 11
mean0 ot tilling them shall be provided.
tion ot the late City Government was called last
November to the project of introducing water tor
fire uses from the “Muck,” so called, and a commir
tee was appointed to examine into the feasibili'. of
The early winter prevented any thorough
so doing.
examination. There seemed to be a great conflict
ot testimony as to the amount ot water to be obtained at all seasons of the year from that source;
some persous, who ought to know the facts, asserting that the “Muck” was dry in summer and frozen
solid in winter,—while others made statements directly to the contrary. 1 may say here that an examination lately made showed considerable depth ot
water beneath the ice which now covers the Muck ;
hut is that the fact every winter < There can lie no
question, it seems to me, but that the city should
put to use this natural reservoir it it can furnish the
amount of water claimed tor it; but that must be
tablished first by satisfactory evidence.
There has been added lately to the Fin- Department a Hook and Ladder Company.
This i- an
efficient company, and will be an important, addition
to the working force and efficiency ot the Fire Do-

subject.
*

Hale's linnet/ of
cure, but it is
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pulmonary disease, «■.» as to secure immediate
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average condition. I think the system adopted ot
localizing the highway tax has worked weli. Hu1
the great need is good and efficient highway surveyors.
They should not only know how to build and
repair roads, but they should be prompt and attentive to their duties. They ire clothed with important powers and have great responsibilities. The eitv
can receive great benefit or receive great lossaeeotding as they shall discharge their duties, i trust you
will, in the selection of such surveyors, be influenced
only by considerations ot the public good, without
bias from personal claim or
It would seem as though experience, deiived from
so many years of experiments, should now be able
to determine the correct methods of constructing
aud repairing highways; nevertheless there is no uniformity of method among surveyors generally, and
complaint is continually made as to the way surveyors arc doing their work.
If it were possible to put
surveyors under some competent practical man, and
compel them to follow his directions and plans, I
should be glad to see it done. When complaint is
made to me in such cases I have no right or
power
to intervene, neither can I assume to have better
knowledge or judgment than the surveyor specially
elected for that work. If there was such supervision,
I think a better system of drainage and sewerage
would be adopted, to the great relief of our streets
and highways.
POLICE.
There have been fewer breaches of the peace, or
disturbances of the good order of the city during the
past year than usual. The police have not been
cslled upon to intervene very often to the extent oj
arrests, and consequent proceedings in the Police
Court, but yet they have done a good deal ot quiet
work which has often put a atop to open lawless proceedings and “Prevention is better than cure Hut
J wish more had been done.
Tt is of gnat importance that the habits, formed through many years ot
corners of streets', crowd
indulgence, ot
Ing sidewalks, and indulging in scurrilous language
and unseemly conduct, should be done away, stamp
cd out; aud the City Marshal should be incited and
encouraged by the citizens generally to a persistent
and constant endeavor to accomplish such a result.
That rum is almost always at the bottom ot these
disturbances is very evident. No complaint lias been
made the past year to the muncipal officers of !t violation of the Prohibitory Law in selling intoxicating
drinks, yet it is plainly apparent that the law i- violated daily and hourly. Public opinion in this city is
not up to the point of requiring an enforcement upon the part of the city, af the cost that would be involved, of the strict provisions of the law: but it
must not be assumed on the part ot those engaged
in constant violation of the law that they can do so
with entire impunity, it they aha 1 disregard all restraints, regulations, and all considerations ot the
pood order and peace of the city.

Cripples throw away
crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
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SCHKNClv’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SC HE NCR's SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death ol the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops tin- circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, ami, in fact, dogging the action ot
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes ot
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes eostiv e and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shouider-bLjde, feeling
sometimes v. rv restless, and at other titm*s drowsy :
the food that, is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching ot wiud.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered

condition of the stomach or a torpid lit or. Persons
so affected, it they take one or two heavy colds, and
ii the cough in these cases he suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and befon the patn nt is aware of his situation, the lungs at*1 a ma*c? ot sore ami ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result,
.Schenck’s Pulmonic >\ rup i- an » xpectoraut which
does not contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
•Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes
with the gastricjuice ot tlie stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation ol the blood. When the bowels lire costive,
skiu sallow and the patient is ol a bilious habit,
chenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. .). It.
SUHENCK & 8UN, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street,
Boston, and .JOHN K. HENRY, 8 College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally. -]y3sp

prejudices.
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and mules,
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W.C. MARSHALL.

The city school district meeting on Wednesday did nothing beyond discussing the high
school matter in connection with the State gra-

tuity. An adjournment was had to the 16th of
March, to await the action ol the city govern-

or

r

Liniment is worth one hun-

pavined

or

weenied hoises

for crew-worm in sheep. Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
Nu family >hould be without Centaur Liniment.
B. Kumi: a Co., New York.

Castoiua i> more than a substitute for Castor Oil.
It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
-deep. 11 contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
I- Samples by mail,50 cts, retail
quick for$10
IL L. WOLCOTT, isi Chatham Sq., N. Y.

Iyr20.

freouentiug

SUNDRIES.
The health of the city is mm good is usual. The
®rnall pox threatened last winter to effect a lodgment
in the city, but though
brought here four times from
abroad, and seven persons took the disease, yet all
infection was prevented, and
to-day there is not a
case within the limits of the
city. The Board ol
Health, in spite of some clamor and excitementwhich was not
surprising—accepted the responsibili
ty and discharged th* Ir duties faithfully; and the
disease was stayed. The expenses thereby occasion
ed were large, but they could not have been made
less.
The suit against the city, for dama.es from defect
of highway received in 1870. is still pending. A
verdict for the plaintiff for $3500,00 was rendered
last January, but a motion for a new trial has carried
it up, and that will not be decided till next June.
Tne paupers of the city has been well cared for the
past year. The contractor is prompt, so far as 1 have
known, to attend to all applications lor aid.
The Sexton reports the whole number of burials in
the cemetery to be 62. Tile cemetery fund now
amounts to $302.02. I would suggest an appropriation from that fund lo build a suitable fence upon
the street front, provided a certain amount shall be
raised by private subscription.
In conclusion, genth men, J beg leave to say that
those of us who have been elected for the third time
to our respective offices should consider that ns but
an incentive to still more earnest endeavor, so that
at the end we shall have the pleasing commendation
“Their last days were their best days.”

Cental

DYE.

HAIR

Working Oxen We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7ft
$207; 1 pr, 0 ft 10 in $170; 1 pr, 0 11 8 in $190;
1 pr 0 It tt in $ 15o; 1 pr 0 It 6 in. $14u.
Milch Cowa—Prices, extra $55a90; ordinary $25a
50; Store Cows from $20a50 per head.
Sheep and Lambs Western Sheep cost from
0 1-2ibe per lb, delivered.
Swine—Store Pigs
200 in market; wholesale 6c;
retail 0 i8c per lb.
Fat hogs—125JO at market;
OaO
l-4c
lb.
prices,
per

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, March 25, 1872.
BUT fER
We quote tine fallNew York and Verbutter at 4ua42c per lb; prime dairies at
34a38c; Canada at 36a39c; medium 28a32c; common
18a25c; bakers'at 12a 15c.
CHEESE—We quote Vermont and New York
af 17c per lb; Ohio do at 10 l-2c; medium
factory at
15a 10c: tine daries at 15al6 l-2c; common cheese at
12a13c.
ELLS—The market to-day is hardly so tirm.and
-ah'.s have been made at 25a25 l-2c, and Southern
and Western sell readily at 24c.i
BEANS—VVe quote choice mediums $2 60a2 60;
choice pea beans at $3 25a3 37; and good do at $3.00
per bush.
DRIED A PPELS -We
quote at 7 l-2a 8 l*2c per
lb (nr Eastern sliced; 5 l-2a 7 l-2c tor Eastern
quarters: 7a8 l-2c for New York
sliced, and 6 l-2a7c for
quarters; fancy Southern sliced sell at 7 l-2a8 l-2c,
ami common Southern apple at5a0 12c
per lb.
POULTRY—Sales are made at 15al7c per lb tor
choice lots of Western
at 10al3c.
Turkeys,Chickens
\ I'.tlE I ABLES--Potatoes at
88a90c; Jackson
YViiites st)a85c per busii.
CRASS SEEDS —$3 5ou3 80
per bush for Herds
Crass. $3 50a': 75 per sack lor Red Top; 8 3-4a9 1 4c
lor Western Clover Seed, and 9 1-2a 10c per lb for
Northern (Mover.
APPLES—The market is dull at $2 26a$2 75 for
Northern and $3 25 per bbl for Western fruit.
HAY- We iiuote prime hay ut $20a28: common
$21a22, ‘-draw $2bi27 per ton.
—
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This spleii.il li iir •
i' the best m the world.
1 he only True; and Perfect l>ye. Harmless, Reliable
aud Instantaneous ; no disappoint merit.; no ridiculous tints or unpleas ant odor. Remedies the ill el
feet a of bad dyes and washes. Produces I.mmedi
atei.y a superb ili.-u ic or. Nats hal Brown, and
leaves the hair « leas, son
am>
bkaltiifi..
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. .Sold by all

Druggists.
CHAS. BAICUEL.GR J'rop., \. 1.
lylOsp
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City ot Belfast in Account with Daniel Haraden,
1873.
City Treasurer.

Job PKi vmti On

Balance in

Treasury

$1,054

Received ot E. Bickford on
taxes of 1809-70,
Received of Chas. Moore .taxes
1871.
Received ot D.L. Pitcher, taxes

80

No. Ill Main St.,

$ l ,833 00
21,000

1872,

933

Liquor Agent,
Received of John Poor, Hup’t
Cemetery,
Received of City Clerk, for

OO

halers

A_.

48

155 00

283 37

Received ol M. P. Woodcock,
Agent Central District,
Received ot Treasurer of P. &
M. 11. L. R. R. Int. part,
Received tor Sale of Maine
State Bonds,
Received for sale of Hearse

08

G. W. BURGESS', Proprietor.
promptly attended to.-ft ft
.y3?

25 00

OF ALL

$77,476 20

Fond,

td.

TTHRIE 1ST OH,

276 Oo
1,752 00
1,689 06

CONSTANTLY ON
HAND
ASSORTMENT OF

BY

ol all kinds.

Japan

and

Oolong Tea.3,
Tobacco,
Cigars, &c.

B

and Steo), Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails."
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,

F,
17

Agricultural Implements.
IIHVIAdAli:

be bought elsewhere in New
endless variety of

&c.

»K

HEIM ft ■.

Linen.

No. 60 MainStreet.
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1873.

1ST

•'
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May or’s Orders,
Interest

on

Bonds,

1.752

Loan, Note, R, C.
Johnson,

Paid

00

War

6,000 00
$10,587 63

-—

Unexpended,

994 87

$11..582 57
HIGHWAY FUND. 1872,
in Cash,
$2,500 00
Appropriation in Labor and
6,500 00
Cash,

Appropriation

a:wit

$1.75

Paid

Mayor's Orders,

j

PAUPER FUND.

Appropriation lor 1372,
561 Ou

-$2,300

00

Corsets,

$7,279 55
2,968 06
-$10.217

1.1

ARRIVED.

SAILED.

Banner, Mathew-, Boston; Mary
Limeburner, French, Georgetown, SC; Jack Down
ing, Patterson, Rockland; Nevada. Gilli-, do.
D K A rey, R vat i, Boston; .1 P Merriaiii, Clark,
23.
do; M W Drew, Perkins, Jacksonville ; Annie Tibbith, Curtis, Fortre-s Monroe.
G M Partridge, Bunker. Rockland; Nathan
26.
Cl itford, Coombs, New York.
27 EA Elliot, Sprowl, Boston; H H McGilvery,
Stubbs, Savannah.

F. A

FUND, 1872.
$1,300 00

Appropriation,
Paid

Mayor’s Orders,

FOL1 LETT’S,

IOO

IOO

•-$302

I

00

Sells

J

liquor fund.
1871,
$3,045 70
Received of A.D. Bean, Agent
1872,
1,335 00
-$4,370 70
Paid

from

»

Unexpended,

54 Main
STATE OF MAINE BOND

The members ol the Belfast Manufacturing < ompany are hereby notified that the annual meeting
of said Company will be held at the office of
the Clerk of Courts, in Belfast, on Monday, the
seventh day of April, next, at ten of the clock, in
the forenoon, to act upon the following matters, to
wit
1st. To receive and act upon the Reports of the
President, Directors and Treasurer of the Company.
2nd. To choose a Board ol Directors, a Treasurer
and a Secretary lor the current year.
3d.
To see what action, if any, the Company will
take relative to its surplus Real Estate and the
sale or lease ol the same.
4th, To transact any other business authorized by
the By-Laws of the Company.
F. !v. BOYLE, Secretary.
—

Belfast, March 25th, 1873,

Treasury 1872,

$4,200 00

INTEREST ACCOUNT.
$ <7,000 00
M.
$2,060 00
$39,060 00
Due from B. & M, 11. L, K.
$6,114 00
for 1872,
Received ot Treasurer B, &
H. L. R. R. Co, part

-———

of£>

Interest on Loan
$101,900, due in Nov. ’72,

Paid Loan Note at Bangor,
Paid Interest on Loan Notes,
Paid Coupons on K. R. Bonds,

$688 500,
Overdrawn,

Subscribers, Assessors of the City of Belfast,
X hereby give notice 10 the inhabitants o! said
city to maku and bring in r0 them, true and perfect
lists of their polls and estates, real and personal, in
writing, including money on hand and at interest
and debts due more than owing, and all property
held in trust as guardian, executor,, administrator
or otherwise, except such as is by law
exempt from
taxation, which they are possessed of on the first
day of April, next, and be prepared to substantiate
the same according to law, and for the
purpose of
receiving said lists and making transfers of real

undersigned will be in session at their
over the store of Oakes
Angier, during the
business hours of each day, (mm the first to the
tllteenth inclusive of April next,
Sunday excepted,
and any personal examination of property
by the
assessors will not be considered as waiver for
neglect
of any person in bringing in true and
perfect lists,
as required by law.
Highway Surveyors of the several districts are
requested to bring in their several tax books oi
1872 by the tenth day of April. 1873.
Agents of the several school districts are requested
to make returns in writiug to the Assessors of the
number of scholars belonging to each family in their
school districts, their names and ages together with
the names of the heads of the families as soon as
may be after the first day of April.
OAICEH ANGIER,
Assessors
GEORGE WOODS,
of
N. M. MATHEWS. > Belfast.
March 25th, 1873.

$45,174
$2,500
1,689

00
06

41,310

00

Leeds, Robinson

&

Co.,

Debt,

Mayor’s Orders outstanding,
Due School Districts,

$292 23
2,968 06

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.
Iron Co.’s Shovels.
DEALERS IN

SCRAP IRON.
75 NORTH ST., cor. of JOHN, BOSTON.
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Our attention has been

1,418 75

6leased

14,967 38
2.826 28

Bands,

FANCY GOODS.
Handkerchiefs, Collars, Ties
and Neck-Uaudkerehicfs. (Doves,Two-Button Kids,
Kid Mittens, &c., Sec.
DRESS MAKING. Miss .Jackson has selected a
winter stock of Dress and Cloak Trimmings, such
as Buttons, Fringes, Gimps, Tassels, Sec. Special
attention given in Dress and Cloak Making in the
Latest Styles.

2,260 43
6,114 00
-$33,767 43

tity

NOVELTIES
-IN

PITCHER,COLLEOTOK.

E. R. JOHNSON & CO., just opened a tine
assortment oi Worsteds and Worsted Patterns,
Slippers, Ottoman and Toilet Cushions, Brocket and
Towel Racks, Infant’s Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
Mittens, Ladies Ureaktast Shawls,Nubias, liiglolelts
and Hose, Children’s Lezgins, Sucks and Riding
Hoods, Gentlemen’s Scarfs, Java, Panama, Wattle
and Tinsel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel Perforated
Paper, Bergmann’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
two, tour and eight fold, Shetland Worsteds,Crochet
Knittlngand Worsted Needles, and Paper Patterns
Particular attention given in shading ol Worsteds

HAYFORD BLOCK,

C/i

have

we

ever sold

before.

m

»■

5>

t/J
-*

Selling by

■<

the piece at reduced

JZ
rn

prices.

r

(yi

cn

[t|

Linen ShirtFronts
A fresh

A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

DOMESTIC

A
A

LUXURY 1

supply just received,

selling cheap,

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

♦-

THE “LIGHT RUNNING"

Remnant Prints !

“DOMESTIC”

new

case

CD
M

3

^4
tT* 5*
P

O

«*•

2.

23 -1
g-s-S
p“

S'

M

^
o

received.

POUND PRINTS

-

3

just
-♦

w
E>

Constantly

on

hand.

2 P I^M
? B
B* IH
Vjq «1

Clark's

FIFTY PER CENT. RAVED!
No power Is

so

as that ot human muscle,
the power required to run h
be saved by using the

Thread!

6 cents per

costly

titty per cent, ot
Sewing-Machine may

Give Us

“DOMEST!
IT

MAKES

LOOK

spool.

Dec. 13.—

Call

on

Hamburgs,

STITCH
G. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Hayford Block,

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast

a

THE

With the least and most simple machinery ot any
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEA KS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease ot running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderlul range of
work. We are also Agents lor the improved Singer
Machine. Wo sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
tail to call and examine.

BELFAST.
tfiiO

quan-

“LIGHT RUNNING”

THE-

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.

j

four

soiling

QUIET DOMESTIC!

un«i
00

strictly
purchasing of

times the

A

return next
she will be
to show her customers. Felt Hats in Drab,
and
other
Bronze
desirable
shades.
lack,
Velvets,
Kibbons, Feathers and Fancy Wings, Jets ami Jet

hereby give uotice to the citizens of Belfast,
that 1 will be at the store of Oakes Angler Saturday
2 until 5 P. M., tor tne purpose of

to the

given

rt-

MRS. E, R.. JOHNSON will
week with the winter styles which

large

so

2 ^ 3 Bleached and
£
y
H
j
Brown Cottons

o

rn

a

ac-

—

c3 n f
g§ si O
2 "S

? U)

on

assortment.

pose of

3

^JgfEfra
s g*;?!*d“
aO
p
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that

HMEBUBGS

3C

g

is

secure

these goods for the pur

M

3^

can

of

count

4g«»ul,

Sj^K

of this stock

good selection

oitrs- >p
Pf §3,2i
H

h
s

o

beauty

customers

tlaiti Atreet.

?

Q

a

MILLINERY.

afternoons, from
receiving taxes.

DANIEL I..

The

w
H

r+

101,292 80

Belfast, Sept. 26,—tt 13

K. 310111*0*
AO

who

3,707 28

OTK K !

having

them in very

HAMBVRGS

$3,260 39

$736,960 29

^1

W

the REPUB-

$733.700 00

Balance of Liabilities over As*
set 8 .March, 1872,
$105,510 61
Balance of Liabilities over Assets March, 1873,
86
101,292
DAN’L HARADEN, City Treasurer,

prices

large quantities.

Of all kinds Cl f AND MADE To ORDER.
Far
ticular attention paid to the making of GENTS’
MIIIUS AND EADll.s’ UNDER GARMENTS.
STAMPING for BRAIDING and EMBROIDERS
Done.
Agency tor Bl'TTERICK’S PAPER PA ITKRN
OF GARMENTS. A large assortment ol Spring,
Styles just received.
A RTF It’S PERFECTED HKMMERs.
lb
Best Dress Goods and Flannel Hammer in the mat
ket. TRY IT PRICE $1.00.
Attention is called to LITTLE’S
NEEDLE
SHARPENER, POLISHER and CASE combined,
for sharpening and polishing all kinds of needles,
and to the CRESENT BUTTON HOLE CITT..K.
cutting any size button-hole. Examine them.
The best quality of Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles an
attachments for all kinds of Sewing Machines kepi
constantly on hand.

The best medium

for this

$635,667 43

Assets,

bought

of

liberal advertiser. This is the

$6s8,500 00

-$601,900

account ot

on

ms

FAGGOT l ING.
QUILTING and
;;dgi: sri ic dint.-

and

swim up stream

has tried it.

Stock ill B. & M.H. L. R. R., $500,000 00
Loan Note and Stock as Colateral,
101,900 00

'Balance,

snci■

goods at such low

Up Stairs, Over Uarle ,U Morison’s Hardware Store,
tt3T
Belfast, Me.

imniu

WINTER

Due from Treas. of B. Sc M. H.
R. R. Int. on Loan 1 year,
Nov. 1872,

possible prices.

RIFFLING,

Advertising

up to the

experience

ASSETS.
Cash iu the Treasury this day, $2,473 31
Due from E. Bickford on taxes
of 1869-70,
Due from Charles Moore, on
taxes of 1871,
Due from Daniel L. Pitcher on
taxes of 1872,
Due from same on Highway
taxes of 1872,
Due from State ol Maine School

to

enabled to sell these

are

IIKMM ING,
FF. FLING
CORDING.
BRA! DJ NO
TIT KING,

!

$736,960 29

labilities,

qualities

at Burkett's at the

seen

lowest

or salt* <m
ll'.hKA!
ami LAST IT;RMS.
Machine Stitching oi ail

kinds,

Salve which

a

right
might as well try

dead

a

TOTAL MUNICIPAL LOAN.
84? Bonds Issue ol 1806,
$569,000 U0
153 Bonds Issue ot 1870, on
Semi-Annual Interest,
119,500 00

Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.
AUKNTS KOR

his wife

$2,500 00
5,000 00
2,500 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
-$2u ,o0o 00

Railroad Loan,

is

it draws

stone;

TOTAL WAR LOAN.

MANUFACTURERS OK

Wareham Nail Co.’s Cut Naiis.

Me.

opened their entire Shop for the

is like the celebrated

You

total i

Street, Belfast,

draws customers.

LIABILITIES AND ASSETS, VIZ:
Bonds due February 16,1884,
with Annual Interest,
$2,000 00
58 Bonds dur April 5,1885,with
Annual Interest,
$23,200 00
-$25,200 00

total Funded

WAGES !

Advertising

2

total

*

5 ft
06

$2,260 43

estate, the

office,

00

Fund

due Oct. 18, 1873,
due Nov. 3,1873,
due Oct. 18, 1874.
due Nov. 3, 1874,
due Nov, 3, 1875,

be

Truly.

We

®

$45,499

Note
Note
Note
Note
Note

Of all widths and

HAMBURBS

$325 06

State of Maine School
lor 1872 due,

HAMBM6S

B. P. WELLS.

And want immediately .a large crew of good, active
girls and women to run Machines, baste, finish, Sec.
Work given to those who wish to take it home.
We shall have on hand the best Sewing Machines,
strong, substantial, easy running and simple in construction.
The machines will be sold on time tu hr
paid lor in work.
The balance of our Stock of clothing, cloths and
lurnlshing goods will be sold cheap lor cash as they
are to be closed out.
HERSEY * WOODWARD.
Beliast, March 18th, 1873.—tf3,

RAI[. ROAD

1
1
1
1
1

..

HEADY MADE PANTS,

Appropriation

R.

4VI)

tacture of

$4,200 00

Bonds sold August 23. 1872,

Assessor’s Notice
riTHK

Have

ACCOUNT.

March 4,

«iHO>-

HERSEY & WOODWARD,

$4,370 70

and tilled cabin full of water.

Belfast Manufacturing Comp'y,

PLEiHAIlT

GOOD

$1,245 30
3,125 40

Mayor’s Orders,

Bonds in the

Cl.AUK’S MACHINE COTTON
cents.
Al..i
5u dozen LINEN BOSOMS from 1; cent?
\
up.
our Paniers. 10 dithen-nt stv!r$ iu
stoek lrom 2c to 75 cents.
All the above goods are marked in plain figure-,
and I defy competition mi any article I keep' Ni\
customers and friends areconlily invited to «t
p in
and see quality and prices of the saim

great Bustle about

r> )N K AT SHORT NOTICE by :i n.ce operator on
(In Florence Sewing Machines, at most reasonable

35 00

year 1872.

now

Knitting Cotton,
fee., fee., fee.

prices.

CEMETERY FUND.
$242 00
Unexpended irom 1871,
Received tor Sale ot Hearse
25 00
House,

Unexpended

Braids,

selling at 25 to 30
retailing for 17c.

were

cts.

a A R \1 E N T S

j

$69 61

Sup’t lor

That

lloop Skirts,

and

Your*

No. 80 Main Si. Belfast.

$1,369 61

Overdrawn,

Received ol

Chignons

«eii

CRAMP TON I? R<>\. LAUNDRY 80 A P.
Botin
market for washing purposes.
PACKER’S I.l<i II I N ING SOAP.
Best in the
world for scouring and polishiug a I! in. tals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as ».y magi.-.
KITCHEN MINERAi. SOAP. Superior for clean
ing Knives and Forks.
WORKMAN’S FAVORITE. Th« best Hurd Soap
lor Mechanics, Engineers, Boot an.. ,stioe
m.-vrs
Makers, Painters and Printer*. It
tili impurities and renders the skin vl.-au, soft,
and smooth. A sure cure and pn veuti\e tor
chapped hands, Wholesale and retail -it

SCHOOL FUND.
Appropriation tor 1872,
$5,500 ou
State School Fund.
2,260 43
Unexpended in 1871,
2,419 13
Tuition paid in Central Dist
68 05

FIRE DEPARTMENT

HABI1PRGS

it's,

Veil Goods,

Soap! Soap!

$2,300 oo
$1,739 00

P .id Mayor’s Orders,
Due School Districts,

Edges,

THE FLORENCE & HOWE

$lu,247 6i

BKl.l' lN'If.

price and selling
very cheap.

per yard.

Linen Collars.
and Co

$7,God 71

Paid Mayor's Orders,
Uu expended,

under

New Fringes,

HOWARD MANF. CO.

$9,000 0G

au

Bought
Cotton

'VITF. wish to inform the public that we have put
in one ol HARRISON'S CELF.BRATED
U
CORN MILLS for Grinding and Cracking Corn,
Grinding Rye, Oats &e.
This Mill is on Washing!on St., just above .1, S,
Davis’ Blacksmith Shop.
We respectfully solicit a portion of the Milling
business.
Having purchased the wood working machinery
belonging to Messrs. Field & Mathews, we ire pre
p ared to do all kinds of Erregtilar Yi i»utiling-,
Scroll and Ntraiglit <ianiiiK
Turning.
Ac., heretofore done by them.
tt'H

Loan

Also

Saxony,

from 2 cts. to

W

Specialty.

HAMBMiS

..mi pmtcrii
r than can

ch< a;
England

are

and

GRIST MILL!

$2,885 63

War

Are Our

St.

every

They

oniosit,'

E

HAMBURGS

WELLS,
IvLain

li AMUL JIG EDGES
lrom 3 cents to $1.25.

&c

ot

JtTSi; RECEIVED prom new
YORK BY

Hardware, Iron

» T

Also Best Brands

NEW GOODS

FULL

A

BURKETTS.

Pickles and
Canned Fruit

A. J. HARR1MAN & CO.
LEKP

JUST RECEIVED AT
Nuts, Pigs,

Raisins,
Fancy

IRON & STEEL!

-$21,475 S3

N b] WS

fim3S

Lemons,
Apples,

-—

March 2o.
Sells Senator, Con don, Carver 'a Har
Dor; Witchcraft, Barter, Isle an Hunt; Suc<v-.-'
Hanna, Tremont; Orouo, Powers, Deer isle; Jen
uie li Russ, Forbes, do; J li .Stinson, Stinson, do,
Martha A Brewer, Turner, Isle iu Haul; Wm G
Eadie,Ryder,Spruce Head Lizzie Williams. Cooper,
Camden.
23.
Cameo, Cunningham, Boston; Fannie &
Edith, Bartlett, New Castle, Corn tor Pitcher & Gorham; Jack Downing, Patterson, Rockland; E A
Elliot, Sprowl, Boston; Ringleader, Smith, do; P
M Bonnie, Burgess, Carver s Harbor, Brig H H MeGilvery, Stubbs,Boston ; Soil G M Partridge,Bunker
Baltimore, Corn for W r Marshall.

Colony

Oranges.

).

and
months.
In Blueliill Feb. tith, Mr. Isaac I Sauuders,
aged
h
year- and ; month
In Eden, March l&th, Mr. \\ tirren s illsburv, ay.-d
40 years.
In Or land, March lMh, Mrs. Lavin.a Fio.d,
aged
t>2 years and > lm-nths.
in Warren, March Uth, Mrs.
i.i 1 Gilinon
aged :is years, m nulls and it
In Waldoboro, .March Uth. A lie II. Mariner,
<d
months and lb dais.
March Uth
Mrs. Jane
Seiders, aged til tears and f. month-. March 17th
Cupt. John Seiders hmdmid ot the above aged hi.
year# and 6 months.
In Waldoboro, March 7t!i. Mis-* Ida l. Burke,
aged
14 years and 10 mouths.
In Islesboro, March -M, ol e.u.rcr .Mrs. Esther
Hatch, wile ot ('apt. Lewi Hatch, uf Mr.c-.duville.
aged (32.

Old

!

<3ni3t

1,245 30

--3,717 06

( Obituary notices, beyond the hate, \ uv.cand .1 /<:
must be paid for. )
In this city, March z 1st, Elizabeth, wife ot James
Durham, aged 78 years and a months.
In this city, March 17th, oi
consumption, Mi-Zilica Warren, aged 27 years and 7 months.
In East Bridgewater, Mass., Mr-. Harriet L.
Widow ot Janies II. Mitchell, aud daughter or tin
late John Angier. ot Belfast,
in Searsport, 21st, Mr. Jacob
Gary, aged os years
in Moutvile, March 4th. Fred Wesley lvnowltou,
onlv cliild of Airs, Liz/.i.- Knowlton
aged y vear:•

light

to the citizens of
Beltast and vicinitv
that he has opened a Retail Department in connection with his wholesale, where he will keep an
assortment of French and Domestic Confectioner*
manufactured at his place from tie- best
ouuii
lated Sugar. Also

tW,

Appropriations

March lu.

FOR SALE

KINDS.

---

«!'

C. IT. MITCH ELL

IN

Win. Pitcher & Son.

2,335 63
7 ,C06 74
7,279 55
I,7390o
1,369 61

In Prospect, March 16th, b> Rev Geo. D. Garland
Mr. Edward F. Avery ot P. and Mi<s Marv F
Kolloch of South Thom iston.
Paid War Loan Note to R. C.
In r.incolnvilie, March .:o, by 1. i». Tucker, Esq.,
Johnson.
6,000 00
Col. B. F. fucker of B> !ta t ai:-t Dadora W. DriuKDeposited for payment of Feb,
water of Liueolnvilh*.
on TR. R. Bonds.
oo
Coupon.*
20,655
In Searsport, by Rev. L. F, Hauscoui, Mr.
Henry
75,0u2 39
Moulton and Mis- Mar> Thompson, both Stockton.
Balance in Treasury this day,
2,473 31
in Soar sport, March 1:2th, Mr. Richard M. Weilol Clinton, and Mis- Feed. Xichols ot Searsport.
20
$77,476
In Gouldsboro. March 19th, Mr. Silas R. Cushman
|
ol Cherrytield, and Miss Lizzie D. Smith of Steuben. ;
In Eden, March 5th, Edward \Y
Allen and Miss 1
and Disbursements for
lzora F. Wheaton, both ot E.
1872.
In Rockland, March Fob. Mr. Lyman L< idbettu*
ot Vina I haven, and Mi- Lizzie H. Grant of K.
CONTINGENT FUND,
In Warren, March 16th. Mr. Webster
7000 Ou
Spear amt Appropriations lor 1872,
Miss Frances S. Andrew-, both oi Warren.
Sales and I nterest of 4200 Maine
In Vinalhaven. March Uth
Mr. Leroy Caider
Bond.
$4,427 50
wood and Abbie L. Ames, both ol \
Lic«-n -tea ot Saloons, Shows and
155 oo
Vessels,
$11,582 50'

P«BU

DEALER

AND

C-O-A-L-!

4,427 50

August Coupons ou K. R.
Bonds,
20,655 00
Paid Municipal Loan Note,
Bangor,
2,500 Ou

Sill I>

Belfast, Me.

05

2,000 <>u

Receipts,
Paid Mayor's Orders, viz
On Contingent Fund,

Paid
Paid

:

PURE

in;

and Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Has Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, &e., &•:. Job
Work, Repairing, &t\, &e.
fio. 20 (Dliiiccli St.,
0m35
Belfast, Mle.

270 00

>.

You will always hud everythiug that is usually kept
in a first-class SalOOn.
A. R. CARTER.®
Belfast, Dec. 24.«ily25

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!
PARLOR,
Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, Brittannia, ,Japanned

tor

••

('ALL

A

announces

35 00

Pensions,
Received of same for Schools,
1870-71,

Paid Pensions State ol Maine,
Interest on War Loan
Interest on Loan Notes

(lip Suits,)

MANUFACTURER

1,325 00

Licenses,

On li ighwav Fund.
On School Fund,
On Pauper Fund,
On Fire Department
On Liquor Fund,

IsriUVE ME

ol Miller & Contil
gress Sts.

43,400 00

Received ol same, taxes 1808,
in full.
Received ot A. D. Bean, City

Received of State ot Maine

Corner

AD VE KTISEH

Paid

I >I Fd

Maine.

Belfast,

OFF UK

Over Caldwells’ Hook
Store, Main St.

March 4, 1872,

served in every style and at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock ol Confectionery
of every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
SCANNED FRUITS & JELLIES a specialty.

Physician‘Surgeon

To thr- t’ity Council of Belfast:
Gentlemen:—I herewith submit my annual ex
Dibit as Treasurer, showing the amount of money
received by me, and expended for municipal and
all other purposes, for the year endiug this day.
DANIEL HARADEN, City Treasurer.

Mar. 3,

DOLLARS

A. It. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will alwa>s he
ready to welcome all.

ELMER SMALL, M. D.,

March 3, 1873,

1'otai

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
wkdniohday March 19, 1873.
At market t hi a week—2484 Cattle; 609
Sheep and
l.iinli-- 12700 Swine ; Western Cattle 2309; Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows,
IT 5; Eastern Cattle,
Prices of Beef Cat! I per hundred lbs. live weight
Extra quality, $775u$S00; First quality,$7 25a7 5u;
>. eond quality, $0 50a$7 00 ; Third
quality,$4 75*5 75
P">r« «t grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a4 60.
By the pou nd, dre4sed weight, from 5allc per lb.
IIides—IIides 9 l*2c; Tallow OaO l-2c per lb
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c ; Country Hides 9c per lb;
Calf Sklus 10a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $l 75a

|

an

it

dred dollars for

I.

Men and Ladies to make and sell
pay them front Ten to
weekly. Seed 25ots., and stamp
for circular, &c. Address (i. ALEXANDER.Box
OwJfc*
501, Hyde Park, Mass.
article that will
WANTFEII.
Twenty Dollars

City of Belfast,Treasurer’s Office,

as no

aims

CARTER’S

___

combining the most attractive exhibition ever
in this city. This will close the Lyceum course

House,
BATCHELORS

article ever before sold, and it sells
Brig,) li Lane, of S.-arsport, Shute, at Boston 2otii
does just what it pretends to do. j from Messina, reports having met with heavy
westerly gales from l ei. 10th to March lath. oil
Those who now sutler from rhematism, pain or March 3d in the gale, Leonard Bergdaht, seaman, ol
Gottenburg, fell from aloft and was lost, and on tin
welling de-« v«- to sutler if they will not use
4tli, a huge sea broke aboard, staving in rails ami
cabin windows and washing overboard Daniel Hack
’emuur Liniment.
More than 1000 certificate* ett, of Worcester, Mass.,
who was lost.
Sch Abquizar, 185 tons, built at Tenant’s Harbor
<»i remarkable cures,
including frozen limbs, in 1852, lias been purchased of parties in St George
•hroni< -i iteuni itism.gout, running tumors, &c., by P McCer.ville, of Bangor, Me, mi private terms.
Messrs Treat, Lang ^ Co, Bath. Me, have sold the
have b.*eu received.
We will send a circular tch Robert Woodruff, 4J 20-luo tens, to Capt. Frederic Lewis, ol Wiseasset, for $250o.
Brig N Stowers ^of Stockton) Savage, at New
containing rerliilcates, t he recipe. &c«, gratis, to
York from Guaynilla, had strong N and NW winds,
lost and split sails, -hipped heavy sea- .-tovc skyany one reque- ting it. < me bottle of the yellow
b-

Fashion Plates.
Belfast, March 20, 1873.—3w37*

for the season,—Iw

an

ali healing pain reliever.

CO.,

Purtlifcml. fie.
This lead is Warranted Pure, and is unsurpassed
.'imSd
in Body, Durability and Fineness,

Belfast.

of

Where tie-

rheumatism

misses’ dress*s from the latest and most improves
Diagrams, and will be pleased to wait on all thal
may give her a call.
Also Butterick7* Patterns and

manufactured by

BURGESS. FOBES &

tI44

All

Phi-

its effects are marvelous,

pure

at Law!
Portraits of Well Known Citizens Attorney
No. 10 Main St., (Setcooar^tu.or) Belfast,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

will not subdue,

which it will not

language, but

..n;
l-

Liniment.

DRESS MAKING?
II. r. MP1IJJ H has taken the Shop
formerly occupied by Mrs. I. A. Pierce.
WHITS LEAD! Mil*.
Main iStwhere she is prepared to cut adieu7 and
perfectly

the

use

EXHIBITION!

pain which the Centaur Liniment

will not idieve,

The highways, bridges and sidewalks within tlie
city limits need constant care and attention. The
amount in cash and labor, expended upon them the
last two years, has been considerably lees than heretofore. They are, however, represented to be in good

ment.

use

or as

reeoiirse

i'hc aiowiu g popularity of Dupouco’s Golden
Pul 'peak volumes in their favor.

partment.
A

late to

too

ii<

HjI'ehn(i it'! ami i

b<-

WHEN YOU P^INT,

G-REAT

A.

-.

<

II 111 11

the

1 pon

A' U SI HEIST.

Weekly for the Journal.

Belfast, Wednesday, March 25,1873.
8
Flour,
$0 50 tol3 50, Kouiul llog.
7to
Corn Meal,
82 to OOjciear S’t Pork, $1C» to Is
1.10
to
r.
Rye Meal,
to
o
1.15,Mutton per lb.,
oo to l.oo i.amb per lb.,
t*o to
Rye,
os
so to
25 to dj,
Corn,
per lb..
bdjTurkey
55 to GOjChiekcn per lb., IT to du
Barley,
2. 50to3.00iDuck per ib.,
is to
Beaus,
Marrowlat Peas, 00 to
15 to lb,
l.OojGerse per lb.,
50 to 55;llay per ton,
Oats,
to
!,'J
75to
Potatoes,
Lime,
$1.45 to 0.0(l
70,
Dried Apples,
G to
s. Washed Wool, 50 to o0
•'.«) to
oo;Unwashed
38 to o,,
Cooking, do,
Will exhibit at Hayford llul! ou WEDNESDAY
*'
30 Pulled
da to
Butter,
50 to Gu
EVEN TNG, April 2.
Splendid views of Sreaerr
s |-dto
is to dO Hides,
0.
Cheese,
in all parts of the World.
18
to
1-2
d0;Cull Skins, 10
to V,
Kggs,
Id to
H Sheep Skins,
75 to 1.5"
Lard,
Kg^Men, Animals, Cities, Public
!" Wood, hard, $G0.0to8.0
7 to
Beet,
Baldwin,Ap’ls, G5to 75 Wood, soft, $.400 to0.<J
Buildings, Statuary, &c., &c.
7 to
5 to o)\
Veal,
8jDry Pollock,
During the evening there will be sliowu FIFTEEN
7 to
8. Straw,
Dry Cod.,
$sto ou OR TWENTY

sufficiently

by

1*1I1€E

Corrected

I

Church St.,

BELFAST.

roicc, and the way

Under the Snow.

he

spoke,

was

enough

Item S^imertisentenis.

WORKING CLASSES

For Sale I

V.

show that there wan’t a ha’porth o’
week guaranteed.
Respectable employment at
home, day or evening; no capital required; lull inyin’ in his whole skin. Hut the mate
structions aud valuable package o goods sent tree by
iidn’t seem to swaller tlie yarn at all; he
It is pleasant to think, just under the snow
mail.
Address, with six cent return stamp, M.
That stretches so bleak and blank and cold,
HANDS YOUNG & CO., l(i Cortlandt St*, N. Y.
only shrugged his shoulders with a kind CHAPPED
Are beamy and warmth that we cannot know,
o’ grin, as much as to say, “I’m too old a
< i ecu ti- id- ind leav es, and blossoms of gold.
REWARD.
bird to he caught with that kind o’ chaff:”
AND FACE.
Yi
under tlii- frozen and dumb expan-e.
and then he says to him. “Look here, !
For any case of Blind,
*«>!'<*
llryn<‘<riofthe §Iiiii,dc„ Ac.
I'ngl id I nod l»v bee or bird or flower.
Bleeding, Itching or Ulmy lad; that’s all very line, hut it won't ! cured at once
A world wiicr the leaping fountains glance,
cerated Piles
by II EG UMAX’S CAMPHOR ICE
that Dk
do here—some of these men o' mine are i WITH GLYCERINE. It keeps the hands soft in
Bing’s
Pile Remedy
And the bud- expand, is waiting its hour.
tails to cure.
in the secret, and I mean to have it'out of :i.l we.itlai. See that you get 11 KG EM \N'S. Sold
It is oreIi b hidden now; not a glimmer breaks
Only 2o cents. Manufactured
pared expressly to Pure
’em.
Now. you just point out the man as b, all Druggists,
Through the har t blue ice and the sparkling
only b> Hi-.ck.man & Co., Chemists and Druggists, the Piles, and nothing else. Sold by all Druggists.
1 New
stowed
and
fed
York.
this
away
you
you,
very
Price, $1.00,
drift;
The world shrinks back from the downy flakes minute; it you don’t, tt’l! he the worse j
BY REV.

T.

,o

HEMPSTEAD.

Inch out of the folds ot the

But

night-cloud

sift.

for

And otten now. when the skies are wild.
And hoarse and sullen the night winds blow,
And the lanes and hollows with drifts are piled,
l think of the violets under the snow.
look in the wild flower’s tremulous eye,
1 hear the chirp of the ground bird brown,
A breath from the budding grove -teal- by,
And the swallows are dipping above the town.
there, from the outer sense concealed
It lies, shut in \ y a veil of snow;
But there, to the inward eye revealed.
Arc boughs that blossom, and flowers that

So

The lily shines on its bending stem;
The crocus opens it< April gold.
And the r<’->■ uptosses its diadem
Again-i the floor of the winter’s cold.
And that other world, t<= mv soul I say.
That \ riled and m>Mic world of the dead,
no further away on any
av
Than the lilies .iust under the snow that we
tread.

I

Angels
railing her. let her depart.
Rest now the weary f- rm, calm claims the
heart;
All the bright hopes that have glittered in vain,
Gleaming but faintly through sadness and iiu,
•'ball change into bliss, by the magic diviu.
Which er-t turned the pale shining water to
wine.

bethought myself o’ my little
curly-haired lad at home, and how it ’ud
he if anyone was to go for to hang him :
ami at the very thought on’t 1 tingled all

Angeb ire calling i
bid her not stay,
it-r it11.- i.-.-t i ik on life's toilsome highway;
Gre.-u or the n.isturi s with flowers bestrown,
Itesi I- ib. -n!. waters which flow from the

over, and my

throne;

Tber--nr w--iry lamb rest on the sod.
And ijuaiV ib- bright waves of the river of God.
are

calling, let her

go

home,

bive-.l to hear whisper, *' Come
come !"
so->u -lull! !h-- dove-guided chariot wait.
Soon -hall stand open tin- rainbow-spanned
gate,
An-l alar sound ttie welcome song, never to
K

sh--

r

cease,
it- music

i- hive mid its echoes

A

Young

are

peace.

Hero.

•'.Aye. aye, sir; they’re smart seamen
enough, no doubt, them Dalmatians, and
reason g" -I. too, seem’ they man half the
Austrian navy; but they ain’t got the seasonin’ fl an Englishman, tint it how ver

lingers clinched theirselves
if they was a-grippin’ somebody’s
throat. 1 clutched hold o’ a handspike,
and held it behind my hack, all ready.
“Tom,” whispers the chief-engineer to
me, "d’ye think he really means to do it?”
I don’t know," says I through my
teeth; "but it he does, he shall go first,
if l swings for it!”
I’ve been in many an ugly scrape in my
time; but I never felt ’art as kid as I did
then. Every minute scented as long as a
dozen : and the tick o’ the mate’s watch
reg’lar pricked my ears like a pin. The
men were very quiet, but there was a
precious ugly look on some o’ their faces ;
and I noticed that three or four on ’em
kep’ edgin’ for’ard to where the mate was
standin’, in a way that meant mischief.
As tor me, I’d made up my mind that if he
did go for to hang the poor little chap. I'd
kill him on the spot and take my chance.
"Eight minutes!” says the mate, his
great deep voice hreakin’ in upon the siionee like the toll o’ a funeral hell.
"!l
you’ve got anything to confess, my lad,
you’d best out with it, for ver time’s ncaras

i

will!"

I am standing on the upper deck ot the
Austiian Lloyd steamer, looking; my last
1
upon pyramidal dall'a, as it rises tip in
t-ara"
alter terrace ot stern gray masonry against the lustrous evening sky, i
up.”
with the foam-tipped breakers at its feet.
"I’ve told you the truth.” answers the
Beside me, with ids elbow on the hand- boy, very pale, but as firm as ever.
"May
"dl, and his si it pipe between his teeth, I say my prayers, please ?”
the
stahvart
The
as
mate
and
lounges
nodded;
chief-engineer,
down-goes the
thorough an Englishman as if he had not poor little chap on his knees (with that intwo-thirds
ot
his
fernal
life
spent
abroad, and
rope about hk neck all the time),
delighted to get hold ot a listener who and puts up his poor little hands to pray.
lie
(as
phrases ii) “has been about a bit.” 1 couldn’t make out what he said (fact my
“No; they ain’t got an Englishman’s i head was in such a whirl that I'd hardly
seasonin','’ lie continues, pursuing his ha’ knowed mv own name), blit I’ll be
criticism of the Dalmatian seamen; “and hound God heard it,
every word. Then
what’s more, they ain't got an English- he ups on his feet again, and puts his
man’s pluck neither, not when it comes to hands behind him, and says to the mate,
a real scrape.”
! quite quietly, "I'm ready !”
“Can no one but an Englishman have
And then, sir, the mate’s hard grim face
1
broke up all to once, like I've seed the ice
any pluck, then?” ask I. laughing.
"Well, 1 won't just go (dr to say that; in the Baltic, lie snatched up the hoy in
o' course a man as is a man ’nil have his arms, and kissed him, and bust out
plnd. 111 him the world over. I’ve seed a a-cryiu’ like a child : and I think there
Freneher tackle a shark to save his mess- 1 warn’l one of us as didn't do the same. 1
mate- and I’ve -eed a Roushan stand to i know I did, for one.
his gun arter every man in the battery,
“God bless you, my boy!” says lie,
liarrin’ himself, bad been blowed all to svnothin’ the child’s hair with his great
smash. But. if ver come to that, the i hard hand. “You’re a true
pluckiest i. lii-1- as ever 1 seed warn’t a ] eveiy inch of you; you wonl.l'nt tell a lie
man at all !”
to save your life!
Well, if s,> be as yer
•■YVliat was he. then ? a woman ?”
lather’s cast ye off. I'll be yer father from
“No n -r that neither; though, mark this day forth; and it I ever
forget yon,
ye. I don’t go lor to sav as how women then may God forget me!”
ain’t g--i pluck enough, too—some on'em,
And he kep’ his word, too.
When we
it least.
My old ’ooman, now, saved me I got to Halifax, he found out the little mi’s
once from a
lubber of a Portugee as was i aunt, and giv’ her a lump o’ money to
■list a-goin to stick a knife into me, when
make him comfortable; and now he goes
site eraeked his nut with a handspike.
to sec the
youngster every voyage, as
|
(You i' ll- hear her spin the yarn yourself, 1 reg’lar as can be; and to see the pair on
it you likes to pay us a visit when we get
’em together —the little chap so lond o’
to Constantinople.)
But this ’mi as I’m a him, and not bearin’ 1 im a Hit o’ grudge—
talkin’ mi was a little lad not much bigger j it’s 'bout as pretty a sight as ovei | seed.
’n Tom Ti-omh. only with a sperrit of his I And now, sir, axin' yer parding, it’s time
own as ’in! ha’ blowed up a man-o-war : tor me to be goin" below: so f'|| just wish
a’mott.
Would ve like to hear about it ?” I yer good night.

j

b’

Englishman

sn*i
me
narrator,
eagenv assent:
knocking tin- ashes nut of his pipe, folds
his brawny arms upon the top of the rail,
and commences as follows:

’Bout three rears ago, afore I got this
berth a- I'm in now, I was second engineer aboard a Liverpool steamer bound
for N ew York.
There’ll been a lot of extra cargo sent down just at the last minute. we’it no end of a job stowin’ it away,
and that ran us late o’startin’; so that,
altogether, as you may think, the eap’n
warn’t altogeth :r in the sweetest temper
in the world, nor the mate neither; as for
the chief-engineer, he was an easy-goin"
sort o’ chap, as nothin’ on earth could put
0 it
Bui. on tin* mornin’ of the third day
oul from Liverpool. In* cum down tome
in a precious
hurry lookin’ as if somethin’
had put him out pretty considerably.
“Tom,” sirs he, “wliat d’ye think?
B esi it
we
ain't found a stowaway.”
(That’s tin name, you know, sir, as we
gives to chap- as hides theirselves aboard
outward-hound vessels, and gets carried

Farm for Sale.
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Circus.

One
4*«e
One
One
One
4*no

4*rami ( anil kift,
4-r.iml 4 a*h 4kif«,
4-rami C'a*li 4kift,
biaml Canli 4kift,
4k rami 4'a*la 4kift,
4k rami 4'a*li 4kift.
{4 f’a.ih 4kifc*.$l,4*4*4*
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*S* 4 a*li 4kift*
44*0
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JAMES VICK,
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For Sale!

*4*,4*4*4*
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iliicnum
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le**

TREES.

n
VKAKS OLD, ot grafted fruit.
Farmers why will vou buy Western
jfruit trees, of which you know
'nothin#, when you can tor half
th>' price purchase trees raised m your own Mate,
which necessarily must he adapted to the soil and
climate, and naturally must, il properly transplanted, thri\ e and bring bo th Iruit.

II nml red Tliounaml H liolo Tick-

for $ 14 * O.

APPLE

0OOO

>0,4*00
041.4*4*4*

!

25

PRICE,

than

$14*4* order*.
The object of this Tliiiril 4Wift Concert, like
the two heretofore given with such universal approval, is the enlargement and endowment of the
l*ul»lic lahr ary of Kentucky, which, b)
the special act authorizing the concert tor if.- benetit,

For further information
at

CENTS EACH.
apply to the undersigned,

Winter].ort Village.
Feb. 20tli, Jb?d.—oinosdd

C. R. MERRILL.

is to be lorever tree to all the citizens ol ever) Mate.
The drawing will be under the supervision of the
Trustees ol the Librar;., usMstt-d by the most eminent citizens of the l nited States’.
he sale* «•{
tickets has already progressed so far that complete
success is assured, and buyers are therefore ne-tili .1
that they must order at once if the; de-ire to par- I
ticipate in the drawing.
The management ol this undertaking has bet n
committed by tin trustees to Hon. Tlao*. F. !
IBranilcttc, late Governor <>l Kemuck v. to \v hem |
communications pertaining to the Gin Concert in
be* addressed.
K
T. DU RUE I T, i
.-’r.
W. N. HALDKMAN. Vice Prcs’i !
JOHN 8. CA IN, 8ec’v Public Llbrarv «.f \v,
FARMERS’ AND DROVEILS* PANE Treasurer.
As the time lor the Concert is close at hand April
8th), parties wanting tickets shou'd -end m tlo ir
orders immediately if they would
hi the rush an 1
delay absolutely unavoidable in tin* lew days pieCeding the ‘drawing All order and app Rations
agencies, circulars and information will meet with
prompt attention. THOS, E. BRAMLEI TE, Aniit
Public Librar), Loni-ville, Ky.

l*«Htdlffi(e, Philadelphia.
f-,t!<nrinij -"at liable extracts from press

Iiotices
\ v. rv valuable book, and no one intending to
paint should tail to read it. [N. V. Tribune.
We did not know so much could be said on the
•oibjeet of paint tig a house until we read this excel1. t book ot Mr. Baird s.” : N. V. Gerald.
*‘A want long felt at last supplied.”
[Scientific
Am.
Not only a necessity to the painter, but valuable
to every occupant of a dwelling.
[N. V. World.
coni s of this book and distribute them
“Buy
Jf thev will heed the advice
among your iri-mis.
therein, you could make no more valuable present.”
i Chicago fnb.
“In publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a
real ses ice to the community, fToledo Blade.
We hope the publisher will sell 1(H),000 copies ot
this hook during Til. { Boston Advertiser.
"We have just painted our house as advised
the
author, and congratulate ourselves that no dwelling
in our neighborhood excels ours in appearance.
! Harper'- Weekly.
“In selling a sample copy tor lu cents. Mr. Baird
m;i-t fe.-l certain an order for lio bound in cloth will
follow.” ; Frank Leslie.
“We know the town and country paints therein
recommend’d, and can vouch lor their valu. aml the
• xcellenee ot t ue
11 arrison” brand of white l»*ad."
| Pliila. L* dg« r.

'•

14I.4M>4>
.»,4*4*4*
1». i4.4*4*1*
{>.000
.*{.4*4*4*
*4*.4*4*0

only will be issued.
Whole Ticket*. .$ 14* Halve*. .$.» : ami
4|uai'terM, ${..>t*. Fleien n liolc Ticket*

A p'ain treatise, containing sample card with 4.’
diflVreiu actually painted shades and tints, with in-truet ions tor exterior and interior House Decoration
boutul in clolli, for $5. Sample copies,
-5 vopit
pap-: cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on
r< ci ipt of SO rents, by the Publisher.
II»:\UY (MIIE1 RAIIID,
Btov

{>,0410
{4*,4*4*4*

et*

Or, Paints—How to Select and Use Them.

Sri

»4M>04*

14*,4*4*0 4kifts, all < as»li,
$;» 4*4*. 4*4*4*
To provide means fur this magnificent Concert,

4*no

10

The subscriber otters tor sale the
-well known Cook larm, so called,
Jackson, bain farm contains 120 acres oi excel*
ant lsntl, sisuated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
If is 4 miles from Brooks station, and
wood land.-.
loo rods from 1\ O., and the same from, a good
on cling every Sunday, and the same Irom Town
House.
If it abundantly supplied with water from
2 wells and numerous springs ; the house is a story
ami halt with ell, finished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by f>3
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard luo-tly grafted Iruit.
Apply to the subscriber on the place.
HOWARD W. ROBKUTis.
Jackson, Dec. dd, PC \ —tt2d
in

Total.

Rochester, New York.

ONLY

Farm for Sale.

$104*,4100

*at

CENTS

* HI

Dlf llKW HOOK*. •$:, for
born i-' Almanar 1 ?■<:;
for American
Ahnaunr '.
for Lb;'.,
Rare Old American
Book- v anted, viz.: Richard, Increase, .Samuel,
Fli-a/u-r or t'orion Mather’s Works; Pcrihallow's
Indian Wars, 17',*•>; .Johnson’s History of N. Eng.H. Genuine Poor Richard's A1land, London.
mailin'Dr. Franklin’s), or any scarce American
Book. P.impldef, Coin, 1 ndian Arrow II» ads, Relics.
Curiosities. Narratives or Almanac, in good condition. Also, good old, tall, 8-day brass clock. State
priet of aeh. .JA>. T. MoULTON, 4 Carnes St..
L> nn, Mass.

|

U R.

1

----

MILLIONS OF ACRES

NEBRASKA LANDS
FOK SALE BY THE

Burlington & Mo. River R. R. Co.

flic other day the hoys and other idlers On 10 Years' Credit at 6 Per Ct. Interest.
flBriMlucf*» will |»:i;» for the land and improveenjoying a show on a North river no nts mill'll within the limit of this generous
pier, in New York, free ol cost. They credit. Better terms are not offered, and probably
Had fortunately caught a menagerie just | never will be.
Call
f’irt-ului'ft, giving full particulars, gratis.
at tlie time when the owner could not I for ail that are wanted to read and circulate.
< o*ii4*
and thrive; friends will follow.
soil tickets for his show, and a great audiI M«*« lioiiit I .TBap, showing the exact location
ence soon assembled to gloat their eyes
ot Iona Lands is sold at .‘to cents, and ol Nebraska
wild
beasts.
Landat same price.
weie
unFor circulars and Maps,apply
upon
They
being
«EO. M. KARHIM,
loaded from a ship licit had brought them to
Land Commissioner, Burlington. Iowa.
from their deserts and jungles, and were
Dr, t o.l. W. 1 A RLF.TON,
not in a particular good humor.
*•*1
There
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
were four huge Asiatic
£*r \nd please say in wiiat paper this advertiseelephants, a Suma- ment
wa.-: seen.
tran
rhinoceros, a honied-horse, three
Bengal tigers and other beastial strangers,
SEWING MACHINE
large and smali. One large, lieroe BenOPERATORS.
gal tiger seemed particularly dissatisfied
Needles lor any machine sent,
with the country and evinced a longing
desire to chew il up.
postpaid, lor sixty onus per
The elephants had
do/.•111. .Needle* warranted and
walked off the ship, carrying their trunks
ewhanmed il not satisfactory.
with great resignation
They meekly subAddress N a l« »N.\ I■ Nt.l.hl.K
mitted to their chains, and were sur< ■■..‘.M I n inoiit Mrrcl, Bouton,
rounded by thousands of the people ol this
.Mass. Agts wanted everywhere.
new country.
All had eome off the
were

IYO

!II niil t;.

NO! NO! NO!

PbOBATE NOTICES.
i

^RFPllKN RAND,

Guardian oi the min.tr heirs
.7 oi A.
I. Knowles, late ot Thurndik.
in said
of
Waldo,
County
deceased, having pre-a r.ted hiiir.-t a* count ot Guardi mship lor allow mce.
Ordered, That tin* said Gu .rdian gw uotice
to all persons interested b> eau-iog a
ot ttiis
cp
order to be publish d three w eeks Mice es.-i voly In {he
Republican Jouinal, piim<d at Bel fa.-t that they
may appear al a Prohate Court, •.. I. -held at Belfast,
within and for s lid C.-unty. on the
cond 1
d
o* April next
at
ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, it any they have, why the same
should not bi allowed.
ASA TH URl.OL’G H Judge,
A t rue copy. Attest—B. P Kibble Ibgister.
At a Probate Court held at Beiiast, \\ ithin an 1 i
the County of Waldo, on the second Tue dav d
March, A. D. isr.a.
\ BNER c. LUCE, Guardian of minor heirs oi
ai V Mary M. Lufkin, far* of Winterport. in said
County ot Waldo, deceased, having pre-euled hiaccounts of Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give not ice to a li
persons Interested by causing a copy of this order t.>
be published three weeks suoce.
dvely in the lb publican Journal, printed at Bellas*. th.il id v mav appear at a Probate Court, to lie In hi at Belt,.st, within
and lor said County,
n the ,-eeoiid Tuesday
April next, at t. n oi r.e clock betore noon/am;
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer .,i
said petition should not be allowed.
ASA THU li Id H GU, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B, P. Fna.n, Register,
Ar a Probate Court held at Bel last, within and
for the County ot Waldo. ou t lie .-eeomi fuexlay
ot March, A. D. 1^.
ARY WHITTKN, Stst
late ot Monroe, in said

Martha Douglass,
County id Wahb deceased, having presented a petit ion that ,soin<- -uita
ble person may !>e appointed Administrator on -aid
deet ased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to
.ill persons interested by causing
copy ot this order to be published three weeks ,-ucct
i\i i} in the
Republican Joui n il, printed at Iteltast, that the*
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belto-f,
within and lor said County, on the second l'uesda>
ot April next, at ten ot thi clock belor* 1100:1, and
show cause, it any they have, why the prayer d
od
petition should not he granted.
ASA l lll RLOP<; II, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiitr.n, Register,
ol

—

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County <d W'aldo, on the second I'uesda* o1
March, A. D. 1-7.T.
FIN R AND, Guardian ot
aiv im l\ umvh s
compos mentis of Thorndike, in -a; I
Waldo, deceased, having presented hiCounty
first account of Guardianship lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give not in
to all persons interested
by causing a cop of t iorder to be published three weeks successi\ i ly in t lie
Republican Journal, printed at B» Past, that tin y
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belt:, 1,
within and for said County, on the st cond I uesday
of April next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA THURFOl G II .Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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30 Years of trial hits
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ing

It is reeoni~ru nde 1 '• to v.iil', iv.i le 1 assurance
-•••
D.
Burns. Sprung, ltheuIn all « rises • •! «'t.i
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Will make Nut om'1 trip tier wn
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The University Medicines ha* been t*
by
many, unJ its merits so well known, that tIt• I• t>«
and cry of humbug has lost mil its scare.
It has cured over 5u«»o cases in Maine within
three years, including all diseases subject to thi
climate. It has cured over d00<> cases that could led
bo readied with any other medicine*.
It has cured many patients after tin ir ph_v*i. i ms
told them there was no cure for them.
It has proved itself to be superior to any other
known medicine in the world lor the cure of all
forms of chronic diseases.
CA I'AAKH (the mother of consumption.) Scrulula, .''alt Rheum, and many other dise t-e hitherto
considered iucurabh readily \ iehl und.-r treat no
of the University Medicines.
Sl'ERM ATOUKHOKA, the greatest destroy*,
..{
humanity on the face of tlie (iiobe, l»ow man;, bewail the loss ot precious vitality without having tin
slightest idea ot the cause, tle-ir minlnod *>■ tail*,
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hop'
less decay.
Too strong language cunuot be u a-d b> parent* to
council their children while young to guard again d
this horrid malady. P.y so doing tb. y may save theii
sons and daughters from a ruined health, insanitv
Abut* thij evil and there
and a premature grave.
will be no more appropriations required to enlarge
our Insane Asylums.
I have cured over 2000 cases ot this lit. uid soul
malady within tlir- e y* :tr-, in the N« w
England States and Canada. I have nvuriubly tound
that tin* louudation ot destruction was laid l>« for*
the victim was old enough to know ot its evils, l»o
not let false modesty stand in trie way of trealnn nt
before the constitution is ruined.
Persons afflicted with disease* vvi’l please call or
send and g*-t a book (free,; wliereiu they will tin*!
their diseases explained, ami necessary re'medi* -.
PEL EL S 1 APLEv
Address
250 Congress St., Port lain!, Me.
ot
Thousands
certificates can be presented it
essary, but if the following are not sullicient to satisfy the most sceptical, 10,U00 additional one* would
be useless.
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becoming very ommou m every community, an
the >udm n d'-ailn resulting warn us to seek som
Fit
di> i.-e a-sumes many different forms
relief.
among which we notice Palpitation, Kni.aiu.k
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Pur gent, on application, will furnish you with
cir-alar, giving lull description of the disease,
.iiidaPo
n-111i:•«• r .1 testimonials of cure-, and it
you would like farther proof from the parties who
"have given the testimonials, write them and see
what they say.
W'« have sold many t housand bott les of the If ka k r
ID-:i; i.a Ti >k, and the demand is sf ill increasing. We
are confident w. are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparat ion.
■

destroying

j

The price of tin H kak
Ri.ia a tuit is oxK muper Rottie, and can he obtained of our agents.
A. 1.10 WES N CP.. Druggists, Belfast.
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The- forms «d Heart Disease have been cured by
D*:. •. •: \ v i: -‘ II k vi: LiKui i.a iou, and we do not
he- itale lo
iy it .vill cure them again. Any form
■’i Heart l»i- -t>e will readily yield to ils use, and \\ e
have yet to learn ol any case where the Heart
Regulator has been taken properly and the party not received a marked benefit.
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Some two years ago my daugliti r,
veil year! *
had a severe attack ot rheumatic and pleurisy lever
which left her in a very dangerous condition. tier
liver inactive, no appetite to eat, gom-r.d debility
Wo employed good phy*ici;m>
and sinking daily.
without benefit.
After tiaving nearly despaired *>l
her recovery wo decided to try the N. \v York University Medicine. In two month* she wa-. abb* to
go to school, and has nut- been compelled to lose a
day since on account ol ill health.
lK>KM>Ilv I
CAP1. d. 11.
l* St. Lawrence 'tree!.
Portland, June 25th, Is; j.
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Advancing years,sick
ness, care, disappoint-nieut, and hereditary
predisposition,a 11 turn

the hair gray: either
o! them disposes it to
tail oil prematurely,
ami either effect is it»•
I sightly and unpleasant
rto behold. Dr. A \ k it’s
Seonsumtii ite skill has
rproduced an antidote
Lt'or t hese detormities
■which has won gr.itItude tor 1 im from multitude
woinen
n d
s

Ill'll.

was
arm
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AMERICAN Y.NIl lOREKIN IWTE.Vl

R

Rlr.

P*»I; 11. '.mi, I-'* b. 17, Is;2.
I)K. .Staples.- Ibis may cert it*, that I had been
troubled with Scrofula al
><nne tiire.
my die.
I became so n due*-*! tbat 1
mouths sine
ibi not
raise myselt in bed.
ill this condition my friend
sent tor you. With your-direct Midi...’mi i.i
t
versity Medicine I was in -'a- minute- nabb 1
In mo- w* k I it; p *rt i-..:d
up ami dress niyseli.
and travelled night and d.-.v in tln-.-b it 11
ith. a:
1 hav»
the least iucouveniencc.
*
Iron* all ol tin above troublo and l -•!*•:■
n;
strong language in reeomim dm:iv.-d m\
all aliiict* *i. I am satistied it
W. W. A \Y(

.I

H.
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nr llcsigiis.
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No. 76 State St.,

111

sometime- reproduces lost hair; amt always
ivston's to holt'll amt •:ray hair it s nuturul color. with
thee;,)-- amt treshm s of youth. Tin- com pa rat ivelv
t w bald ami irrav heads, that we now see, are thosi
A'l" have ml yet
li-eovered t he virtues o( Avii's
II v11: Vn.i»i: lor renewing. I'he tresh ami youthful
hair w
see
on older heads is often the product of
hi- an. If you are dtsiigun d, 01 made old, austere
and mriy. by yray hair, restore its youthful color,
and with it v.mr features to their original softness
and 14xf.!.*
pression.
A
an elegant dressing for beautifying the llair.it
has ii" superior.

Kil by St., Boston
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A GREAT

1 have bei n troubled, more or l.-.p
!
*.- •.with inflammatory Rheumatism,
months I have sntiered beyond .1. -.•,
a
u.
limbs u ere badly swolh'n ami iutl.i m* .1 i: a -*
and
1
that
n!.
I
\|
ni"\..
gnat pain
liifliculty
ease was well known by thousand
-d citi/mi- i,
I am to-day a well man, and l u..
Portland.
cured by the University medieim-, ami Aeapii’n
ration.
CAP I’. \V. S. PEN N El.!., I
>t

MEDICAL
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WILL ALSO
Cure Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout. Lame Bach.
Salt-rheum, Unisonous Bites, External Bone and
Muscle Affections, Sore Nipples, Arc., and may bo
justly termed the panacea for atl

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.
Remember, t li is Linimeiit did

not

spring up i»« u disyoi’ u year, producing
rgRAl, DTTRE.S CLAIMED
THE MOST Ai'-'URD AND
But
ty New-Born and iULsnkuon Liniments.
we have the experience ot ov.-r lliirly years
aud
sub:
tautial
of trial, with the most
results,
by
a

muilitudo of witnesses.
If the Liniment is not

Money will

as

recommended, the

C-y- Sold
Btoukea

by

Mustang Liniment,
all

II.

a

■

h.11.(i iu-> and all impurit tok-iig»t i«».!<•. binrph
hi.. bursting throng h tin- -kin orotberwi-c.
d
adil v hy followin
th.- directions on th
bottle.
S
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Druggists

and

Counties

| Magnolia Balm
Blooming Complexion.

St., Belfast.

FEATHERS!

G. THOMPSON
WINDOWS! J.
Furniture, Crockery Ware & Room Papers.

GREAT EIRE IN BOSTON.

$500.00(1 WornofCMiii DesIriiyeO.
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sceptical,

Hiu-mi-i. -xpelii d from tin
3 dent without the
ditticultv; 1 few bottle
are sufficient lor tin*
ol>-tilia11 case

h.i-t
mo t

i-tbn

Dlt. Si AIM.Ks, One bottle ol yur. vtraet ,,f « n
cer Plant cured my little hov el >ei.du!u m
months standing. It 1 should writ: did,
i
.1
not give a lull idea ol bis -ntfenni\V.
.1
m|
live physicians without relhl.
lie -..rer.
healed and In-appears peiiecllv w» II.
\\
1
ink it
is a wonderful cure. Several ol
irh-irl an- id,
ing the medicine with good -m e.
MKS. U'M. d. 1 I:\\ is.
< »ld Town, Sept, K
1 >r■1.
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■ I j* •.
one bottle has cured
tin- most di ilim It
when ;11 other reim die-' failed.
tervoiik Oif!i«iiiti«**i, N'Uralgia, Htilache,
\c
ea-i d immediately.
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IS Si <• «i in ii I Im 111. .-welled .Joint- and -ill Scro
hilar A 111 if t toh n-moved or greatly reliev ed by tins
1.
aluahle medicine.
t

Sen 1 it P.M.i
p.
1Dn. Sr aim. is Dear Sir
i !e onubmi- i m .t
,lan.
ba
don
r■;
w.md.
p.r
me
I
your place,
id,
all you recommended it to be.
You may make any use
tin- above -.on think
Yours "truly
proper.
SKIM AD)PS 1.
The above case has been treated tor 11.e pu-| 1 ...
ditlerent
p.,
.-.anc.
years by
r.
phy-dcians
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Our 1‘urc White 1.tail, both Urv and ground iu Oi..
wi- warrant to be
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jmi-e om.
t hat for tinein ss, body and (lurabi ,ir
m
passe*! by any Lead in the m .i kci, nth. lor. h i,
A merman.
#*--1)1 order to pr. trot
Jiu our trade-mark
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MUSICAL 1NSTRU .HUNTS
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Call and See

lor Belfast.

BOSTON LEAD CO.
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IMtKTAlthl) in

published, t new edit n el Hr.
nln‘» weH\ ( eleliraled K«out hi radical cure v without mnl
■i&rJiSemsP
iiul si-KHMA loKRiiu a, ur Sern*
ina! Weakness, lii\.dunl try Seminal Losses, hup.
Mental
and Physical Incapacity, impedi
tcnoy.
meats to Marriage, etc.; also t onm .virito.x, hii
U'.i'si
aud Ft is, induced by sell indulgence orsex
ual extravagance.
Trice, ill a sealed envelope, only 0 cents.
I o- celebrated author, in thi- admirable e*
say,
clearly dennoistrat' from a thirty years' successful
practice, that the alarming coiim ijui nci s ot >elt
This may certify that 1 had been sutl* ring with
abuse may he radically < tired without the
dangerous
the “Rheumatism” tor five months, and at th it time
use of internal
medicine or the application of the
if, seized my right, hip and leg, down to the foot.
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
This the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried m in',
simple,
certain and eil.ctual, by means ot which
kinds of highly recommended medicines which I
every
-mil ler, no matt!
what his condition
took for the blood.
may be
Still I got no relict for seven
cure
him-.
It cheaply. ; rivately aim
months more, all the time doing my best, with as I may
radically.
«» I'his Lecture should he in tin hands ol
tvery
good advisers as we have in our city. FinalU- I di- youth and
every man in the land.
ed at the New York University Branch, and tin- pro."■.•lit under seal, in a plain
envelope, to any adprietor said he could help me. So I <'ommenc* d on dress,
post pa id, <m receipt of six cents, or two
his medicine, and in four weeks 1 thought 1 t. it re
postage stamplief, and in eight weeks 1 was able to lea\ e my cam
Al-a* hi!. < 'l L\ 101! W 10 I I/S
Marriage tiulde,”
at home and have been well up to this tinuq three
j-ricii .Mi cents.
months have passed.
DAYA I) IvUA/.KK.
A 1 tress t h«* paidishers,
Portland, Aug. 2d, 1»70,
< Hit. .1. (
Him; * < O..
I have beenafflietedfor twenty years, wtlli (’lironir
IT l»oworv,New York. Tost-Ortio ltox4,5M*.
Rheumatism. I have spent hundreds of dollars tor
1 yr41
medical treatment without henelit.
I en da s
ago,
I commenced takiug the University Medicines and
1 can truly say it has been more benefit to no than
all other treatment I ever received.
My place of
business in i:«7 Pearl street.
Ifshall be pleased to
answer all enquiries.
JOHN TURN UR.
as good an assortment of WOO LKXfcdOODS of a
grades, usually found in a
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cures piles and
chilblains in 24 hours. Good for any kind of Sores »
I guarantee theabove certificates to be
genuine 1 Also
will forfeit $l()0o to any one that will tind them othTrimmings t<> correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class woiiKinen at as
erwise.
low prices as the limes will afford.
Person having doubta will pleas.; address the
t'1,1 l INtl attended to in all its brandies by myparties.
self. I have also a fine* assortment of

Ageiit

7 AM \ N /■'/.

(
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>

\o Our-cun remain long unwell unless aillieted
with an ineur:ilde disease,.) after taking a lew bottles
of tin i,*uakiT bitters.

I had the Catarrh so had tor several years that m\
head became contused and painful. 1 was obliged to
get up several times in the ight to kr» p In.iu chok
ing. 1 employed some ot the best phv.-ician* in tie
country without benefit. 1 was perfectly cured » ith
tin- University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 121 Cumberland SI. Portland.
Contractor on the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
February,18, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, 1 have been p. rieetly tree from Catarrh, though I have been routinually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15, 1871.
A. M. MORGAN.
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For twenty live years 1 hive mi tiered with Scrofula anil Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.
Have paid out
hundreds ot dollars, and been treated by .sc\ei;,!
first,-class physicians without benefit
.Some tour
weeks ago, 1 commenced u>ing 11:. t nm r-ity .M, diciues. At the time my forehead and head were
covered with sores and scaliness ot the r.kin ; aUo
my tongue was covered with small ulcers. 1 am i.
day tree from all the above troubles,and can Is. art it v
recommend these medicines to the alllieted.
S. C. MUNSUY, 27 i’h'v-f nut Street,
Portland Jan. 24 ls;o.
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ah ut
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I.iutie* |.ri".ir«, hiioim.-, V.Imi,
KiM.o.o,
Uvr.t, ( lean-. ,I .n.l K-,|
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.
I ire
taking oil ..mil,..
111 Iniuie
I ....,
dune e. pill I to new.
*
11 .1 d
md
(.arpef1U storm.

In*

BSiftoai-*, lb milt.an ai d lnt. rmittant IY.« r-. so
prevalent in many part of our country completely
eradicated by the- n-e of tin (Junker HitU rs.

For lift v years i have been troubled with Serolula.
Some Jilteeu years ago a le.urlul ulcer broke out ..11
Three months ago it extended fr.-m tlu
my leg.
ankle joint nearly to the knee.
I
.*ul>l not mo\«
without great pain. In this condition s comm,-nerd
taking the l niversity Medicine.
At lirst it drove out a 1’eartul humor ill o
t me.
111 a lew days the humor began to subside, and tlu
ulcer is now healed and 1 feel iike a new b, in.' j
FLIZAPM 111 til A MP.LPl.AIA
Portland, Aug. do.
(jp, stmi,

t)

Proprietor

facilities, is

ru

IS i«':a tiling; lVou n t it--i amgs. Side
*«: 1
t lost almost in\ariably cured f-v faking a t .v
bottle- of the (Junket bitt- r-.

TVS

vdatne.

EMILE BAilBIFR,

cun

J’or

J\

A uar.le.l first i'r.-miuin a) t(:;in.- Sen>• Fair, 1s

ymi'm**-l'-xir.'
»l""t and Herb.- which almo-t iuva.'i
ablv cur' tii lollowing complaint-.
■*>
lie ..!•{ I*.nr.! l.ivr < ..in] .tint, slid
I-os- el t p pet if
in
d by hiking' ;t h w bottle
laisditinlr. I
>pirif- and Sinking Sen sat io n
eared a; one.-.

Tc;

4iiirii»tu,

& REMEDY.

Ullimi'i;.

T

DYE HOUSE!

“■J^miiiiiiilliniliillillliiltlijpp^

Some throe month ago 1 ,vi- persuaded I,, nr.
wife to take the I'nivi t-.-ity M. :iein.
M
Mil,
and mind was so badly aile.t.'l th.* m; 1 ri» 1
i..
came alarmed tor my sit. ty.
In
v
ter
on
r. li.-j.
I
uiencing to take the Medicine 1 1«-1; 1
am now as well as any
iii
!
min.
b
been lor a long time altlic:. .1 with .Ii
that ha
bullied the skill of our be-1 phv-i,
-.mu
!
which pronounced the ra- in.'ura!-!.
t ,m ru.-a;
inent ol the lTni\ersit\ Mediciui;<
h
.:r, i,
greatly improved. Any one doubti 1;v» •! | a-.
call at No.ii Lincoln Mree!,.t >■, ;
ii;iM!|
;h p\.
Trunk depot.
Dknpr.'!-: i 1 >
Portland, Aug. 5, Is. !.

lie MnwleiL

Do not l>o imposed upon by using any other
Liniment claiming the same properties or results.
They are a cheat and a fraud Be sure and g t
nothing but

Mexican

lio-pecttullv,

S

DISCOVERY

-.

FOLLETT,

Wanted!

On ami alter

■»

r

Produce

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS!

Eli *V (’<».. I.onell. ]?■»#*.
Analytical < hemists

N I'u I'• ri■
k >, S.
pt. In, 1 -. ;.
I am trclinr i:»•>t rate,
Du. Sl'AlM.Ks Dear Sir.
I ha\ e not felt >o Wed for
ur( ! at til. pi,n?
It you recollect w In n 1 was at youi ; he |
time.
was sullering, wit»» a ver\ lainr hack.
.o ha- all
lett me and i never telt beth r in my bit tb.m at tin*
I
v.- that that
belit
time.
don't
me.iiem.
present
can be beat.
I believe it is what t
.mu., ini.
1 hrdieve that medicine is niti'l. d
as mn.ji pr
as any medicine that waono in!
>1 •, 0
11..
I will not write any more thi- ■: .1.
lie.

&c., &c.

YOUR

.3. 4

l»i

Boston & Lowell!

>

proved
best iusiliag ami pain subdft*
Aft*tlic
Liuiim at in sbc; World-

non

Fruit, Nuts,
Figs, Raisins,

BLOOD

•.

-•

Confectionery,

FASTEN

i i; i! I,

1* K 1 i t*Alt F.I)

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Co urn y ol Waldo, on the seeund 'Tue.-da\ ot
March, A D. IS?::.

Brick
JUST RECEIVED
Machine

Sewing

IP.

unable to turn in bed or f* e*l mV'-dt
and hand was redue-d to m-aily hall
my left
the size ot my right on**, and was unable to lilt two
pound’s weight until last July, when l saw -in-effect of the University Medicine *.u tin daughierol
Capt. Win. Thorndike. I rail' d, u ! *r. >• p i• s and
lie said he could curt it.
stated my case,
i began
ibtaking the medicine with tb aeapiineDn-.ition.
tore I had taken tour bottb
in;.**-':
lie.,
free from pain than l
tweut
I h .n..a-l a
»•*<
1
years up to this time.
a
III. i;. oi
consider it to be til* oi.iy
tb,
1
above complant.
Wil 1.1 \M J. >MI 1 11
laic tirm*d Pearson \ Smith.

unbeknown to everybody.)
25c., 50c. and SI per Bottle.
ship
“The dickens you have!” says I. “Who
NViice S:/.k < Buttle, Style, Vo.
except the discontented brute from Bengal
is lie. and where did yer lind him?”
of which the sailors were afraid. Presently THIS
is
“Well, we found him stowed away lie came
LYON MFG. CO.
following halt a dozen terrified
By sending do cts., with age, height, color of eyes
among the. casks lor’ard; and ten to one tars, and no
about him. He was and
cage
will
receive
a
correct
ol
hair,
you
your
picture
we’d never ha’ twigged him at all, if the
free and the show was free.
The ele- future husband or wife, with name and date of marMAG AN’S
a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and for
skipper’.- dog hadn't sniffed him out and phants realized the terrible situation as soon riage. \V. FOX, F. O. Drawer 2-1, Fultonville, N. Y. Atthe
County of Waldo, ou the second 1 ne.-da) ol
begun barkin'. Snell a little mite as he is as anybody else, for they had a
A.
March,
D.
tolerably
1 could a'most put him in my baccytoo !
A VINA SF-AVKY, widow of Fhen Seavoy, into
correct knowledge of the tiger’s
unpleasJi ot Searsport, in said County, deceased, having
pouch, poor little beggar! but he looks to ant habits. They broke their chains as if
presented a petition that Willard Mudgett, ol Pros
he a good pluck ’an for all that.”
pect, may he appointed Special Administrator on
they had been tow strings and ran at full \ou cannot rtflord to use
I didn't wait to hear no more, but upon
neither
poor
machinery,
deceased’s estate
holding their trunks and other val- can you manufacture profitably without having the said
deck like a sky-rocket; and there I did see speed
Ordered, 'I hat the said Lavinu give not ice to all |
uables aloft.
fhe dead heads had seen latest improved contrivances known. Think of it
persons interested
causing a copy of this order to
a sight, and no mistake.
Every mail-jack enough, and all commenced a foot-race candidly ! < an you i Delay no longer ! Wake up I he published three by
weeks successively in the RepubWrite A. .S. uKAK, f>f> to 62 Sudbury St... Boston,
o’ 1 he crew, and what, few passengers we
printed at Belfast, that th y may apwith the elephants, and horses joined in for catalouge and circulars regarding all Wood and lican atJournal,
a Probate Court, to be held at Bellast. within
pear
had aboard, was all in a ring on the
the general stampede.
The situation de- Iron-working Machinery, and order right oil' the and for said County, on the second luesd-iy ot
machine you need so much.
lo’c’stle, and in the middle stood the fust- manded coolness
April next, at ten of the clock before noon
in somebody.
It was
and show cause, it any they
mate, lookin’ as black as thuilder. Right found in a
have, why the prayer
policeman. The tiger took a
of said petition should not be granted.
in front of him, lookin’ a re’lar mite
MARTIN’.*
IMIMIOVED
to
French
ASA THIIRI OUGH Judge.
on the
steaks,
fancy
sprang
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field,
among all them big tellers, was a little bit hack ol a
Register. T
dray horse and commenced his
o’ a lad not ten year old—ragged as a
dinner.
While he was busy fit it the
scare-crow, but with bright, curly hair, hold
policeman advanced upon him and
and a lioiinie little lace o’ his own, it it
him in the right place with a little
hadn’t been so woful thin and pale. But, plugged
hall.
pistol
Morgan, Reed & Co., lost a
bless yer soul! to see the way that little
A LA R«j K STOCK OI
horse, and Mr. A.
a Bengal
chap held his head up, and looked about tiger. There was aForepaugh
novel hunt in New I s simple in its mechanism,built strong and durable
and can be operated by ordinary help. The capacity
him. you'd ha’ thought the whole ship beYork and the cowardly elephants were is 4,000 bricks
an hour with steam power, or 2,500
longed to him. The mate was a great,
A FEW APPLICATION'S MAKE A
St. Louis Repub- with horse-power. Manufactured and sold by the
caught.
[Correspondent
hulkin’ black-bearded feller, with a look
MARTIN IIRIOH M ACHINE CO..
lican.
that ’lid ha’ frightened a horse, and a voice
CHICOPEE, MAW*.
Pure
tit to make one jump through a key hole;
Tt is Purely A egetablr. and its
operation ia seen
Grace Greenwood writes from Wash- Crr in another place advertisement about
but the young 'mi warn’t a bit afeared—
and f* it at oikv.
It iW\s away with tho Flushed
Iowa anil Jleliraska Lanilii.
he stood straight up, and looked him lull ington to the New York Times: “I am
Appearance caused by H. at. Fatigue, and Exciteinnt
Heals
audieiuovi sallplotchcaau
Pimples,
in the face with them bright, clear eyes told there used to be employed in the
dispelling dark and unsvhtly spots. Drives away
o’ his'ii. for all the world as i! he was Coast Survey, opposite us, an odd little
'Urn. Freckles, and Sunburn, and by its gentle but
Which I shall sill, at Wholesale and
Rijail,
powerful inllueneo inanth s the faded cheek with
Prince. Unified himself.
Folk did say monster, without arms, who yet performVERY LOW FOR CASH.
arterwards (lowering his voice to a whis- ed the duties of a messenger, going back
YOUTHFUL BLOOM AND BEAUTY.
per) as how lie coined o’ better blood nor and forth, with a letter bag fastened about
Hold by all Druggists and Fancy Stores.
Depot
If.
his
neck.
This
armless
i'urk
he
£>J
what
Place, New York.
Quilp, strangely
ought; and, for my part, I’m
Machine
rayther o’ that way o’ thinkin’ myself; for enough, had a wife, good, as wives go,
No. 80 Main
1 never yet seed a common street Harab, but occasionally giving him some trouble,
Is the BEST IN THE WORLD.
(as they calls ’em now) carry it off like and requiring some discipline. It seems /tgr^nfw Wanted, Send for Circular. Address:
Providence
never
leaves
a poor unfortuhim. You might ha’ heerd a pin drop, as
DOMESTIC” SEWING M AGAINE CO., N. Y.
nate without resource, and this man manthe mate spoke.
the VERV BEST, sold bv
USE
the Reisinger Sash Lock and Support to
to
his
better two-thirds in
keep
“Well, you young whelp,” says he in aged
the favorite
his grimmest voice, “what’s brought
subjection
by
I’<>R SALK IN BKLFAST ItV
proper
adopting
1y1
you
African mode of attack and defence,
here ?”
Dealer In
W
0
P.
No
M
to
0
no
1)0 O O K
spring
break,
“It was my step-father as done it,” says known as butting. Persistent and pitiless,
cutting of sash ; cheap, durable, very easily applied; holds sash at any place dethe boy in a weak little voice, but as steady he used to drive her about the house up
SAMUEL WARD & CO., l’ropr’s, Boston
and a self-fastener when the sash is down.
sired,
Main
&
Cob.
High Sts., Belfast.
stairs and down, with his prone, avenging Send stamp for circular. Circular and six copperas could ho. “Father’s dead, and mother’s
locks su nt to any address in the U. S., postmarried again, and my new father says as caput, until his sovereign wrath was ap- bronzed
paid, on receipt of 50 cts. Liberal inducements to
His neck grew thick and strong the trade. Agents wanted. Address REISINGER
how he won’t have no brats about eatin’ peased.
Sash Lock Co., No. 418 Market
St., Harrisburg, Pa.
up his wages; and he stowed me away with exercise; there was no hair on the
Sometimes he would get
when nobody warn’t lookin’, and guv me top of his head.
I will pay the highest market price lor all kinds nf
CR In 5190 Per day* Agents wanted 1 All
some grub to keep me goin’ for a day or the poor little woman behind the door,
°
IU
classes of working people, of FARM PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed llay a
He says I’m to go and jam it against her until she was sub- • ither sex, m)4U
two till I got to sea.
Beaus, &c„ &c., delivered at Lank’s Whakk in
young or old, make more money at work
We the undersigned having made large contracts
tor us in their spare
E. A. CALDERWOOD
to Aunt Jane at Halifax: ami here’s her dued and ready to cry jam satis.
moments, or all the time, than this city,
with Boston Parlies for manufacturing
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
Clothing,
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tflv
address.”
arc now ready to supply our old hands with work.
S 1INSON & CO.,
Maine.
Portland,
An unlimited number of good vest makers will be
And witli that, he slips his hands into
In the New Jersey Legislature, when a
OTIC IS !
wanted after the first of January. They can be
the breast ot his shirt, and out with a very important railroad bill conies
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
up, if
I hereby give notice to the citizens of
Belfist
Monroe. FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
horrible !
scrap o’ paper, awful dirty and crumpled a Senator takes $20,(XX) for his vote he is
that 1 will be at the store ol Oakes Angicr
to work in our
Saturday
wanted
called a knave; if he don’t take il, he is I suffered With Gwtiirrli thirty years, and was afteruoons, from 2untili. P. M., for tbe purpose of the first of January. Shop, beginning on or about
up, hut the address on it, right enough.
cured by a simple remedy. Will send
We all believed every word on’t, even called a fool.
receipt, post- receiving taxed.
a fine assortment of Dry
have
The most of them hate to age free,
We
Goods, Boots
to all afllicted. Rev. T. J. MEAD, Drawer
DANIKL L. PITCH KH,Collector
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
without the paper; for his look, and his be called fools
170, Syracuse, N. Y.
awfully.
Belfast, Sept. 26,—1!13
VOTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast, Dec. 13—1#24
out
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Congress St,

t o IS

Practical and

weeks

by

ONLY

IMMI I I, 4

Uiitlei*
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This is to

L

!

Branch Office 250

Ago

Portland, June 25th, l*;.’.
certify that I have been itllieted with the
inflammatory rheumatism tor over twenty y--ars.
1 have employed most of tb-.- best phy.-;eia"ns in
Portland, and paid hundred.* ot .:"1 Lir tor medieim
without any permanent cure.
two years ago 1 i.*t
March I was taken with Rheumatic "lever : for live

\

••

the

ot

4ir**m for (III* Mtiili* of Yluitie and

A beautiful farm situated in llclosi omce,
msi, a imies irom me
about
?<»
acres ot highly cultivated lands,
containing
A tine
divided into th-lds, wood and pasturage.
dwelling house, barn and out buildings, t wo wells
of never tailing water, and everything that goes to
make a first class farm.
Vlso my dwelling houseon
corner of High street and Corbett’s Lane, with 1 l--j
acres of line land and an excellent orchard.
For
further particulars cal! on the subscriber at the last
JOHN WK8T.
named place.
Helf.ist Dec. Id.
tfjt

At this Concert the best musical taunt that can bo
procured from all parts ot the country will add pleasure to the entertainment, and Too Tliou*aml
€mift*, aggregating a vast total ol Half a
Million Dollar* currency will be distributed
by lotto the ticket holders, a follows

*£7» cents
llu Gi ihk is published Quarterly.
pa vs for ihe year, which is not half the cost. Those
who aftcrw irds send money to the amount of On«*
Pol lar or mote for Seed may also order !5.» cents
worth xtra—the price paid for theGuii'E.
The First Number is beautiful, giving plans for
making SI lira I Home*. Dining: Table
Deeor.Ki on*. Window <»ar«l«*iiM, &c.,and
a
mass ot
information invaluable to the lover of
flowers.-I.'IO pages, ou fine tinted paper, some
NOD Engravings and a superb Colored Plate
and Cliromo Cover.-The First Edition of
*500,000 just printed in English and German.

MEDICINES!

PELEtl STAPEES,

$100,000 FOR ONLY $10.

lor me. i

UNIVERSITY

House for Sale.
The best location in the city.
Situated on corner of Church and
High his., mar North ( hurcli, opposite rh<enix
house, good well water, 2 cisterns nil iu good order.
Further particulars enquire at store in basement,
B. F. SI KPHKNSON.
or,
Bellast, Jan. 20.—3m2‘J

GIFTS.

Angels are calling her, hold her not here,
Shadows -urt-nun-l her o:
>rrow and fear,
* tilt -if the -fiirkni s- i.i
marvelous light
TheVII t-car hfair spirit, all tremtiling and
white.
And her r-iii.-s lit;,' a snnliglited city shall glow
i:i the glory wlii h banishes terror and woe.

THE NEW YORK

The Greatest Success

$500,000

Waiting.
are

V-,

The subscriber offers for sale his
firm, situated in Prospect, one mile and a half
west from t lie village. Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, to ell wooded and watered, with good orchard ol grafted trait.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1 >?:l. --:» tf

THE

Line

Independent

It

A medicine that cure
is a real public blessing
AY Elis’ S A US ATARI 1.1. A
makes positive cure of
-erics ot Complaints,
a
which are always afflicting and too olten fatal.
It
purifies tin* blood,
purges out the lurking
humors in tin* system,
which undermine health
and settle into troublesome disorders,
fcrupt ions ot the skin a re the
appearance on tlie surface
,1U|
aiu oe expelled from tin* blood,
I nt ti iii egt mints an* the determination ot
tin scanii im m< -rs to some internal
organ, or organs,
\vho-< aiti
v dera nge.und whose substance
they
disea-.de-troy. A V K U’S S A USA 1* A HI I.!. ,\ expfl-i tli-'i humors from the blood. When they are
gone, the uisor i, rs they produce disappear, such as
l leerut ion-ot the Liver,.Stomach, Ividnevs.
Lung*,
Eruptions and F.iuptive Disease* ot the Skin. St.
Ant!i"ii)' Fir< Ruse or Krysipel is, l'iinpl* -. 1'u-tubs, lliotehe-. tools, Tumors. Tetter and Salt
Rheum si aid 11 eud. Riugworm, l leers and Sores,
Rheumati-m. Neuralgia, Pain in the Roues, Si.le’
uml 11 < ;.d, Female Wiakness, sterility, Leueorrlnea
arising from internal uloi ration and uterine disease,
Drop.-y. Dy-pcp.-ia, Lmaeination, and (ieneral
Debilit y. W'it Ii their departure health returns.
PREPARED RY

Farm for Sale.

FRUIT FARMS

O

PURIFYING

Several Schooners, Centre-Board and
Apply to
H. P. UPTON,
No. 1 Commercial Wharf,
BOSTON, MASS.

;»m2S

MARYLAND

glow.

V

Gs

in another place advertisement about
Iowa and YehraNku Lands.

p>

1

at

t!3i»

Keel Vessels.

The boy looked up in his bright, fear«
less way (it did my heart good to look al
him, the brave li'tle chap!), ami says gfl
[Established 1830.]
&
quite quietly. “I’ve told you the truth; I
WELCH
GKIFFITHS,
ain’t got no more to say.”
Manufacturers of Saws.
WINCHES l’EIPS IIY POPllOSPH 1TE is: a chemiThe mate says nothin’, hut looks at him
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
cally pure preparation ot PHOSPHORUS, one oi
EVERY >4 AW WAURASTED.
lor a minute as if he’d see clean through
the most important elements ot the Human Body,
him ; and then he faced round to the men,
FILES, BELTING & MACHINERY. aud the only means by which this 1.1 FE GIYINC
and LIFE-SUSTA1N 1 NG element can he supplied to
lookin’ blacker than over. “Reeve a rope «
^LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.«d
the system.
We guarantee it to he a certain «tre
Price Lists and Circulars free.
to the yard!’’ he sings out, loud enough to
lor CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, OLDS, and all
and a Specific Remedv tor
raise the dead : “smart now !”
Atl'ections.
Pulmonary
WELCH & GRIFFITHS, Scrofula, Dyspepsia. Paralysis,
Nervous ami p’hy.-iThe men all looked at each other, as
Boston, .IfaNN.. & Detroit, Midi.
cal Debility, and all Nervous Atl'ections. It. is unmuch as to say, “What on earth’s a-oomin’ m
I
as
a
Tonic
and
surpassed
nvigorator and generator
of pure and healthy Blood, l- or lurther information,
now?” But aboard ship, o’ course, when
Testimonials, Reports of Physicians, &c.. send for
told
to
do
a
to
do
you’re
thing, you’ve got
our
Pi ice, $1 per bottle.
Sold by all
Treatise.
it; so the rope was rove in a jiffy.
Druggists Address
WfYdlEMTKH
*V
< O..
J.
“Now. my lad,” says the mate, in a
.*<» .5otin Nt., Yew York,
hard, square kind o’ voice, that made
every word seem like liltin’ a stone into a
QPP m another place advertisement about
wall, “you see that ’ere rope? Well, I’ll £10 to £»’;> per acre. Fine Fruit and Garden Soil. JLiL Iowa and Yebra ku LaiuU,
and
Fish
abundant.
climate.
healthv
Oysters
Mild,
give you ten minutes to confess” (lie took Catalogues
H. P. CHAMBERS, Federalsfree.
out his watch and held it in his hand) ;
burg, Md.
“and if you don’t tell the truth afore the
time’s up, I’ll hang you like a dog !”
PARKY, POROYA Ytirnon.
The crew all stared at one another as if Tir.M.
\\ Cinnaminson, N. J. 100 acres in berries.
is the largest and best.
they couldn’t believe their ears (I didn’t The Monarch of the West
and Rhubarb, Raspberries
believe mine, I can tell ye), and then a Reach frees, Asparagus
and Blackberries. Send for catalogue.
low growl went among ’em, like a wild
beast awakin’ out of a nap.
CASH
“ailence there!
shouts the mate, m a
voice like the roar ot a nor’easter. "Stand
by to run for’ard!” and with his own
hands lie puts the noose around the bov's
Under authority of special legislative act of March
1*>, 1>?J, the trustees now announce the Tliirtl
The little feller never flinched a
neck.
C»i* ml 4*ift ('oucert, for the benefit <>t the
■*ul>li< Library of lieiitucky. to conic oil
bit; but there were some among the sailiu Library Hall, at Louisville, Ky., on
ors (big strong chaps as could ha’ felled a
oxl as shook like leaves in the wind.
As
Tuesday, April 8th, 1873.

fair and real a world it iA- any that roll- in the upper blue ;
It you wait .you will hear it- melodies,
And mt the sparkle of fount and dew.
a-

Angels

yon!"

rrr

SARSAPARILLA

WADLIN,

Kn<juire

Vessels for Sale.

j

W

The residence ot J. li.

r

Eon Cedar Street.
pAlain Street.

S^ISTFOPLID’S

DYER’S

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. TA TI0U COLLARS, 10 cents a box
or 3 boxes tor T> cents, in all sizes and all tne othe
better grades ol Collars.
tf4I
II. L. TORI).

nearly ill vari* to

a

OORNKTS,
r*)N |R

AMOS. BARIT* lNF.S
l;\-s|s
MASS Ls, *>R(-111-S 1 |; A (i.RM |
Brass or Oerinun Silver, fUton ,.i

A

ol

Rotary

On ms,

Yalv.

C’v Mil a I s,
!• 1.1 Tl
)m K
$ l‘l« < ol «h HAoKol.l IKS,
t'l.AKIoNKI
I'HUN, II
n.
t i KKM A N A < VOK I
t-.O.Vs, \ l< 1.1 N s a ud till
I A KS, V ini.o.M
X
I I «-s | .1
t’ON* KK I IN AS.Fl
I IN \ s, M A HM
s
MoxK.n
HAS, BaN'.IoS, .Mi
SI KIN'.
Ylel.l N A *.ill
and all Mu«ie t! Meridian
di.*e, is the Well
known stori1
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Savings

Dm„,le

is

ION

Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO

"A PennySaved

CO.,
Mos

-PpcuiUe Court lluusi .)

a

DEPOSIT

Penny Earned."

baton the utof any
month, Hill be placed upon inti re.l evny
mouth, (except May and November and inten-i
computed upon the same in June amt I h eeiiiher.
Deposits received daily at the Haulm* Itoom,
"
t.°A. M., and tot P.M Saturdat Irom
on

or

.»

V t o

1y

A. M

JOHN H.QU I MBY',Trots. ASA FA I’Nt’K, Front
Bcllunt, July 13, 187

IMPORTANT
Grocer*,

to

FARMERS,

and flprcliaialN

Uonprull).

We will furnish you with information of a
legitimate business that will not interl. re with your
occupation and which will increase your
Income largely. Send address and two stamps, tor
full particulars, to
^m31
Employer, Lock Box f»90, Chelsea, Mass.

present

